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FOREWORD
This work was prepared primarily to meet the re-

quirements of the summer school course in New York

Law School. It is hoped that it may furnish a means

whereby the student of the law of real property may
get a comprehensive view of the subject, which will

crystallize principles learned from cases, lectures and

more complete and scholarly text books. The great

problem of real property instructors is to bring the stu-

dent to the end of his course with an orderly under-

standing of the subject as an entirety which will facili-

tate the application of his knowledge in actual practice.

There is no dearth of excellent texts on the subject,

and the author acknowledges his debt to several of them,

including Professor Washburn's scholarly treatise and

more particularly the recent and splendid work of

Professor Reeves, to which is largely due whatever

merit lies in the present volume. For the student who
has from these or other sources studied the law of real

property, it may serve a useful purpose to summarize

what he has there learned.

The author has striven for two things: accuracy and

succinctness. The appendix is only a tool box of useful

references; it does not pretend to be a table of cases,

and is confined largely to the law of New York and

New Jersey; a later edition may similarly supply the

working principles of the real property law of other

states.

If the book is found useful by the practitioner, this

will be a great satisfaction to the author, especially if

it serves to dissipate the idea that the law of real

property is a trackless desert to be ventured into only
in the company of corporate guides.

HAHOLD G. AROK.

NEW YORK CITY, March 15, 1916.
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THE GIST
OF REAL PROPERTY LAW

PART I. ORIGIN, NATURE AND KINDS
OF PROPERTY

Property in its general sense is that which

one owns to the exclusion of every one else;

ownership including both the right to control

its use as well as its disposition or transfer.

The term property is used to include both the

object or thing possessed, the estate or inter-

est therein, i.e., the dominion thereover. In

personal property, ownership includes com-

plete appropriation with the power of absolute

disposition for all or any purposes, including

the right and ability to destroy the thing it-

self; but ownership in land, that is real prop-

erty, can not amount to complete appropria-
tion and is by its very nature limited to the

use for a general or restricted purpose, i. e.

dominium utile, coupled usually with the power
to dispose of the right to use the property, i. e.

dominium directum, although either may exist

without the other as real property. Property
in land depends entirely upon a legal fiction of

ownership for the thing itself can not, any more

than air and water, be appropriated or owned

in the same way as personal property around

which the law of property developed long be-

fore property in land was recognized.

1



THE GIST OF REAL PROPERTY LAW

The elements of property are illustrated in

the history of the human race: There have

been times when serfdom was so absolute as to

give the owner a complete right to appropriate
his serf's life and liberty even to the point of

physical destruction.

In this we find all elements of property com-

bined: use, appropriation and disposition. At

another period and place in the world's his-

tory, the serf is owned and may be sold, but he

is protected by law from physical destruction.

He is still property, but a certain element of

chattel ownership has disappeared and the own-

ership of the serf is now much the same as the

ownership of the land, both may be used and

disposed of, but neither may be destroyed.

Eventually slavery is abolished through leg-

islation. All property in serfs is destroyed,

but the individual serf is still in being. He is

no longer property because the law has taken

away from his master all the elements : use, ap-

propriation and disposition, and a similar re-

sult might follow such legislation as to land.

There are two leading theories of the origin

of real property, by which we mean the recog-

nition of exclusive ownership in land, while cer-

tain economists contend that land is not sus-

ceptible of exclusive ownership and is therefore

not property. The generally accepted view is

Blackstone's, that the ownership of land orig-

inated in occupancy, the land being originally

res nuttius. Sir Henry Maine . advances the

more scholarly theory that individual ownership
of land developed from the gradual disintegra-



KINDS OF PROPERTY

tion of family or tribal control of land, occu-

pied by the primitive, patriarchal families in a

kind of communistic holding.

Property is divided into three kinds: a.

Personal, which is property capable of com-

plete appropriation.

b. Real, which is property wherein ownership

can not actually result in more than use or en-

joyment Coupled with the right to direct its

future use and enjoyment.
c. Mixed, which is property alternately

or interchangeably real or personal, depending
on its relation to or association with real prop-

erty. This term "mixed property" is a purely
artificial one and has reference to legal attri-

butes imposed by law on a particular thing in-

herently real or personal which take it out of

its natural class permanently or for the time be-

ing. Thus a key fitted into the door of a build-

ing becomes realty and a part of the building ;

and money directed to be invested in land is

converted into real property; e converse real

property directed to be sold and the proceeds

divided is treated in courts of equity as per-

sonal property.

STOCK OF A COEPORATION is always personal

property, even though the corporate assets are

nothing but land.

CHOSES IN ACTION for injury to land are per-

sonal property except where the action is for

a continuing trespass.

BUILDINGS are usually but not necessarily

real property.

ROLLING STOCK or RAILROADS is treated as

3



THE GIST OF REAL PROPERTY LAW

real property in the Federal Courts ; but as

personal property in New York and New Jer-

sey.

WATER, OIL AND GAS in their natural state

are not property, in the same sense that no

property right exists in wild animals until cap-

tured. When confined artificially, as in a car-

boy, cistern or tank, even water may be prop-

erty. There are real property rights in nat-

ural streams and bodies of water which will be

later considered as natural servitudes, but a

deed of a body of water as such passes nothing.

Water, when frozen into ice, is a part of

the land and may be treated as real or per-

sonal property. Ice, formed in navigable

streams in the absence of statute, is public

property and belongs to the first taker. In

non-navigable streams, it belongs to the owner

of land through which the stream flows or to

the riparian owners, equally, to the thread of

stream. In artificial waterways the ice belongs

to the land owner. Ice may be constructively

severed (without actually being cut) and sold

or mortgaged as personalty.

VEGETABLE PRODUCTS: Frwctus Naturales

are those which produce a substantial crop
without annual care and cultivation and are a

part of the land and real property until actu-

ally or constructively severed; for example,

strawberries, which improve under cultivation

but do not require it to produce substantially.

Fructus Industrials are those which require

care and cultivation to bring about a substan-

tial crop and are personal property passing as

4



KINDS OF PROPERTY

such upon sale or death, such as wheat, corn,

hops, etc.

TREES growing in their natural state or

blown down upon the land are realty, except

nursery trees. But standing timber may be

treated as personalty, sold orally, and so con-

structively severed if the sale is completed and

nothing remains but the delivery; an execu-

tory sale of standing timber must under the

Statute of Frauds be in writing. Trees growing

along boundary lines belong to him on whose

land the trunk stands, and, although the other

owner may lop off branches or roots on his

land, he has no claim to the fruit or produce of

the tree.

MANURE is realty if made by farm beasts

fed from the land or fodder grown on the land,

but otherwise personalty, as when it collects

in a livery stable or upon the street. In New

Jersey manure is treated as personalty under

all conditions. *

CHURCH PEWS are treated in this country as

the ownership of the land itself and so subject

to an action for trespass, but in England a pew
is a mere right. As real property, a pew dif-

fers from all other kinds of real property in

that its absolute ownership may be subject to

restraint upon alienation as well as use.

BURIAL PLOTS are either owned as so much

land or as a license or easement to bury therein

and differ from other property in that they are

peculiarly subject to municipal control and

police supervision, as well as to restraints on

alienation, like church pews.

5
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FIXTURES might be treated as a most impor-

tant kind of mixed property under modern law,

where a thing annexed to land may either re-

main a chattel or become realty, but the term

fixture in its origin meant only a chattel which

had become realty by annexation. It is more

usual, therefore, to consider fixtures when dis-

cussing kinds of real property rather than now

when considering kinds of property in general.

DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN REAL AND
PERSONAL PROPERTY

HISTORICAL AND NATURAL DISTINCTIONS

There can be no such thing as property un-

til the law stands ready to protect and enforce

the exclusive ownership on which the whole le-

gal conception of property is based. Primitive

mankind recognized no property in land until

long after property in flocks and herds was well

developed. Land was too abundant to require

more than the natural protection of personal

presence. Personal property was protected by
law. This is the early classification of res

mancipi and res nee mancipi, which had nothing

to do with the question of movability. Per-

sonal property is usually movable and real

property immovable, but this is an apparent
and not a real or universal difference; for ex-

ample, the fastest moving railroad locomotive

may be real property and the tallest building

personalty after it has been sold to a house

wrecker to be torn down.

6



CLASSIFICATION OF PROPERTY

FEUDAL DISTINCTIONS

The chief difference in kinds of property rec-

ognized by the Feudal System is that real prop-

erty will support a feud and is susceptible of

tenure. Anything not a feud was a chattel.

This is probably the origin of the modern re-

fusal to recognize estates in personal property.

There may be numerous interests co-existing

in the same piece of land but personalty or

chattels are at any given time completely

owned except in cases of bailment where we

meet so called special properties.

DISTINCTIONS IN LEGAL REMEDIES

Real property is conceived legally to be sui

generis and where one is wrongfully deprived of

his real property, it can be specifically recov-

ered in what is known as a real action; the rem-

edy for the loss of or refusal to deliver person-

alty gives rise except in rare cases only to an

action for damages, on the theory that with

money damages the chattel may be replaced

and the status quo ante completely restored,

whereas no two pieces of land or interests in

land are exactly the same or capable of being
substituted one for the other.

DISTINCTIONS IN DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION

Real property at death descends instantly,

by operation of law, to those persons whom the

law designates as heirs. Personal property

passes to an administrator or executor, if one

7



THE GIST OF REAL PROPERTY LAW

is appointed, who is a functionary of the law

designated to pay the debts of the decedent;

when these are paid the personalty is distrib-

uted to the next of kin, who are not necessarily

the heirs, but those persons designated by law

under a statute of distributions. A widow

would be a distributee, but not a next of kin

and never an heir. The tendency of modern

statutes is to make heirs and next of kin iden-

tical. The reasons for the difference in devolu-

tion upon death is due to two causes: (1)

Real property was not generally at the com-

mon law subject to the payment of the owner's

debts either during his lifetime or at his death ;

(2) real property acquired the attributes of

alienability and descendibility artificially with

due regard to the requirements of the Feudal

System wherein descendibility was not viewed

as inherent in the ownership of real property;
the converse was true of personalty, which was

treated as naturally alienable and transfer-

able at death.

DISTINCTION AS TO LIABILITY FOR DEBT

Personalty has always been applicable to

the payment of its owner's debts and realty is

made so available only by statutes, which still

provide that the chattels or personalty shall

be exhausted on execution before realty is

reached.

DISTINCTIONS IN THE LAW WHICH GOVERNS

The lex loci situs controls real property ; the

lex loci domicilii governs personal property ; so

8



CLASSIFICATION OF PROPERTY

a married woman would have dower in prop-

erty located in New York, although she and

her husband were domiciled at his death in a

state where dower had been abolished, i. e., his

legal domicile, the place to which he intends to

return. Actions affecting title to land are as

a rule local and must be brought where the

property is located, subject, however, to statu-

tory regulations, as in New York. Similarly

of taxation, real property is taxed where it lies ;

personalty where the owner is, except where

modified by so called secured debt legislation.

Taxes are moreover enforcible directly against

real property, whereas a personalty tax is

merely a personal claim to be enforced by a

judgment and execution in personam, except

where the right to distrain is added, as recently

in New York by statute.

METHOD OF TRANSFER INTER VIVOS

Real property and every interest therein is

within the Statute of Frauds and ownership or

rights can not be established or enforced with-

out written evidence, usually of a formal char-

acter, as a deed, except in rare cases such as

the oral partition of land and the creation of

implied trusts. Title to personalty passes by
mere delivery and oral agreements and trans-

fers are enforcible. Occasionally an oral agree-

ment to sell real property will be validated by

part performance, but this only where there

are the strongest equitable reasons therefor,

and where the purchaser or vendee has first ac-

quired possession under the contract.

9



PART II. LEGAL SYSTEMS UNDER
WHICH PROPERTY IN LAND IS

RECOGNIZED

Conceding the possibility of exclusive own-

ership in land, any such ownership must and

does grow out of some well defined theory of

the extent of the ownership, the right to trans-

fer it and its devolution upon death. Such

theory results in a system of holding. Holdings
of real property must not be confused with

"estates," which are the interests recognized by
the system of holding, or with the word "title,"

which is the series of facts or chain of legal

events by which, under a particular system of

land holding, the ownership of the estate, what-

ever it may be in nature or quantity, is estab-

lished or proved. There are two important
kinds of land holding in English real property

law, alodial and feudal.

ALODIAL, SYSTEM: Antedating the feudal

system and being well established among the

Anglo-Saxons and later overshadowing the

feudal system entirely in this country, the alo-

dial system conceives of land as being inde-

pendently and absolutely owned, subject to no

proprietary control or dominion in any other

individual or sovereignty.

FEUDAL SYSTEM : Taken from the Continent

to England and forcibly established by Wil-

10



SYSTEMS OF LAND HOLDING

liam the Conqueror through his military su-

premacy and the aid of the Domesday Book and

the consent of Anglo-Saxon thegns, this was es-

sentially "a dependent and derivative system of

land holding" which conceives the absolute own-

ership of all land to be permanently in the sov-

ereign and the interest of the subject limited to

a feud, which is a mere right to use land con-

ditioned on the performance of services. It

might be added that actual service was not a

necessary incident of a feud, and in process of

time even where services had earlier attended

the feud, they were permitted to disappear.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF LAND HOLDING

The alodial system existed in early England ;

the term allod, although of disputed origin, be-

ing derived probably from all = all -f- ot =
property (old High German). Under it in

Anglo-Saxon times there were the boc land,

laen land, folk land and terra regis. Despite

their conception of land ownership as independ-

ent, the Anglo-Saxons recognized in the sov-

ereign certain political as distinguished from

proprietary rights over the subjects' land;

these rights were called the trinoda necessitas,

and were these : to serve the king in war and to

repair bridges and fortresses. In this trinoda

necessitas is the origin of the modern law of

taxation and eminent domain, for in this coun-

try most land was never brought under the

feudal system. William became, as Blackstone

points out, the Conquisitor or Acquirer, rather

11



than the Conqueror, by his victory over Harold

at Hastings, and gained the terra regis of that

fallen king. This served as the nucleus of the

feudal system; through later attacks the lands

or estates of thegns were gradually captured
and added to the terra regis; eventually those

thegns who still kept their land saw the wis-

dom of surrendering to the king and bringing
it under the protection of the feudal system.

But in the County of Kent and a few other

places the feudal system was successfully re-

sisted to a considerable extent, and the Anglo-
Saxon customs and holdings survived the con-

quest. When America was being settled royal

grants were frequently made to hold after the

manner of holding in the County of Kent, and

so the whole period of feudal ownership in

England from 1066 to 1607 was accidentally

bridged to give this country an independent sys-

tem of land holding.

The history of the feudal system is full of

color. It was a movement among the people
of northern Europe and was not an invention

of the Normans. William merely hastened its

introduction into England. Its keynote was

the use of land to develop the nation's military

strength, and it was in theory patriotic and

noble. In practice it amounts to little more

than the pledging and subpledging of land with-

out dealing with the actual ownership.
The king as original owner puts his land out

among his knights in exchange for their mili-

tary services to him. They do likewise, but for

other kinds of service ; these others continue the

12



FEUDAL SYSTEM

process until there is a pyramiding of owner-

ships with the king at the top, and the tenant

paravail at the bottom.

IMPORTANT FEUDAL TERMS

A feud was the right to use land in exchange

for services. This term denoted the ownership

of all except the king and no subject had more

than the right to use. The feud nominally and

originally existed for life, subject to the king's

will, and no interest in land less than for life

was permanently recognized under the feudal

system. Eventually feuds were permitted to

descend to the oldest son and become heredita-

ments, but they could not be willed or trans-

ferred inter vivos, except by subinfeudation.

Subinfeudation was the process of transfer-

ring the use of the land or part of it on the

same or different services than those by which

it was originally held without discharging the

first owner from the original duties on which

the feud was granted. The king was not con-

cerned in what his knight did with his feud, for

the knight must respond with the services and

if he failed his feud would end ; what the knight

got out of the land by re-parceling it did not

affect the king. The knight was termed the ten-

ant-in-capite of the king. He was at the same

time overlord of his tenants, having in his manor

the right to hold court-baron and to dispense

justice, as he saw it, among his tenants. These

tenants in turn passed on their holdings and be-

came overlords of their tenants and eventually

13
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the feud reached the man who actually used

the land, the tenant paravail on whom the great

burden of the whole system rested. Subinfeu-

dation proved obnoxious to the king and orig-

inal overlords who had assumed that the process

should stop with them. Efforts were made to

prevent subinfeudation in the Magna Charta

and by the Statute de Donis Conditionalibus,

but the force of it was irresistible and it was

finally dealt with in the Statute Quia Empto-
res (1290), which removed the necessity for

subinfeudation by making feuds alienable upon
condition that any one purchasing or acquir-

ing a feud took it subject to the services on

which it was originally granted. This statute,

which is a part of the law of New York and

most states, is responsible for two important
results: (1) it gradually destroyed interven-

ing tenancies and placed the landholder directly

as tenant of the king; (2) it established the

principle that no restraint could be imposed on

the alienation of a feud, which principle has

been taken over into our modern law and ap-

plied to fee ownership under the alodial system.

Tenure was the feudal bond of ownership.

Every feud established a tenure which meant

that the feofee was bound by fealty to his feof-

for and homage to the king, as well as to ren-

der the service stipulated to the feoffor ; by this

tenure, the feoffor was bound by warranty to

protect the feofee in the possession of his feud.

As the result of his warranty the overlord

could not alienate his own feud and so substi-

tute a new overlord except with the consent of

14
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his tenants, Which was termed attornment. The

return in services was the tenurial rent and

the nature of the services determined the kind

of tenure. An interest in real property held

by tenure was a tenement.

Services might be (1) free; (2) base; (3)

certain; (4) uncertain; (5) military; (6) ag-

ricultural; (7) religious; (8) personal to the

king-

Combining the above and using numerals for

brevity, these results are obtained:

1 -|- 4 + 5 was tenure by knight service.

1 + 3 -f- 6 was tenure by free and common
socage.

2 + 3+6 was tenure by villein socage.

2 + 4 + 6 was tenure by pure villeinage,

which later became copyhold.

1 + 3 + 7 was tenure by divine service.

1 + 4 + 7 was tenure by frankalmoign.

1+3 + 8 was petty serjeanty.

1+4 + 8 was grand serjeanty.

Seisin is one of the most difficult, though per-

haps the most important of feudal ideas, for

modern comprehension. It meant such posses-

sion of land as rendered the one seised respon-

sible for the feudal obligations attached to that

piece of land. If it is borne in mind that every

tenement, whether it was land or incorporeal

right, such as a franchise, was a kind of living

pledge and responsible for its share of the

feudal burden, we grasp the idea of seisin as

meaning more than mere possession. To be

seized one had to have a feud, that is an own-

ership at least for life which was eventually

15
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termed a freehold ; but one did not have to be

physically in occupancy of it; if he were, it

was seisin in fact; if he were not, but had an

unobstructed legal right to immediate posses-

sion, it was seisin in law. Feuds were trans-

ferred always by a symbolical delivery of a

twig or clod of earth called "livery of seisin,"

accompanied by investiture in the presence of

the so-called pares curiae. Seisin could never

be suspended. There could be only one seisin

in a given piece of property and every piece

of property had to be presently owned in free-

hold by some one "who was seised to the prae-

cipe" and could be held to respond if the feudal

obligations attached to that piece of land were

not met.

IMPORTANT EFFECTS OF THE FEUDAL SYSTEM

In England feudalism is now a corpse but

none the less a burden. Its vitality has dis-

appeared through the degradation of services

into scutage or shield money, the gradual dis-

appearance of the rents through lump sum pay-

ments, the Statute of Quia Emptores and finally

the Statute of 29 Charles II which Blackstone

properly estimates as more important than

Magna Charta for it abolished the tremendous

burdens which had grown up around all feuds

and were known as the incidents of relief, aids,

primer seisin, etc., etc.

The most prominent results in this country

have been in connection with so-called Manor

Lands in New York where practically the whole

16
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system was developed but gradually overturned

by statutes.

Generally the feudal system is responsible

for many terms used in modern real property
law such as fee, seisin, rent, tenure, tenement,

tenant, freehold. These terms have of course

entirely lost any feudal connotation, as, for

instance, fee, which, although only a modified

form of feud or fief, means to-day an absolute

and perpetual ownership of land under the alo-

dial system.

17



PART III. KINDS OF REAL PROPERTY

LAND embraces all corporeal property of a

permanent nature, constituting the earth's sur-

face or formed under it or annexed above it.

Land as legally conceived begins at the earth's

centre and runs outward indefinitely, and in-

cludes everything permanently on, over or be-

low the land except air, light and running water.

TENEMENTS include all land and in addition,

all rights, exercisable over land and owned sep-

arately from the land itself, provided such

rights are sufficient to support a tenure. In

short, a tenement was land or any interest in

connection with the land which could be sub-

jected to the feudal system. Its modern use is

to include incorporeal rights over land as well

as the land itself.

HEREDITAMENTS include lands and tenements

and in England, personal property known as

heirlooms which by custom are permitted to

descend with the land. The modern use of this

word is to denote any inheritable interest in

land whether it be the land itself or a right

such as a rent issuing out of the land, provided
it passes on death from ancestor to heir. The

word hereditament, meaning anything that can

be inherited, is the broadest or greatest owner-

ship of real property, but in its use in this

country includes nothing more than tenements,

18
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although all tenements are not inheritable and

are not therefore hereditaments.

LAND INCLUDING FIXTURES

Land includes artificial and natural annexa-

tions thereto. It embraces everything between

imaginary boundaries running outward from

the earth's center into space. These boun-

daries constituted the "close" of the common

law action quare clausum fregit and trespass

was any invasion of this close on or above or

below the land.

FIXTURES ARE ARTIFICIAL ANNEXATIONS MADE

TO LAND. Real fixtures (which is the correct

use of the term) are things personalty by na-

ture annexed to or associated with land so as

to lose their character as personalty and be-

come realty. Chattel fixtures are things per-

sonalty by nature annexed to or used in asso-

ciation with land but retaining their original

character as personalty. Fixture in the gen-
eral sense may mean personalty annexed to

or used in association with realty so as to raise

a question as to its present character. There

can be no real fixture without annexation but

annexation alone does not determine (under
modern law) the character of the fixture, al-

though the inflexible common law rule and max-

im was "Quicquid plantatur solo, solo cedit."

This is still an important principle.

The criteria to determine the effect of an-

nexation are these:

1. Reasonably presumable intent at the time

19
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of annexation as shown by (a) express declara-

tion; (b) contract; (c) estoppel.

2. Method of annexation, which may be

either actual or constructive. The method of

annexation will be aided as a criterion by the

tests of (a) Adaptability of the fixture; (b)

Completory nature of the fixture; (c) Effect

of its removal.

3. Relation of parties, for the annexation

may have a dual aspect, being realty as to cer-

tain claimants, and a chattel as to others.

(a) Between vendor and vendee of realty,

annexations are presumably realty; this rule

holds as to annexation made by the vendee after

the contract is made and before the deed is

delivered, if the vendee fails to take title

through no fault of the vendor, but the deed

when delivered is construed strongly against

the grantor and all annexations made by him

pass to the grantee.

(b) Between heirs and next of kin, the heir

is favored and the annexation goes with the

land except where modified by statute.

(c) Between co-owners, annexations are pre-

sumed to be realty.

(d) Between mortgagor and mortgagee, an-

nexations are treated as realty and part of the

mortgage security.

(e) Between a lienor of realty and a lienor

of the chattel, there are three different rules :

(1) New York rule intent governs except

as modified by statute.

(2) Massachusetts rule the fact of annex-

ation is controlling.

20
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(3) Federal and New Jersey rule the time

of annexation is the determining factor.

(f) Between landlord and tenant, the early

rule "Accessio cedit principali" gave all fix-

tures to landlord to whom the early tenant was

little more than a land serf. Exceptions to

this rule have exempted and preserved for the

tenant trade fixtures, domestic fixtures, agri-

cultural fixtures in this country, but not in

England, owing to the strong principle of stare

decisis. To claim this exemption the tenant

must generally (except in a very few of the

states) remove his fixtures before his estate

ends, unless it ends through the fault of the

landlord, and in England, New York, New Jer-

sey, Pennsylvania and Massachusetts there ob-

tains the principle that a renewal of the lease,

without an express reservation of the fixtures,

forfeits any right to remove fixtures. This doc-

trine is severely criticised in Michigan and other

jurisdictions and even where recognized is held

not to apply to a hold-over tenant who makes

no new lease.

TENEMENTS

Other than the land or corporeal property,

incorporeal rights are recognized as real prop-

erty and are included with land in the word

tenements. If inheritable such rights are fre-

quently termed incorporeal hereditaments and

include rents, easements, servitudes, franchises

and profits a prendre. We come very close to

the feudal conception of the word tenement in



ancient franchises. These were originally spe-

cial privileges granted by the king to favored

knights entitling them to hunt, or fish, or have

deodands, etc., on the king's land. Observe that

the king does not grant a feud, that is, an un-

limited right to the use of this land; but he

gives a special privilege to do a prescribed thing
on the royal demesne, of which he retains not

only the ownership but the land itself. Here,

then, is a new kind of property, a mere right to

do something on the land or take something
from the land, existing entirely separate from

the corporeal land itself. The king made use

of these special privileges the same as the land,

to provide himself with services and so these in-

corporeal rights were granted to subjects who
in exchange agreed to render services and be-

come his tenants. Thus these franchises be-

came tenements and their owners were bound by
the same rules of tenure as in the case of land.

While only the king could grant franchises,

there were other rights which the subjects could

grant in their feuds and these rights with fran-

chises are the incorporeal tenements or heredita-

ments of the law of real property.

INCORPOREAL TENEMENTS-
FRANCHISES

ORIGIN AND DEFINITION

This form of incorporeal tenement or here-

ditament is a special privilege over public land

conferred by the sovereign or state or political
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subdivision thereof, which privilege is not ex-

ercisable by the public at large.

Ancient forms of the King's Franchises were

royal fishing and hunting privileges, treasure-

trove and deodands. Modern forms are street,

ferry and railroad rights.

Franchises originate by grant, possibly by

prescription, and, while special privileges, are

not necessarily exclusive.

Franchises may be lost by revocation, when

the right of revocation is reserved, as now gen-

erally is true of all franchises ; by surrender ; by

merger where a later and more extensive fran-

chise is acquired; by misuser, which is usually

an excessive user, where the proper and improp-
er user may not be separated; by non-user, a

franchise being the only kind of real property
which is lost by non-user, because the public

interest requires the exercise of the franchise

when granted and non-user is tantamount to

misuser.

INCORPOREAL TENEMENTS RENTS

ORIGIN AND DEFINITION

The original form of rent was so-called

tenurial rent, which is to be distinguished en-

tirely from economic rent and to a very con-

siderable extent from the commonplace con-

tractual rent between the modern landlord and

tenant. Tenurial rent is the basis for the law

of rent and presupposes the existence of an in-

terest in land amounting to a feud.
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RENT, in its legal sense, is the right to a pre-

determined profit issuing periodically out of

lands or tenements.

1. Rent, as a right, is incorporeal and should

never vbe confused with the proceeds of the rent,

as has been done, however, since early times,

. g., white rent, blackmail, etc.

2. To a profit, that is something more than

the owner would otherwise have had, not merely

a return of part of the land, such as cut tim-

ber, turf, or installment payments of the pur-

chase price.

3. Which is predetermined or certain so as

to preclude a partnership use of land, farming
on shares or the metayer system, none of which

produce rent; the element of certainty is met if

the means of ascertaining the rent is fixed in ad-

vance ; but it clearly precludes any proper rent

arising out of tenancies at will where the re-

turn is based upon use and occupation and the

amount is not predetermined. Rent may be

entirely disproportioned to the value of the

use and occupation, of the land? wherein it dif-

fers entirely from economic rent ; in short, it is

not necessarily what the land is worth; it is

what is fixed upon by the parties.

(4) Issuing periodically out of lands and

both corporeal and incorporeal tenements. The

profit issues out of the land and so differs from

an annuity which is a personal obligation se-

cured by a charge on the land; it differs also

from mere installment payments of purchase

price, which is neither a profit nor does it is-

sue from land. It is here that contractual rent
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differs from tenurial rent, and, as will be ex-

plained later, liability for a contractual rent

may continue after the estate in the land is

lost. Tenurial rent is, of course, contractual

in the sense that it must be agreed upon, but

it issues out of the use of the land rather than

the agreement. The profit must issue periodi-

cally, as otherwise the law would be unable to

supply any remedy for its enforcement. Rent

does not exist in personal property, although

the term is coming to be more and more fre-

quently used. At the common law rent did not

exist in incorporeal tenements such as fran-

chises, because these rights were originally rec-

ognized for public purposes and were not

deemed a proper source of private income by

way of rent and there was no way to distrain.

KINDS OF RENT: There were three kinds of

tenurial rent, all of which have been recognized

in this country but without regard to the feudal

system. Tenurial rent had a twofold quality.

It was regarded as something issuing out of

land as compensation for possession; also as

an acknowledgment by the tenant to the lord,

of his fealty, tenure and feudal responsibility.

In this country rent is solely a reditus or pre-

determined compensation for the use of land,

and its feudal attributes are not recognized.

RENT SERVICE : This is the only proper rent

and as a tenurial rent had three elements :

(a) It was a return for the use of land and

was always incident to a reversion; that is, the

owner of the rent at the time of its creation
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kept an interest by way of a reversion in the

property, e. g., he granted a part of his estate

as for life in exchange for the rent, but kept
some interest in the property beside his rent.

For this reason contractual rent between land-

lord and tenant is frequently said to be in form

rent service. A much discussed question has

been the effect of the Statute of Quia Emp-
tores on rent service. The point is that

prior to the Statute, every grant in fee was

subject to possibility of reverter, from which

it followed that rent service might attach to

grants in fee. By the Statute of Quia Emptores
all interest of the feoffor of a fee when aliened

was destroyed, but not his rent, which there-

upon ceased to be a rent service because no

longer incident to a reversion or possibility of

reverter and became a rent seek.

(b) Rent service always supposed a tenure,

that is, it originally existed only where the

tenant had a feud, and could be reserved only

in favor of the grantor although he might sub-

sequently dispose of it.

(c) The rent was enforcible by distress as

of common right. This enabled the overlord to

hold and later to sell the tenant's goods to get

the equivalent of the services which the tenant

had agreed to render for the use of the land.

In this form of rent, distress was a legal inci-

dent and needed not to be contracted for.

RENT seek is a rent incident to no reversion

and not enforcible by distress* This was a so-

called improper rent because it lacked the ele-
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merits of rent service and was not affected by
the Statute of Quia Emptores. It included fee

farm rents growing out of so-called perpetual

leases and grants in fee. Originally rent seek

was a kind of rent granted and not reserved as

was rent service. The owner of the rent might
never have had any other property or interest

in the land. It was not in return for the use

of land, but a fixed periodic payment charged

against the land, frequently in favor of one

who at no time -had had any estate in the land,

for example: A grants property to B in fee,

but subject to a perpetual rent granted to C.

Or A might retain his property, as in former

times he usually did, and grant to B a rent seek

against it. Where property is granted in fee

and the grantor charges it with a perpetual

rent in favor of himself and his heirs, this is a

good rent seek and perhaps the most frequent

modern form. The conveyance is not techni-

cally a lease but a feoffment, nor is tha rela-

tionship that of landlord and tenant, merely

because a rent exists where the rent is a rent

seek, or so-called "dry rent," meaning that it

is incident to no reversion.

RENT CHARGE is a modified fofm of rent seek

to which is added by contract the right of dis-

tress as a means of enforcing the rent. The

right to distrain has been abolished in New
York since 1846 so that rent charge is now

rent seek, but distress exists under the statutes

of New Jersey and other states.
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IMPORTANT RULES OF THE LAW OF RENT

(1) Rent service could be reserved only to

the reversioner, and on his death passed to

thosepersons who took the reversion. Rent due

and unpaid at the death of the reversioner went

to his personal representatives.

(2) Rent service could be assigned with or

without the reversion, and passed as incident

to the reversion unless expressly excepted.

When the rent service became separated from

the reversion it became rent seek.

(3) Rent service was apportionable as to

persons but not as to time, so the heirs or dev-

isees of a reversioner might divide it; but in-

stallments partially accrued could not be

claimed in any part by the personal represen-

tatives because it was not apportionable as to

time, and if the original owner of the rent held

the premises only for life, the tenant escaped

all liability for rent partially earned but not

accrued. This has generally been corrected by
statute as in New York, where rent is appor-

tionable as to time as well as persons.

(4) Rent service was extinguished whenever

the reversion and rent came into the same

hands ; if, for a time only, the owner of the rent

took back part of the tenant's estate, the rent

was suspended.

(5) Rent service was not at the common law

discharged by the destruction of the demised

premises for it was deemed to issue out of the

land, not the buildings. Modern statutes as

in New York relieve the tenant of the duty to
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pay when there is a physical destruction of the

premises, not due to the fault of the tenant. If

the destruction is partial the rent is discharged

pro tanto. Either partial or total destruction

may be provided against by agreement entitling

the landlord to rebuild, the rent to be sus-

pended, and the tenant bound to re-enter and

pay. The destruction of the premises must

be followed by immediate removal or the rent

is not affected thereby, and must not be the

result of gradual dilapidation and action of the

elements.

(6) Rent service was discharged by total or

partial eviction on the part of the owner of the

rent, be it actual or constructive. Partial

eviction by a third person holding a superior

title discharged the rent pro tanto.

(7) Rent service was enforced by distress.

Tenurial rent service always implied a condi-

tion that the tenant should lose his estate if he

failed to meet the rent; re-entry was therefore

possible in every rent service until after the

Statute of Quia Emptores ; by modern statutes

the right to re-enter must be expressly re-

served, otherwise the rent is enforcible only by
distress or action in covenant or assumpsit,

and in New York and many states distress is

abolished. The right to re-enter is not strictly

a means of enforcing the rent, but rather of

regaining the property, as it results in an ac-

tion of ejectment. As will be explained later

modern rent service between landlord and ten-

ant has a purely statutory protection in sum-

mary proceedings which may be brought in any
29
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case even though no right to re-enter is reserved.

Note that each of the foregoing rules gov-

erning rent service will require further explana-

tion in connection with the law of landlord and

tenant, as rents created by contract between

landlord and tenant leave a reversion in the

landlord and are therefore rents service, al-

though they are contractual and not feudal in

origin as was rent service, when considered as

a tenement or tenurial rent.

(8) Rent seek was not a return for the use of

land, but rather a charge on the land. It was

more usually granted than reserved, and the

owner of a rent seek had no reversion or other

interest in the land. It ran with the land and

might be a hereditament in which case it was

frequently called a perpetual rent.

(9) Rent seek was extinguished if all or any

part of the land was acquired by the owner of

the rent, except when the land so came to him

by descent.

(10) Rent seek could not be suspended or

partially released, for it was an entire right and

release or discharge of part terminated the

rent.

(11) Rent seek was apportionable as to per-

sons, there being no occasion for its apportion-

ment as to time, so that the owner of a rent

seek might sell or mortgage it in whole or in

part.

(12) Rent seek was enforcible only by ac-

tion in covenant or assumpsit unless the right

to re-enter upon nonpayment was granted with

the rent, or unless the right to distrain was
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similarly granted, in which case the rent sec

was called rent charge. The statutes in New
York are technical in the matter of reentry

upon a rent seek.

Note that in explaining tenurial rents the

past tense has been used. It is not to be as-

sumed from this that tenurial rents no longer

exist in all forms, except where distress is abol-

ished ; but the law of tenurial rent developed

long before that of landlord and tenant, and

it will do no harm to identify tenurial rent with

the ancient feudal relation, rather than the

modern relation of landlord and tenant.

INCORPOREAL TENEMENTS-
SERVITUDES

ORIGIN AND DEFINITION

Servitude is a condition of restraint and may
be (a) Personal, as in slavery.

(b) Praedial where one piece of land is

subordinate to another such is a com-

mon law easement.

(c) Mixed where land is subordinate to

the control of one other than its owner

such is an easement in gross or servi-

tude, used in the restricted sense.

In real property law all burdens placed oh

land are servitudes in the broad sense, thus in-

cluding all kinds of easements and profits a

prendre. In a narrower sense, servitudes are

those burdens on land which are not strict com-

mon law easements. Servitudes on land in origin

are either natural, legal, customary, conven-

tional or equitable.
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KINDS OF EASEMENTS

An easement is a privilege and property right

to do or control the doing of something on the

land of another, distinguished from a license

which is revocable and not an interest in prop-

erty. Easements are of four kinds:

Common law easements.

Easements in gross.

Natural easements.

Equitable easements.

A. COMMON LAW EASEMENT is an easement

acquired by grant or prescription in favor of

one piece of land catted the dominant over an-

other called the servient tenement and is a

strictly praedial servitude belonging to the

dominant estate as such being in no way af-

fected by any change of ownership therein.

Kinds of common law easements :

Affirmative, e. g. right to eavesdrip.

Negative, e. g. right to restrain the use of

another's land with respect to the kind of build-

ing to be erected thereon.

Apparent, e. g. right of way above ground.

Non-apparent, e. g. underground drain.

Continuous, existing .without artificial inter-

ference, e. g. waterspout.

Discontinuous, e. g. right to draw water

from another's well, requiring human interven-

tion to bring about its use.

Appurtenant, touching the land, e. g. party
wall right; all proper easements are appurte-
nant.

In gross, a privilege or right in another's
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land owned by an individual as such and not as

a part of his land ; easements in gross are servi-

tudes, not strict common law easements, as

there is only one tenement, the servient.

ORIGIN OF COMMON LAW EASEMENTS. A com-

mon law easement is founded on a grant either

express or implied ; if express it must be in writ-

ing to comply with Statute of Frauds, otherwise

it creates merely a license; if there be no ex-

press or implied grant there must be a pre-

scriptive user of twenty years or more (the

period being fixed by the lex loci situs), which

user when complete is said to presume a grant.

Common law easements arise by grant in the

follozving ways:
1. By express deed or grant of the easement,

as a conveyance of a right of way to a neigh-

boring owner.

2. By condition or covenant limiting its use

in a deed of the land, or by reference to a plot
or map showing certain rights in connection

therewith. It should be noted here that between

grantor and grantee such covenants create

common law easements, but between grantees of

a common grantor, equitable easements.

3. By express reservation in a deed, where a

grantor for his own benefit creates a new right

not theretofore existing in land presently to be

transferred by him, e. g. upon conveying a part
of his farm, the grantor might reserve a right
over the part granted in favor of that retained ;

but if the right were a right over a third per-

son's land theretofore existing which he does

not wish to lose, he preserves it by an exception
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in the deed, as distinguished from reservation.

4. By implied grant of an easement follow-

ing an express grant of land. This occurs

where the original owner sells a part and keeps

a part. The grantee, even though the deed be

silent thereon, acquires all apparent and rea-

sonably necessary privileges over the grantor's

land existing at the time of sale, as water and

drainage rights.

5. By implied reservation of an easement

following an express grant of land. Except
mutual easements such as party walls and ways

of necessity, no privileges exist in the grantor's

favor not expressly reserved. The rule of con-

struction against the grantor is usually adopted

in construing all private grants, but the oppo-

site rule applies in public grants. Ways of

necessity are easements created either by im-

plied grant or reservation, when one to gain

access to his land must cross that of another.

No ways of necessity are enforcible against the

State and where they do exist upon private

grants practical necessity, not convenience,

must be shown and the easement is terminated

when the necessity ceases. In England the

original necessity limits the extent of use for

all time; but in this country the use, if rea-

sonable, may keep step with changing condi-

tions and increasing necessities.

Common law easements may arise by pre-

scription and without an express grant. Pre-

scription is in theory so long an exercise of a

right that the law presumes a legal inception

to that right. The period is usually fixed by
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the Statute of Limitations in most states at

twenty years but originally it was so long "that

memory of man runneth not to the contrary."

Prescription is entirely distinct in theory from

adverse possession which affects the title to

land and never affects incorporeal rights. No

prescriptive rights can arise in the streets or

strictly public lands of a municipality and

against the state only where it consents to be

bound by the Statute of Limitations.

The use or exercise of the right must during
the full prescriptive period be

1. Open notorious and visible.

2. Exclusive, continuous and uniform.

3. Peaceable and uninterrupted.

4. With an adverse claim of right (which

distinguishes it from a license).

5. With acquiescence of an owner seized

in fee and not under disability.

B. EASEMENTS IN GROSS exist where there is

no dominant tenement ; for this reason they are

better called servitudes for the land is subjected

to rights in favor of a person and not an ad-

joining piece of land, e. g. a right granted to

one who uses, but does not own, a neighboring
warehouse to drive over another's land. These

rights may be hereditaments and assignable or

limited in duration by their own terms.

C. NATURAL EASEMENTS are those natural

rights where there is no grant or prescription

or possible presumption of a grant and are bet-

ter called servitudes, e. g. the right to use a

flowing stream passing through one's land.

D. EQUITABLE EASEMENTS always nega-
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tive are rights to restrain in a court of equity

only, the use of another's land. These ease-

ments usually result from a common plan of

development and improvement of a tract of

land which eventually comes into the hands of

separate owners from (1) a common grantor

who imposes restrictions (2) with the intent to

benefit all parcels so that each lot is both a

dominant and servient tenement; (3) and no-

tice of the restrictions has been brought home

to the grantee against whom they are sought to

be enforced.

Equitable easements most frequently origi-

nate in covenants or conditions in a deed by
which the grantee consents to restrictions on

his use of land, as to kind and character of

buildings. Such covenants run with the land;

if broken, the grantor or his heirs have both a

legal and equitable remedy on the covenants or

conditions in the deed by re-entry or action

for damages or injunction; but other grantees

of the same grantor have no remedy at law

against another grantee for a violation, because

there is neither privity of estate nor contract to

support a legal action; but if the facts are

strong enough Courts of Equity will afford re-

lief by injunction to grantees (who relied on the

restrictions) against other grantees who took

with notice of them. Equitable easements may
arise out of mere representations, oral or writ-

ten (for equitable easements are not affected

by the Statute of Frauds), whereby land is ac-

quired or disposed of and equity enforces per-

formance of the representation. An equitable
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easement is not enforcible by one who has him-

self violated it. Equitable easements termi-

nate by (1) Release; (2) Abandonment; and

(3) Changes in circumstances rendering their

enforcement no longer equitable. These last

are the important "change of neighborhood
cases."

It should be carefully noted that legal ease-

ments are frequently enforced in equity by in-

junction ; but this does not make them equitable

easements, for equitable easements can be en-

forced in no other way; a change of neighbor-

hood entirely destroys equitable easements, but

actions for damages and other purely legal

remedies would survive in the case of common

law easements even though equity deemed it

inequitable to enforce them.

SERVITUDES WHICH ARE NOT COM-
MON LAW EASEMENTS

Servitudes, used now in its restricted sense,

includes all rights over land which are not ease-

ments, franchises or profits a prendre and where

there is only one tenement: the servient estate.

ORIGIN AND NATURE OF SERVITUDES, AS DISTIN-

GUISHED FROM EASEMENTS

(A) By grant of a right over land to an in-

dividual so that there is only one, the servient,

tenement. This is the so-called easement in

gross.

(B) By prescription where an individual or

group of individuals quite apart from the own-
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ership of other land, exercise a right for the

full prescriptive period and under the requisite

conditions before stated.

(C) By custom in England, immemorial

usage results in community rights over private

land, as the right to play cricket. This is quite

apart from prescription, always enures to a

community as such and no particular members

thereof and is not recognized in this country.

(D) By dedication a means of passing title

to the public, the state or political subdivision

thereof, by offer and acceptance for public

purposes which is frequently implied.

(E) By operation of law servitudes are so

acquired by the state, any political subdivision

thereof or a public service corporation through
the exercise of the state's power of eminent do-

main over the land of all citizens. Before servi-

tudes may be so acquired there are three requi-

sites to be met: Public purposes to be served

by the right when acquired; Legal proceedings
to fix the value of the right; Payment of the

compensation legally fixed.

Most railroad and street rights are servi-

tudes and the following rules should be noted:

(1) Roads may be acquired for private

purposes by eminent domain in New York,
but ordinarily a public interest must be

served by the exercise of eminent domain.

(2) Compensation is only for direct and

not consequential or indirect damage as a

mere change of grade of a street which is

damnum absque injuria, except where this.

common law rule is changed by statute.
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(3) Some streets are owned in fee by
the municipality, in which case adjacent

owners have no interest other than the nat-

ural servitudes of light, air and access over

them. In such streets the building of a

surface railroad would entitle the adjacent

owner to no compensation, but an elevated

railroad would result in injury to these

natural servitudes for which he may re-

cover damages. The effect of a street rail-

way franchise under these conditions is

virtually a grant of a servitude to use the

publicly owned street, subject, however, to

the rights of the adjacent owners in light,

air, and access in and over the street, for

the municipality owns the land burdened

with these servitudes in favor of the ad-

jacent owners, and it can not by franchise

destroy them. The company acquiring the

franchise must compensate for these if it

builds a structure which impairs either the

light, air or access.

(4) Where the adjacent owner owns the

fee, the municipality has only a public

servitude in the street and any enlarged

use of that servitude may constitute an

additional burden and entitle the adjacent

owner to compensation, such as the erec-

tion of telegraph poles, a trolley railroad

and in New York any surface railroad.

The effect of a street railway franchise

here would be virtually a mere license by
the municipality to the corporation to use

the city's servitude, and if the corporation
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is to do more than the municipality had a

right to do, adjacent owners must be com-

pensated for the additional burden so im-

posed on the street which is their corporeal

property.

(5) The right to compensation arising

from the loss of a servitude by operation

of law attaches to the land and passes with

it, unless expressly reserved or unless paid

before the grant of the land is made; but

a lessee cannot claim damages for injury

before his estate began.

(F) By nature rights arising in favor of a

dominant tenement over one or many servient

tenements by natural location or causes and not

attributable to grant or prescription, as are

easements, although frequently called natural

easements. These include the following:

(1) Streets rights which entitle the owner of

property along a public street to the light, air

and access across the street even though the

municipality owns the fee of the street.

(2) Rights to light, air and prospect over

privately owned land. The right to have light

come unobstructed to one's land may be ac-

quired in England by prescription under the

doctrine of "Ancient Lights" and by implied

grant, but in this country, except in Delaware,

such a right can be obtained only by contract,

grant, express reservation or covenant (except

in New Jersey, where an implied right is recog-

nized). In New York an implied grant is recog-

nized in leases. Occasionally in England the

right to have air flow through a prescribed vent
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or shaft has been recognized as property, but

rarely so, and not at all in this country.

Neither air nor light as such can be owned. The

right of prospect does not exist as property

naturally, hence spite fences and structures are

legal, but the right of prospect may be acquired

by contract or grant.

(3) Lateral and subjacent support: in its

natural state land must be supported by sur-

rounding and underlying land even though the

property of others. This requires one owner

not to excavate so as to cause his neighbors'

land to collapse or slide, but this is a purely

natural right and ceases as soon as natural con-

ditions are changed by the erection of artificial

structures thereon and probably no similar

right can be acquired by prescription in favor

of the land because the building has stood for

twenty years or more. But when excavations

are being made one may owe the duty, as in New

Jersey, of shoring up his neighbor's building,

and in New York City the duty is compulsory
where the excavation is to be more than ten feet

below the street.

The right of subjacent support exists in

buildings where ownership is divided by floors

or parts of the building.

A change of grade in a street does not violate

any common law right or servitude of natural

support, although statutes frequently give the

right to compensation therefor, as in New York.

(4) Water rights.

(a) Surface waters were bound by Roman
law to be left to flow off the land according to
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its contour; the common law rule, adopted in

New York and elsewhere permits surface waters

to be diverted, but if discharged on neighboring
lands there may be a liability for damage, espe-

cially if this is negligently or maliciously done.

(b) Non-navigable streams are subject to

usufruct as a natural servitude in favor of

every riparian owner, whose land in turn is bur-

dened by a natural servitude, which requires

him not to pollute or diminish the stream. A
stream is non-navigable in England where the

tide does not ebb or flow, but in this country

this test is not recognized and streams are non-

navigable unless they are navigable in fact or

are by statute expressly declared navigable as

the Hudson and Mohawk Rivers in New York

and by Federal statutes, the Great Lakes and

all rivers forming the boundaries of states.

Non-navigable streams may be subject also to

jus publicum as well as natural servitudes in

favor of the riparian owners. Non-navigable

streams when they form a boundary line and

run between land of separate owners are as far

as the bed is concerned owned by the riparian

owners to the filum aquae or thread of the

stream. Ice forming in the stream belongs to

each to the same division line.

(c) Navigable streams belong to the state

as does the fee of the land under them. Ripa-

rian owners own the land to the high-water

mark and in addition to the land, the natural

servitude of access, which servitude materially

affects the building below the high-water mark
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of structures, such as wharves, except for gov-

ernmental purposes.

(d) Subterranean waters, oils and gases as a

part of the land belong to the owner of the land

absolutely and not merely their usufruct. They

may be completely appropriated and exhausted,

although some authorities hold this is true only

of percolating waters as distinguished from

those flowing in defined channels. Generally

any damage suffered as a result of diversion or

exhaustion of underground waters is not ac-

tionable even if malicious.

But in New York this rule has been modified

to exclude the drawing away of water by suc-

tion pumps for merchandising whether the dam-

age is by drying up surface streams or the soil

generally.

(e) Artificial waterways create strict com-

mon law easements by agreement or grant, e. g.

raceways, drains, etc., and are to be considered

as such. The ice therein belongs to the owner

of the land and not to the owner of the water

right.

G. SERVITUDES ARISING BY AGREEMENT as

distinguished from grant. These are most fre-

quently party wall and division fence rights. A
party wall is a wall used to support buildings

of different owners and a division fence is a

fence used to separate land of different owners.

A party wall physically belongs to the one on

whose land it stands, unless it be part on either

side of the division line where each owns the

portion on his land and in either case each owner

has a right of support in the entire wall. This
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wall right is a servitude rather than a common

law easement because there are not strictly one

dominant and one servient tenement but each is

both dominant and servient as in the case of

equitable easements. Strict party walls arise

ordinarily by a contract, express or implied,

and are to be distinguished from so-called com-

mon walls and independent walls in which a

strict common law easement of support has been

created by grant or prescription.

The following rules govern party walls:

1. It need not be solid and either owner can

place in it flues or doors and windows if it does

not impair the wall or interfere with the other's

rights.

2. The wall need not be on tfye dividing line ;

it may be on or near it. Intention primarily

governs.

3. Statutes, of doubtful validity, in some

states permit a party wall to be erected on one's

land without his consent, he having later the

right to use it.

4. Party walls may but rarely do arise by

prescription.

5. Both owners must contribute to repair but

neither is bound to rebuild ; if the wall is origi-

nally erected under a covenant to rebuild in

case of destruction, it constitutes an encum-

brance on both tenements, which is not true of

ordinary party walls.
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IMPORTANT RULES GOVERNING EASEMENTS AND
SERVITUDES :

(1) Transfer: All are assignable with the

land to which they belong, but these in gross

must by express terms be made assignable.

(2) The use or enjoyment:
a. When created by express grant, is limited

by the terms of grant or contract ;

b. When prescriptive, by the nature and ex-

tent of original user;

c. When natural, by the rule that one can

not use his own property to the injury of an-

other, i. e. to a use which is reasonable ;

d. When appurtenant, i. e. appropriate, rea-

sonably necessary and originally intended for

the benefit of the land and not the person of the

owner, the enjoyment runs in favor of heirs or

assigns of all or any part of the land, but its

enjoyment is divisible only where the burden on

the servient is not thereby unduly or unreason-

ably increased ; otherwise, in passing to different

owners, it is destroyed ;

e. A servient owner's use of his land is not

affected, except negatively, i. e. he must not in

the use of his land interfere with the exercise of

the easement or servitude;

f. Neither owner of the easement nor the

servient owner is bound to repair, except in case

of public nuisance, but the owner of the right

has a so-called "secondary easement" to enter

the servient land and make repairs. A reason-

able alteration by the servient land owner is

permissible.
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(3) Termination:

a. An easement or servitude in gross, unless

in terms made assignable, terminates on the

death of the owner.

b. A release, which must be under seal at com-

mon law, terminates an easement or servitude.

c. An executed license to do something on

licensee's land may destroy an easement or servi-

tude. It is to be noted that an easement or

servitude can not be created orally or grow out

of a license, but a license may be given the

servient owner, for example, to build on his

land in violation of another's right over it and

when he has built, the license is executed and the

right is destroyed by the execution of this oral

license.

d. Non-user will have no effect for however

long continued except on prescriptive rights

which may be lost after a prescriptive period

of non-user.

e. Adverse obstruction which is ttie converse

of prescription will destroy all kinds of ease-

ments and servitudes if properly carried on for

the prescriptive period.

f. Abandonment alone will not destroy ease-

ments or servitudes, but out of abandonment,

either may be readily lost through estoppel.

g. Excessive user will terminate these rights

only when it is impossible to restore the original

condition, a principle similar to confusion of

goods in personal property law.

h. By physical destruction of that over which

the right exists, as a party wall or subjacent
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support in a building; but if the servient tene-

ment is restored the right revives.

i. By union of the dominant and servient

estates ; if this union be for a time only there is

a suspension; if in fee an extinguishment, but

of necessity this method of termination applies

only to common law easements where alone there

are a dominant and servient tenement.

INCORPOREAL TENEMENTS PROFITS
A PRENDRE

These are rights to take something from the

land of another, which thing is a part of the

land when taken. This right may exist as a

tenement for life, as is most usual, or as a here-

ditament, if it runs to one and his heirs. It

differs from an easement which includes no

right to take and from a license because it is

an interest in land and irrevocable.

OBIGIN AND KINDS OF PROFITS

Profits a prendre originate by express grant ;

by reservation in a deed; by implied grant and

prescription (although this is doubtful) and by
dedication, but never by nature or custom.

The most usual kinds of profits a prendre
are the commons of Blackstone's time (1) Pis-

cary (2) Turbary (3) Pasture and (4) Esto-

vers. The most valuable are modern mining

rights.
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KULES GOVERNING PROFITS A PRENDRE

1. All profits are assignable but usually not

divisible upon assignment.

2. A transfer of title to the corporeal prop-

erty to be taken may be the effect of an ex-

clusive profit granted to take to any extent all

the product.

3. The right to take water in its natural

state is an easement on servitude and not a

profit a prendre.

4. Mines are subject to federal or state en-

actments, and as well to local mining codes or

rules which have grown up by common consent

or custom and have the force of laws and are

so recognized by the courts.

5. Rights in mines are ordinarily acquired by

(a) discovery, (b) location, (c) annual labor

or assessment work and (d) by patent from the

state or United States.

6. Mines are of two kinds, lode and placer;

the former following a discovered vein or de-

posit; the latter being washed out of the soil

over a given area.

7. In New York and in most states, the com-

mon law rule is followed and gold and silver

mines belong to the political sovereignty, the

state, as do mines on the lands of aliens, on

state-owned lands.

LICENSES

Although frequently treated as rights over

land, licenses are not property of any kind but
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merely a form of personal authority to do a

particular act or series of acts on another's

land without possessing any estate therein.

ORIGIN AND KINDS

1. Express created orally or in writing, as

licenses are not subject to Statute of Frauds.

2. Implied from the relationship of parties,

as shopkeeper and customer.

3. Naked where there is a bare authority.

4. Coupled with an interest, as where a cus-

tomer has paid for goods which are still on the

property of the shopkeeper; such licenses are

irrevocable until the interest ceases, but the

mere fact that a consideration has been given

for the privilege does not create a legal interest.

5. Executory wholly to be exercised in the

future, and revocable at any time, independent

of equitable considerations, on account of the

Statute of Frauds.

6. Executed already fully exercised and no

longer revocable.

7. Continuously executed, as by the main-

tenance of a retaining wall on another's land.

Such a license is irrevocable for the time it has

been exercised and justifies what would other-

wise have been a trespass, but it is revocable as

to future exercise of the authority and the wall

may be removed at any time.
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PART IV. ESTATES IN REAL
PROPERTY

DEFINITION :

The desideratum of any system of property
is the interest owned -what one actually has;

and that interest in real property is called an

estate.

Strictly speaking there are no estates in per-

sonal property, whereas the same piece of land

may support numerous and co-existing and dif-

ferent kinds of estates. What one owns in real

property is his estate in the strict sense.

Estates may exist in incorporeal tenements or

mere rights as well as in land, as an estate for

years in a leased franchise. The normal estate

of feudal times was the life estate or freehold

and any ownership of land for less than life

was treated as a chattel, and not within the

feudal system. The term freehold, or liberum

tenementum, of feudal times, had to do not

only with the quantity but the quality of the

estate granted.

ESTATES EXPLAINED AS TO COURTS
IN WHICH RECOGNIZED

This is historically the first difference recog-

nized between interests in real property, for at
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the time this difference first came before the

courts the law had only been called upon to

deal with feuds which were more or less stand-

ardized in quantity and quality and except in

the kind of service differed little one from the

other. The courts classified estates as legal and

equitable by the recognition of uses and trusts.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF EQUITABLE

ESTATES

Ownership of land was first recognized in

courts of law, but as early as 1217 a tendency

developed to divide the ownership of land into

concurrent but different interests, i. e. to vest

the property in one for the use or benefit of an-

other. Originally this had been wrought out in

Rome where only citizens could own land, and

land was frequently conveyed to a citizen for

the benefit of an alien, but the Roman use or

fidei commissa was never more than a personal
trust and unenforcible by legal proceedings.

The English use was rendered enforcible by
the intervention of the Chancellor, Keeper of

the Great Seal, and incidentally, as the saying

was, of the king's conscience.

In his office was devised the writ of subpoena
directed to the one who held land for another's

benefit and refused to perform his trust.

Brought before the Chancellor, the recalcitrant

trustee was directed to do as he was morally
bound to do, but the use did not become an

estate until the Chancellor let his subpoena fol-

low the land and directed whomever held the
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land to deal with it as was agreed or intended

when the original owner first conveyed it to

the first grantee for the use of another. The

grantee was termed the feofee to uses and the

beneficiary the cestui que use.

The use spread rapidly in England. It was

adopted by religious corporations to avoid the

Statute of Mortmain, by the military classes to

avoid forfeiture when captured in civil wars and

by simple freeholders as a means of devising

feuds which could not be willed directly. As

Bacon put it, "The parents of the use were

fraud and fear and a court of Conscience was

their nurse."

Parliament attempted to undo the evil thus

wrought in 1535 by the Statute of Uses, a

labored statute which decreed that whenever

any person should be seised to or for the use

of another, the cestui que use, that is, the one

for whose benefit held, should have the legal

estate and possession in the same manner, qual-

ity, form and condition in which he had the use.

The idea was that the Statute should execute

the use and bring the legal and equitable

estates together. The statute failed completely

and its effect was to discard the word use and

substitute the word trust, and later to render

necessary the Statute of Wills in order to make

feuds devisable, enacted in 1543.

The Statute of Uses failed through a series

of decisions which constitute a masterpiece of
"
judicial legislation."

Prior to the Statute practically all land was

held in use, one man with the legal estate, an-
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other with the equitable estate. The holder of

the legal estate might be simply vested with it

to hold and nothing more, in which case it was

a passive use; or he might be vested with it for

the purpose of leasing it or otherwise dealing

with it so as to produce an income for the cestui

que use, in which case the use was active or

transitory. The passive use served some ul-

terior and secret object; the active use an open
and legitimate purpose. (1) The Court of

Equity therefore first settled the principle that

the Statute of Uses only affected passive uses

and left active uses undisturbed as trusts. (2)

The statute containing a reference to seisin

was held not to apply unless the feofee to uses

had at least a life estate to support the seisin.

(3) Finally in Jane Tyrell's case, the court de-

cided that the statute could operate only once

in executing a use and a use limited on a^use

even though passive was not in equity destroyed

by the statute. For example, A conveyed prop-

erty to B and his heirs for the use of C and his

heirs under the statute B as a mere passive

trustee had no interest; the use was executed

by the statute and C had both the legal and

equitable estates ; but if C were intended to have

only an equitable estate, according to the rule

of Tyrell's case, it was necessary only to add

an extra use thus : to B and his heirs for the use

of D and his heirs for the use of C and his heirs.

This bungling grant was treated as conveying
the legal estate to B from whom it was carried

over by the Statute of Uses to D, but as D was

clearly not the intended beneficiary and the
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Statute could operate no further, the court of

equity treated D as trustee for C's benefit, and

so even the passive use survived the statute.

Difficult but important is it to grasp the con-

dition of real property under such a general

separation of legal and equitable ownerships

and to realize that practically every conveyance
and devise was prior to the Statute not a grant
of the legal estate but of the use, or trust, while

the legal estate might itself be granted or de-

vised or descend to entirely different persons,

although its ownership was of course of no com-

mercial value. Modern law deals chiefly with

active trusts. Passive or dry trusts have quite

generally been abolished.

KINDS OP TRUSTS.

Active when the trustee has duties to per-

form on or in connection with the property;

passive when the trustee is a mere depository

of the legal estate.

Express when set forth by the parties ; im-

plied when created by law, as resulting or con- .

structive.

Public or Charitable when for unascertained

and indefinite beneficiaries but for a charitable

object, i. e. "A gift to general public use which

extends to the poor as well as the rich" or to

put it another way, "for the advancement of

the public good and the glory of Almighty
God" ; private when for a definite cestui que

trust or cestuis que trustent.

Executed where the terms of the trust are
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clearly and literally set forth; executory where

the terms are incomplete and left to the dis-

cretion of the trustee, or the construction of the

courts.

Express trusts must be created in some states

and in others as in New York manifested and

proved by a writing sufficient to comply with

the Statute of Frauds although in the absence

of such Statute real property trusts are aver-

rable. The statute possibly need not be pleaded.

Intent is an all important factor, that is a

present intent to consummate the severance of

the legal from the equitable estate for a defined

purpose, to be accomplished now or later, as dis-

tinguished from a mere intent in the future to

create a trust.

In order to create an express trust there must

be either (1) a complete transfer of the legal

estate for a prescribed purpose or (2) a com-

plete and final declaration of trust in property

remaining in the possession of the settlor of the

trust (in either of these cases the trust can not

be revoked unless such power is reserved) ; (3)

a promise to settle in trust which if supported

by a consideration is treated as irrevocably

creating the trust promised ; but blood relation

or love and affection is not such a sufficient con-

sideration in most states, New Jersey to the

contrary, to render a promise to settle in trust

enforcible as a trust. Precatory trusts exist

where there is a devise of real property accom-

panied by words of request, entreaty, desire or

expectation as to the use to be made of it; if
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the words and surrounding circumstances are

strong enough an express trust is created.

At the common law, express trusts were ac-

tive or passive. Passive express trusts are now

generally abolished. The more frequent forms

of active express trusts were :

(a) Separate use trusts for married women,

which were invented to overcome the common

law life estate of the husband in his wife's prop-

erty during coverture. Property was deeded

or devised to a trustee to receive and pay over

the income to a married woman during her life

for her sole and separate benefit and "not by

way of anticipation" so that the wife could not

dispose of her equitable estate during coverture.

This still exists under the statute in New York

as a trust of the third form.

(b) Spendthrift trusts, designed solely for

the benefit of one who could receive only income

with no control over the property itself so as

to protect the property from his creditors and

at the same time provide his sustenance. Such

trusts can not be in the settlor's favor and if

the cestui que trust can reach the property for

any purpose as his own, it is subject to cred-

itors and the trust may be overcome. By stat-

ute in New York a part of the income of spend-

thrift trusts is made subject to creditors to the

extent of 10% of the income over $12.00 per

week, and independent of statute an excess of

income over the fair requirements of the cestui

que trust, considering his station in life, may
be claimed by creditors.

(c) Charitable trusts. This form of express
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trust had a law unto itself at the common law

aided by the Statute of Charitable Uses passed
in the reign of Elizabeth. This statute enu-

merated a great variety of purposes which

were fixed as charitable and excluded so-called

"superstitious uses" which though properly
charitable were counter to the beliefs of the

established Church of England. This statute

rendered a definition of charity unnecessary.

If for a purpose therein stated property was

devised or conveyed it was a charitable use and

at once distinguished from a private use in (1)
that it was not required and in fact could not

be for a designated cestui que trust ; there was

none, but in place of a person was a purpose;

(2) it was not subject to the Rule against

Perpetuities and might be created to endure

forever; (3) it was subject to both the judicial

and prerogative cypres doctrine which meant

that if necessary through the non-existence or

disappearance of the original object, the courts

might on motion of the Crown's attorney-gen-

eral designate a new but similar object under

judicial cypres, or any charitable purpose, how-

ever far removed from the original object by

prerogative cypres. This system of charitable

trusts has never been recognized in New York

State.

Until 1893 the charitable trust was under

the New York statutes treated as a private

trust and required a trustee and a cestui que

trust in being to compel its enforcement. There

was no cypres doctrine and except that it might
exist perpetually the charitable trust had no
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advantages over a private trust. Until 1893

through an incorporated charity as cestui que

trust was the only means of creating charitable

trusts in that state and in order to permit one

to designate his own form of charity if there

were no such charitable corporation then in ex-

istence, the statute provided that the deed or

devise creating the trust might at the same

time direct the trustee to incorporate for such

a purpose, a membership corporation, so as to

supply a cestui que trust. Although the Court

of Chancery and later the Supreme Court had

power to preserve the trust even though no

trustee was named, a charitable trust could not

exist without a definite body corporate as the

cestui que trust.

But the corporate scheme for charities com-

pletely collapsed in the Tilden Will Case 130

N. Y. 29 which resulted in successive statutory

changes, so that to-day the charitable trust and

cypres doctrine exist in full scope and a simple

devise of real property for charity will consti-

tute a valid charitable trust.

The only restriction upon charitable trusts in

New York is that limiting the share of property
to be left to charity to one half if the settlor

leaves husband, wife, parent or child surviving,

but this is strictly limited to gifts to specific

existing charitable institutions. Accumulations

of income for charity are prohibited.

Express Trusts in New York

Under the Statute in New York express

trusts must be active and are limited to five in
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number. The object of the New York statute

was the same as the original Statute of Uses to

bring the legal and equitable estates together or,

to express it differently, to prevent them from

being separated; but the New York statute

recognized that there were legitimate objects

which could only be served by separating the

legal and equitable estates, and for these ob-

jects, active express trusts were authorized and,

passive express trusts being abolished, all other

purposes were left to be served by powers in

trust which will be later explained. The author-

ized express trusts are these: (1) To sell real

property for the benefit of creditors; (2)

to sell, mortgage or lease real property for

the benefit of annuitants or other legatees

or for the purpose of satisfying (without

accumulation) any charge thereon; (3) to

receive rents and profits of real property,

and apply them to the use of any person,

during the life of that person or for any
shorter period, subject to the provisions

of law relating thereto; (4) to receive the

rents and profits of real property and to

accumulate the same for the purposes, and

within the limits prescribed by law. (5)

Trusts for "religious, educational, chari-

table and benevolent purposes." Chari-

table trusts in New York now require

only a charitable object, but the stat-

ute does not attempt to enumerate these

objects as did the Elizabethan Statute, nor

does it exclude so-called superstitious uses.

The interest of the cestui que trust is
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alienable in the first two, but not in the

third and fourth, which are also subject to

the statutes against perpetuities and ac-

cumulations.

Passive Express Trusts: At the common law

as a result of the decision in Tyrell's Case the

Statute of Uses did not destroy passive express

uses and the system of separating the legal

from the equitable estates for any purpose con-

tinued.

Under the Statute in New York and similar

statutes in other states all passive express

trusts and the rule in Tyrell's case are abol-

ished and so-called dry trusts cannot exist.

When an active trust becomes passive it is at

once executed and the legal estate vests in the

equitable owner, although it may be followed

by a power in trust.

Implied trusts: Where the title to real prop-

erty is vested in one not rightfully entitled to

its enjoyment courts of equity treat the titular

ownership as a trust for the benefit of the real

owner. Such trusts are implied and are either

resulting or constructive. A resulting trust is

implied when there is no fraud, but a miscar-

riage of intent so that the title is in one not

meant to hold it beneficially. A constructive

trust is implied with a single exception to defeat

a fraudulent acquirement of the title to real

property. Both forms of implied trusts are

subject to the Statute of Limitations against

any action for their enforcement.

Implied Trusts Resulting in Form:

(1) From the payment of the purchase
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price: Where the actual purchase price of real

property is paid by one and title is taken in the

name of another; e. g. A buys property and

takes title in B's name;. if the evidence is clear

and convincing, A can enforce the trust but the

inferences of gift will overcome the trust when

the title is taken in the name of a wife, child or

even a brother. Equity will not enforce such a

trust if the legal title was so transferred to de-

fraud creditors of the real owner. This form of

resulting trust is now abolished in New York

by Statute. The results of the statute have been

unsatisfactory. The statutory revisers appre-

hended that this form of implied trust might be

used indirectly to create passive express trusts

by an intentional taking of title by one who was

to hold the land under a dry trust for the real

owner ; it was therefore prohibited, and does not

exist in New York except as to creditors of the

real purchaser. In that state the real pur-

chaser can enforce no trust against the titular

holder, so if A buys property in his wife's name,

on her death intestate, the property will de-

scend to her heirs to the husband's utter ex-

clusion, unless there was a child of the marriage

which would give him only a life estate by

curtesy. Again if A buys property in the name

of his brother or some other person to avoid

his own creditors, he can not compel a recon-

veyance and has no enforcible interest in the

property. The apparent hardships and the

easy possibility of the statute working fraud

on those ignorant of its provisions have led the

courts to treat many resulting trusts as con-
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structive trusts and so preserve the rights of

the parties where either (a) the conveyance was

surreptitiously taken or (b) in breach of a

trust, confidence or relationship where such was

properly relied upon.

(2) The second form of resulting trust arises

from the equitable doctrine of following trust

funds and is created whenever a fiduciary invests

trust funds in property title to which is taken

in his own name. The resulting trust follows

the property until the rights of innocent third

parties have intervened. If the funds are in-

extricably confused with others, no trust re-

sults. These trusts occur most frequently in

investments of trust funds by trustees, guar-

dians, directors, attorneys, executors, et al.

It is to be noted here that neither in this nor

the foregoing trust is there any presumption
of fraud. Assuming innocence, equity enforces

the apparent intent. The money constituting

the purchase price must be clearly the property
of one other than the purchaser; subsequently

accruing claims to the money will not create a

resulting trust from the use made of the money
before the claim attached. A trust will result

even though funds are mingled provided one

other than the titular owner can show that an

aliquot part of the purchase price was his

money. This means that aji undivided part of

the property is held in trust for him. It is

doubtful whether the payment of an aliquot part
of the purchase price is sufficient to create such

a trust in New York.

(3) The third form of resulting trust arises
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from the failure of an express trust attempted

usually by devise. If the settlor has (a) ap-

parently intended but actually declared no

trust, or (b) has ineffectually declared it or

(c) declared it in a part but not in all of the

trust property or (d) the purposes fail and the

trust lapses, then equity must intervene to pre-

vent the legal title remaining in one clearly in-

tended to hold only as a trustee. In a devise "to

A upon the following trusts" and none are de-

clared what is to become of the property?
Or in a devise "to A one-half to be in trust for B
and the remainder for B's children" and B has

no children to whom belongs the latter half?

The following rules determine the question :

(a) If a devisee is clearly a trustee and by
no fair construction a beneficiary, there results

a trust in favor of the settlor or his heirs.

(b) If the will contains a residuary clause

and a trust fails, the property in New York

goes to the residuary devisee but this was not

the rule at the common law.

(c) If the trust is charitable, it will usually

be saved by application of the cypres doctrine.

(d) If the thing to be done, is ineffectually

declared as a trust but is set forth in such

terms as to leave it to the discretion of a

devisee and no specific charge is made against

his devise, the gift may be treated as for his

own benefit.

(4) The fourth form of resulting trust arose

at the common law out of the great prevalence

of uses, so that wherever land was conveyed

without a consideration being named in the
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deed, it presumably passed only the legal estate

to the grantee for the benefit of the grantor,

who retained the equitable estate therein. The

disappearance of passive express uses has ren-

dered this form of resulting trust obsolete in

most states.

Implied Trusts Constructive in Form.

This kind of implied trust will take as many
forms as fraud, which may be actual, construc-

tive or presumptive. There are these five well-

defined groups into which trusts of this kind

divide themselves.

(A) Where the title to real property has

vested as the result of actual fraud or wrong-

doing and the wrongdoer holds as, is said, ex-

maleficio or by his own wrong, a trust arises.

In such cases the law cannot afford a remedy
but the equity courts do. There is here either

a conveyance induced by fraud or a conveyance
is prevented for the benefit of the wrongdoer
as where B is induced to devise property to C
on a false representation or concealment that

his only son is dead. To have this effect the

misrepresentation must have the usual elements

of fraud, a knowing false representation of a

material fact made with intent that it shall be

(as it is) both relied on and acted upon. A
suppression of the truth where there is a duty
to speak will be treated as a misrepresentation :

suppressio veri, suggestio falsi. Mistake of

fact on one side without some misrepresentation

or intentional concealment on the other will not

suffice. Title acquired through crime always
creates a constructive trust.
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(B) Where there is no proof of actual fraud,

but fraud is presumed from the inherent nature

of the transaction as a conveyance upon gross

inadequacy of consideration ; the sale by an heir

of his reversion, particularly in England; a

transfer of title as a result of an illicit trans-

action such as marriage brocage, restraint of

trade or usury. In these trusts the rule of

pari delicto ordinarily applies. Industrial

"trusts," so called, have been in this manner

defeated. Usury creates a trust only in favor

of the borrower in New York.

(C) From the relation or circumstances of

the parties where there is a presumption or

apprehension of fraud as distinguished from
actual or constructive fraud. The trust is here

not absolute but the burden of proof is on the

recipient of the legal title, who may rebut if

possible the apprehension of fraud. The fol-

lowing relations are a basis for such trusts :

(1) Trustee and cestui que trust or any re-

lation of confidence such as between partners.

(2) Attorney and client.

(3) Guardian and ward: in New York a pur-
chase by the guardian of a ward's property
without order of the court is a misdemeanor.

(4) Parent and child.

(5) Husband and wife.

(6) Clergyman and parishioner.

(7) Promoter and corporation.

(8) Where one in good faith and without

fraud takes a gift without consideration from

one who acquired title wrongfully.

(D) Where because of fraud on third per-
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sons the holder of title wrongfully acquired is

treated as trustee in their favor but as the ab-

solute owner against the grantor:

( a ) Frauds on purchasers : A having agreed
for a valuable consideration to sell to B, fraudu-

lently first conveys to C; if C takes with notice

he holds in trust for B ; or A having first con-

veyed to B his accomplice, then conveys to C
who takes without knowledge of B's title, B
holds as trustee. This is largely affected in

this country but not in England by the doctrine

of notice and the recording acts.

(b) Frauds on creditors: A having cred-

itors, in contract or tort, conveys to B who

takes knowing that A thereby intends to hin-

der, delay and defraud them; B holds as

trustee. This too is largely affected by the doc-

trine of notice and generally no creditor can

seek to enforce such a trust, until he has ac-

quired a judgment and issued execution, there-

by exhausting his legal remedy.

(c) Fraud on marital rights: A, about to

marry, conveys all his property to B to defeat

any claim of dower, B if privy to the fraud

holds as trustee.

(d) Fraud on powers. A having a power of

appointment among the children of B makes

what is called an illusory appointment and

fraudulently gives one child one-fifth and the

other four-fifths; the latter holds in trust his

over-share.

It will be noted in all these cases that a great

deal depends on whether the grantee was a

party to the fraud or paid fairly for what
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he got. Again it will be noted in the foregoing
illustrations that if a grantor and grantee are

in pari delicto, no trust is implied between them,

so that A conveying to B to defraud creditors,

may find, after his debts are no longer enforc-

ible as a result of the Statute of Limitations or

bankruptcy, that B will not recognize any

rights of A in the property, whatever may have

been the original understanding, nor has A any

remedy he has not done equity, neither are

his hands clean; there is therefore no trust in

his favor and B is the absolute owner.

(E) Constructive trusts originate without

any suggestion or presumption of fraud out of

every contract for the sale of real property,

because equity treats as done that which ought
to be done. A, having agreed to sell to B, holds

the legal estate as trustee for B, who becomes

in equity the owner. In the event of the de-

struction of the premises before the deed is

delivered, in the absence of statute or agree-

ment, the loss falls on the purchaser. Vendors'

and vendees' liens which arise under such con-

tracts for the sale of real property and the

effect of recording the contract will be consid-

ered later.

The doctrine of notice is a vital element in

implied trusts. Notice is the legal cognizance

of a fact and may be actual, construc-

tive, or presumptive. Constructive notice is

that which the law by statute imposes through
the so-called recording or enrollment acts. By
recording an instrument in the office of the

proper statutory officer notice is thereby given
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to the world of the right of property claimed

thereunder and all persons are bound by it ir-

respective of the question of actual notice. In-

cluded in constructive notice is any fact which

would be discovered by an inspection of the

property, such as the rights of tenants in pos-

session. Constructive notice does not affect

those whose rights or interests have already

vested.

Presumptive notice is that which results

from information which would lead a prudent

man to ascertain the existence of an outstand-

ing claim or title, as where reference is made

in a recorded deed to an unrecorded mortgage.

This form of notice does not go so far as to in-

clude possible claims of general creditors but

would include lien creditors of whose existence

due cause for suspicion has been brought to the

attention of the purchaser.

Coupled with notice is the doctrine of con-

sideration. Consideration may be of two kinds :

good or valuable. A good consideration con-

sists of love and affection or family relation-

ship or an indebtedness barred by bankruptcy

or the Statute of Limitations ; a valuable con-

sideration consists of money ; money's worth or

an agreement to marry.

Consideration may also be past or present.

A past consideration exists where that for which

title is given was received before title was con-

veyed, as no part of the immediate transac-

tion or conveyance; a present consideration is

where title passes in exchange for something
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simultaneously gained. A nominal considera-

tion is no consideration at all.

Where one has taken title to property with-

out any kind of notice of an outstanding claim

and has paid a present valuable, as distinguished

from a good consideration, or as a mere gift,

which is without any consideration, his title

can not be attacked or any trust implied, in

favor of equitable claimants, whose claims do

not appear upon record.

But if title is taken with any kind of notice

of an outstanding claim, a trust may be im-

plied, and similarly if it is taken without notice

but without a valuable consideration being paid
at the time, a trust may be implied in favor

of an earlier equitable claimant.

An example of the effect of notice is this : A,

having creditors and owning pieces of prop-

erty conveys lot I to his wife, the considera-

tion being love and affection
; lot II to his neigh-

bor for a nominal consideration; lot III to a

favored creditor in payment of a note past

due; lot IV to a business friend who knows the

conditions and the reason for the conveyance

for something less than its full value; lot V
for consideration less than its real value to a

stranger who, however, knows nothing of the

conditions or the existence of creditors or the

purpose of the conveyance. The creditors can

enforce an implied trust on all except lot No. V.

The wife will hold lot No. I as a constructive

trustee for the creditors because she took for

only a good consideration whether or not she

knew the conditions; the neighbor will simi-
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larly hold lot No. II because he took for a nomi-

nal consideration, and again the question of

notice is immaterial; the favored creditor will

similarly hold lot No. Ill in trust because he

took it for 'a past consideration, irrespective

of the question of notice as to the purpose of

the conveyance; the business friend will simi-

larly hold lot No. IV in trust, although he paid

a valuable consideration but not its full value,

and took with notice of the creditors' claims.

But the conveyance to lot No. V is good be-

cause it was taken without notice and for a

valuable consideration paid at the time, even

though it may have been no nearer its real value

than the price paid for lot No. IV.

ESTATES EXPLAINED AS TO
DURATION

The normal estate of the common law was

the feud lasting for life and called a freehold.

Lesser interests were not originally treated as

estates and were only held by those who were

bound to the land and not freemen. After a

time the freehold estate was permitted to de-

scend and freemen found it commercially ad-

vantageous to deal in estates of certain dura-

tion and hence we find all estates as to quantity

divided into (a) Freehold estates being either

for life or of inheritance; (b) Estates less than

for life, including estates for years, at will and

by sufferance, which are known as chattels real

and chattel interests in land.

A freehold estate was the estate of a freeman
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in a fetid, not measured by any fixed period and

held at least for life, of which estate seisin was

always a necessary concomitant. Remembering

again that the feudal system was merely a

scheme for pledging land amongst the people
from whom its absolute ownership had been

taken, the idea of the freehold is at once ap-

parent. It was the least ownership of land

for which a freeman would assume feudal obli-

gations; its object was to create an ownership

responsible for feudal obligations, and this re-

sponsible ownership and possession of a feud

was seisin. Originally held only for life and

with no right to alien or devise, feuds or free-

holds were later permitted to descend to the

oldest son of the feofee, upon the payment of

certain fines to the overlord who granted the

feud. This rule of primogeniture assumed the

nearer fitness of the older son to make good the

services agreed to by his father when the feud

was acquired. We have seen how feuds became

alienable as a result of the Statute of Quia

Emptores and devisable through the means of

the use; and later by the English Statute of

Wills.

ESTATES IN FEE

When the ownership of a freehold was pro-

jected beyond the feofee's lifetime, it was called

a freehold of inheritance or a fee. A fee could

be erther absolute or qualified.

An absolute fee under the feudal system was

in quantity the complete ownership of a feud in
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lands, tenements or hereditaments for all time.

It is necessary, for purposes of clearness, to

answer here the inquiry how can one have an ab-

solute fee under the feudal system? The feudal

system was a theory of holding and the quan-

tity or quality of the thing held was immate-

rial. As under the alodial system in New York

State, a fee is none the less absolute because

its owner must take the land charged with a

certain rent, so under the feudal system a fee

was absolute, although held in return for serv-

ices. The absolute fee therefore under either

system is the largest possible estate in land, and

is owned by a man and his heirs forever, unless

he or they elect to transfer their ownership to

another. But the heirs-to-be as such, own no

part of the fee, and yet in order to create a

fee it must be granted to one and his heirs.

This was a strict rule of the common law; a

grant to A was naturally assumed to be a grant
of the normal freehold or life estate, and if A
was to have more, the grant must in form show

it, and the formula to show this adopted by the

common law was to "A and his heirs." These

words, "and his heirs" were used solely to de-

scribe or limit A's estate and not to create any
interest in the heirs; they were therefore said

to be words of limitation, not of purchase, and

were requisite at the common law in every grant
of a fee, except (1) by will where the intent

would control, (2) to corporations, (3) to a

feofee to uses or in trust where the trust re-

quired a fee, (4) conveyances between co-

owners, (5) fines and common recoveries, (6)
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legislative grants, or (7) when a conveyance in

terms was made to carry the entire interest ac-

quired under a prior deed.

By statute in New York and in most states

the common law importance of the word "heirs"

has disappeared and every conveyance is deemed

to be of the grantor's entire interest unless a

contrary intent appears. The New York sys-

tem of trusts in real property prevents any
fee ownership in express trusts, but at the com-

mon law all legal and equitable estates could be

held in fee.

The absolute fee is known as the fee simple
or the fee simple absolute, both terms occur-

ring in the New York statute. The distinguish-

ing character of the absolute fee is that since

the statute of Quia Emptores, no restraint may
be imposed on the right to alien it, except in

certain peculiar kinds of real property, such as

church pews and cemetery plots. The use of

land held in fee may be restricted but not its

alienability, for when this is attempted the fee

becomes qualified.

Qualified fees are estates to one and his heirs

but restricted either as to certain kind of heirs

or limited by or contingent upon the happen-

ing of an event.

Where the qualification is as to the heirs, it

was said to be a fee conditional at the common

law. This is not the same as a fee on condition.

The fee conditional at the common law was

created by a so-called deed of gift to one and

the heirs of his body, using these or some other

words of procreation to denote that the grant
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was not an absolute fee to him and his heirs

generally but to him and particular heirs. The

restriction might go further and limit it to

male heirs or female heirs or heirs by a certain

spouse begotten. The effect of such a grant
was intended to be this : The donee was to en-

joy the fee for life only, it was then to pass not

by descent but by purchase under the original

deed to the heirs of his body; when the heirs

of his body ran out, the property was to revert

to the original donor and his heirs, hence in

every conditional fee there were three distinct

ownerships in the fee ; the alienation of the fee

was impossible and its ownership was kept with-

in the family of the original donee or donor.

This is one of the earliest efforts to impose re-

straints on the alienation of real property, and

like many others the effort was defeated by

"judicial legislation." This was accomplished

in this manner: A grant to A and the heirs

of his body was construed by the court to be a

grant to A on condition subsequent that he have

heirs of his body; when such heir was born,

the condition was fulfilled and the fee became

absolute in A who might alien it, so cutting off

his heirs and as well the reversion of the donor.

If, however, A did not alien the property on

his death it passed to the prescribed heirs and

on failure of heirs of A's body did revert to

the original donor, who had up to this time a

mere possibility of reverter. Then came the

Statute de Donis Conditionalibus (1285),

passed in favor of the landed interests to help

them entail, as it was now termed, their estates
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by enacting that the fee restricted as to par-
ticular heirs should remain so independent of

the birth of such heirs. In other words a grant
to A and the heirs of his body was no longer to

be treated as a fee on condition which might be

fulfilled and so converted into an absolute fee,

but rather A's estate was to be a part of the

fee, cut off and given to him for his enjoyment

during life which could in no way become abso-

lute. His estate was then a -fee tail; the heirs

of his body were certain to take the fee on his

death, but over them also hung the same con-

dition, and when the heirs of A's body ran out,

as sooner or later they would, the property
would revert to the heirs of the original donor

whose interest throughout had been, as a result

of the statute, a positive reversion and not a

mere possibility. It will be seen how completely

the circle of ownership was worked out; it

was apparently impenetrable. But it was pen-
etrated by the courts about two hundred years

afterwards in Taltarum's case, which estab-

lished the common recovery as a means of break-

ing the entail. This was a means of conveyance

by matter of record which will be explained

later, which served to permit A to convey and

cut off the interest of his heirs and as well the

reversion of the original donor. The estate of

A, therefore, is the only important feature of

the fee tail. What did he have ? If he suffered

a common recovery, he had virtually an abso-

lute fee, but before Taltarum's case or after,

provided it was not taken advantage of, A had

the fee for life; this is not at all the same as
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saying A had a life estate in the fee. For a fee

tail supported dower in a wife or curtesy in

a husband, which of course could not be true of

a life estate. The chief difference was that as

a life tenant A would have been liable for waste,

whereas owning in fee tail he had the same ab-

solute enjoyment of the property as if his fee

were absolute, and in law and fact the fee for

the time being was rolled up in A, but, except

through a common recovery, he could not un-

roll it. It must unroll to the heirs whom the

original donor prescribed. What was the in-

terest of these heirs? They did not take from

A by descent on his death but per formam doni

of the original donor. Their title was by pur-

chase, not by descent. Later we shall meet the

rvle.m Shelley's Case, which has some similarity,

but affects contingent remainders and has noth-

ing to do with fee tail estates except that by

operation of the rule a grant or devise to A for

life, remainder to the heirs of his body, created

a fee tail.

The fee tail has in this country been every-

where either modified or abolished by Statute,

except South Carolina. In New York since

1782 fee tails have been treated as fee simple;

in New Jersey it creates a life estate in the

grantee with remainder to his heirs. It is pos-

sible as a conditional limitation on a fee in

New York to grant a fee to A and particular

heirs, but, if he dies without such heirs, to B and

his heirs.

Other forms of qualified fees are those on

simple condition, limitation and conditional
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limitation, which will be explained later among

qualified and future estates.

ESTATES FOR LIFE

For life was the normal duration of a feud

and of the more ancient beneficium of the Ro-

mans ; and a grant at the common law was

deemed to convey this estate only, unless the

word heirs was used. A life estate may arise

by implication of language as to A and his

heirs after the death of B. At the common

law there was no restriction as to the number

of successive life estates which might be cut out

of a fee, provided all the grantees were living,

as the rule against perpetuities had no applica-

tion if the owners of these life estates were all

in being. By statute in New York (which has

nothing to do with the rule or statute against

perpetuities) there can not be more than two

successive life estates in real property. Life

estates are either Conventional or Legal.

LIFE ESTATES CREATED BY ACT OF PARTIES

Conventional, here as elsewhere in the law,

means an estate created by agreement of the

parties, literally by them getting together, that

is created by deed or devise and measured by

(a) the life of the grantee, as to A for life; (b)

the life of another, as to A during the life of B,

in which case it is said to be pur auter vie; (c)

an uncertain period which may last for life, as

to A while the house stands. Concerning the
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estate pur auter vie this should be noted: (1)

It most usually results where A being a life

owner sells his estate to B. (2) If in the fore-

going illustration B dies before A, the question

must arise, who owns the property until A dies ?

At the early common law a stranger might as

general occupant acquire it by mere occu-

pancy, because there was no other logical con-

clusion. It could neither revert, escheat, nor

descend because it was only a life estate and so

it afforded the last but now obsolete possibility

of title by occupancy. Later the heirs of the

owner B in the illustration were permitted to

take it not as heirs but special occupants. In

Massachusetts an estate pur auter vie is in-

heritable and in New York the residue after

the owner's death is treated as a chattel real

and goes to the executor unless it be devised as

it may be. In New York there can not be more

than two lives pur auter vie; that is if A were

granted an estate during the life of B, of C
and of D his estate would cease on the death

of C. (3) The third peculiarity of the estate

pur auter vie was the right of remainderman

or reversioner to compel the production in chan-

cery of the cestui que vie to prevent fraud in

prolonging the estate. Modern statutes, as in

New York, presume death after seven years'

unexplained disappearance of the cestui que
vie.
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ESTATES FOB LIFE CREATED BY OPERATION OF

LAW

The law in only one kind of circumstance

creates estates. Its function is to enforce them,

but around the marriage relationship the law

has of its own motion brought into legal being
the life estates of curtesy, dower, estates during
coverture and jointure.

Let us suppose A is about to marry B and

the common law unaffected by statute is in

force. A, before marriage, may provide a

jointure for his wife in lieu of dower; imme-

diately on marrying A acquired a legal life es-

tate during coverture in all his wife's real prop-

erty and she acquired an inchoate right of

dower in his ; a child is born, A's estate during
coverture is now converted into an estate by

curtesy initiate; if B first dies A has an estate

by curtesy consummate; if A dies B's inchoate

right of dower becomes by assignment an es-

tate of dower, unless before marriage she ac-

cepted the jointure which takes effect on A's

death and bars all right of dower.

ESTATE DURING MARRIAGE

The estate during marriage was consistent

with the man-made common law conception that

husband and wife became one, that one being

the husband. He got all her personal property,

all her choses in action, all her chattel interests

in land such as estates for years and all her

freehold estates which he reduced to possession,
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to use, enjoy, and take the proceeds during his

life. Theoretically, as in actions for injury to

the inheritance, the estate during coverture was

a joint estate so far as seisin and possession

were concerned, but the husband had the sole

enjoyment and could sue in his own name for

rents and profits, and by the same token he was

not entitled to compensation for improvements
he might make on the land.

This estate was the basis of tenancy by the

entirety which still exists, but the estate during
coverture has disappeared as a result of the

various enabling acts which have placed mar-

ried men and women on substantially the same

basis, giving married women in some states, as

New York, the right to both hold and convey
real property even to their husbands without

the intervention of a trustee, and in others, as

New Jersey, merely to hold and not convey
without the consent of the husband, which is

in accord with the so-called custom of London

recognized at the common law.

The estate during coverture continued until

a child was born, when it became curtesy ini-

tiate, or if no child were born, until the death

of either spouse.

CURTESY

Curtesy is the life interest of the husband in

all real property of his wife after her death,

provided the following conditions are fulfilled:

(1) The marriage was lawful according to

the law of the place where solemnized (lex loci
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contractus) and not against the public policy

or the law of the place where the real property
is located (lex loci situs). A marriage in an-

other state of a divorced man who is prohibited

as in New York from marriage for a period of

five years is good and will support curtesy. A
voidable marriage supports curtesy (or dower)
if it is not annulled during the lifetime of both

parties ; also a common law marriage where not

abolished by Statute as in New York. The full

faith and credit clause of the Federal Constitu-

tion is not involved.

(2) The wife was beneficially, uninterrupted-

ly and continuously seized in fact of an estate

of inheritance. At the common law the hus-

band had the right to reduce to possession his

wife's real property, and if he failed to do this

he could claim no curtesy, which might detri-

mentally affect innocent third persons who knew

nothing of his claim during the coverture. The

wife's seisin had to be for her own benefit and

there was no curtesy in estates held by her in

trust or for the use of another, but the husband

did have curtesy in his wife's equitable estates,

that is, those held for her benefit. The wife's

estate must be a freehold of inheritance. The

only qualified fee which would support curtesy

or dower at the common law was the fee tail;

modern law recognizes both dower and curtesy

in fees on conditional limitation. The seisin of

the wife must be continuous and mere instan-

taneous seisin as in case of a purchase money

mortgage is not enough. Seisin must also be

uninterrupted. This will require illustration:
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I. Property is conveyed by A to B for life, then

to C and her heirs neither B's nor C's hus-

band has curtesy for B has the seisin but no

fee and until B dies C has the remainder in fee

but no seisin; II. If property is conveyed by
A to B for 10 years, then to C and her heirs

C's husband has curtesy for B's estate for

years does not carry with it seisin; III. Prop-

erty is conveyed by A to B for life, remainder

to C for life; A dies and B is his sole heir, but

B's husband has no curtesy, for, although his

wife is seised of an estate of inheritance now

that the reversion in fee has been added to her

original life estate, nevertheless C's intervening

life estate interrupts that seisin; but if C's es-

tate had been an intervening contingent re-

mainder for years it would be squeezed out if

the contingent remainder was by deed and nob

devise.

(3) Issue must be born alive during the

life of its mother and capable of inheriting.

Curtesy is theoretically the continuation of the

wife's estate in the surviving husband for the

benefit of their issue. Until issue is born the

husband's common law interest in his wife's real

property went no further than her death. The

birth of issue projected it and his estate

changed to curtesy initiate, but the death of all

issue before the wife did not affect the curtesy.

Issue must be born alive, "heard to cry within

the four walls," which is enough, though it sur-

vive not at all, if born during the lifetime of

the mother; a child produced by the so-called

Caesarian operation from the dead body of its
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mother will not support curtesy, on the theory

that when the mother died the child in her

womb had already inherited her real property
before the actual birth had fulfilled the re-

quirements of curtesy. Finally the issue must

be capable of inheriting; when and where fee

tails exist this is important, for if property were

granted to A and the heirs of her body by her

husband B, and B were dead and A remarried,

a second husband, C, could not claim curtesy

even though issue were born, for they were not

capable of inheriting. In many states (Penn-

sylvania, Ohio, Nebraska, Michigan) this req-

uisite of birth of issue has been removed by
statute.

(4) Finally the wife must die to consummate

curtesy. This meant death naturally and not

civil death. Prior to death the estate by cur-

tesy initiate was a freehold in the husband and

the death of the wife simply continued it under

a different name. He had all rights and was

under such duties as any other life tenant.

Curtesy was barred at common law by divorce

(which was the modern annulment) ; estoppel

by deed or agreement, by paramount title, emi-

nent domain, adverse possession, alienism of

the curtesan and any attempted conveyance

by him of the fee.

Modern statutes have abolished curtesy en-

tirely in Maine, Michigan and New Jersey ; left

it as it was at the common law in New Hamp-
shire and Vermont ; recognized it not at all in

Louisiana, Washington and Texas, where com-

munity property is enforced as a result of civil
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law influence, and modified it to the point of ex-

tinction in New York, where the wife may
either deed or devise property to the complete
exclusion of her husband, so he has curtesy

only when she dies intestate owning real prop-

erty. Where curtesy does exist it is barred un-

der modern law by absolute divorce for the hus-

band's fault, estoppel by deed or contract, par-
amount title, eminent domain and adverse pos-

session, but not as at the common law, by alien-

ism or an attempted conveyance in fee. These

similarly affect dower and will be later ex-

plained.

DOWEE

Dower is a legal life estate, coupled with the

right of quarantine, created by law solely for

the widow, irrespective of possible issue and

confined to one-third of the real property owned

by the husband during coverture, provided the

following conditions are fulfilled:

( 1 ) There must be a lawful marriage.

(2) The husband must be beneficially seised

of an estate of inheritance, differing in this re-

spect from the requisites for curtesy in that

(a) seisin in law of the husband gives the wife

dower without seisin in fact; (b) until the

Dower Act of 1834 no dower existed in the

husband's equitable estates although curtesy

has been recognized since the Statute of Uses

in 1535. In New York, as there are no ex-

press trusts in fee, dower and curtesy exist only

in implied trusts. It is and has always been
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within the husband's power to destroy dower

in equitable estates by his sole act, which can

not be done in legal estates. In an exchange
of real property without the wife joining in

the deed she has an election and may take dower

in either parcel. In New York the election must

be made within one year of the husband's death.

A mortgage on the husband's real property
does not affect dower unless (1) it is made be-

fore the marriage; (2) it was on the land when

it came to husband; (3) the wife joined in the

mortgage ; or ( 4 ) it is a purchase money mort-

gage. In these four cases the dower is subor-

dinate to the mortgage. For this reason a

wife is always a proper and sometimes a neces-

sary party to a foreclosure suit. In joint ten-

ancies there is neither dower nor curtesy, but

contra in tenancies in common. In partnership
real property the wife has dower only after the

partnership debts are paid. In future estates,

dower, like curtesy, depends on seisin. In quali-

fied fees, the same rules obtain as in curtesy.

Incorporeal hereditaments such as rents, profits

a prendre and easements in gross (but not ap-

purtenant easements) support dower, if in fee.

(3) The natural death of the husband was

the third requisite of dower to which at the

common law must be added a fourth in the case

of estates tail. Although to have dower no

issue need be born, nevertheless the widow could

claim dower only in property of which the hus-

band was so seized that her children could have

taken under the entail; so A's widow could

have no dower in property devised to A and the
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heirs of his body by another and earlier wife.

Dower passes through three stages and is

not an estate until after the husband dies and

an assignment is made, whereas curtesy initiate

was a freehold estate. Until the husband's

death, dower is an inchoate right; it is not

property nor even a vested right; it may be

abrogated entirely by legislative enactment as

was done in 1915 by the New Jersey legisla-

ture. The wife has no claim to be compensated
in proceedings to acquire title by eminent do-

main; and she has no interest in her husband's

land which she can convey, although she may
release her dower by joining in her husband's

deed or by an independent deed to one who has

already an interest in the land, but this vir-

tually is an estoppel and not a conveyance.

Her act in so doing is, however, a valuable con-

sideration which will support a contract and

her interest is such as to entitle her to take

some steps to protect the freehold even while

her husband is living. During this stage, she

has a right to enjoin waste on land in which

she has an inchoate right of dower.

The second stage of dower is after the hus-

band's death. Immediately the wife has the

right of quarantine, which entitles her to re-

main and be supported in her husband's home

until her dower is assigned, provided that is

within forty days. The widow has now a defi-

nite property right in the nature of a chose in

action to have her third set off to her. If this

right is taken from her she must be compen-

sated, and she has a perfect right to assign
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it to a stranger or any way deal with it; but

it is not yet an estate.

Dower becomes an estate when it is assigned;

but its assignment does not create it ; there is

no privity of estate between the heir who may
assign the dower and the dowress, although she

was bound by fealty in feudal times ; her estate

vests by operation of law and so a valid re-

mainder could not be created to follow the wid-

ow's life estate, for her estate is not created

but vests as a continuance of one-third the hus-

band's fee. Dower is to be assigned by the

present holder of the husband's freehold of in-

heritance, be he the heir, purchaser, devisee or

disseizor, and the assignment is good if made

by an infant or a guardian or one of several

co-owners. Assignment is a ministerial act and

passes no title.

Dower may be assigned voluntarily or by the

courts, and if voluntarily either of common

right or against common right. Dower is as-

signed of common right where the widow gets

a life estate in one-third; it is against common

right when she agrees to accept (and this

agreement must be in writing under the Statute

of Frauds) other than her legal third; and the

practical difference is that if she is defeated by
a paramount title in what she has taken of

common right, she may have a reassignment,

but this is not true in the other case.

If dower is not voluntarily and properly as-

signed, the widow may any time within twenty

years bring an action, which may be in law

or equity, such as writ of right of dower, where
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part but not all had been assigned, or of unde

nihil habet, where no dower had been set off,

or by ejectment, or in the probate court, or in

equity. She may maintain this action without

a prior demand that her third be set off, but a

demand has an important effect in fixing the

measure of damages.
When set off, dower is supposed to represent

one-third in value of the husband's real prop-

erty, not necessarily its territorial extent. The

value is fixed as of different times as against

different persons :

(1) // the husband died seized, the widow

gets one-third in value as of the time of the as-

signment. In New York this rule is slightly

modified, by excluding the value of artificial

improvements made after his death; but the

widow risks the depreciation and likewise gets

the benefit of any increase in value of the prop-

erty as it stood when the husband died.

(2) // the husband aliened the land during
his lifetime, then the value is fixed as of the

time of alienation.

Inasmuch as dower may be assigned any time

within twenty years, if the widow will wait that

long, the benefit of the use of the third would be

lost to her during that period if she were not

awarded damages for the detention of dower.

This was first provided in the Statute of Mer-

ton and has been the subject of statute in many
states. In New York these rules of damage are

established :

(1) As against the heirs the income of one-

third in value to the time of the judgment un-
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less the heir has aliened the property, then to

the time of alienation.

(2) As against other than the heir from the

time of the demand for an assignment.

(3) But against an alienee of the husband

damages do not accrue until an action is be-

gun. Damages for the detention of dower may
be recovered even though the widow dies be-

fore it is assigned.

Dower may be lost or barred in much the

same manner as curtesy and much of what is

now explained applies to curtesy, mutatis mu-

tandis :

( a ) Elopement and living in adultery barred

dower but not curtesy at the common law. Un-

less followed by a final decree of absolute di-

vorce, adultery does not affect either dower or

curtesy under modern law, except in New Jer-

sey, where the common law rule continues.

(b) At the common law if the widow con-

cealed her husband's title deeds she lost dower;

this is of course no longer necessary.

(c) Treason, felony or an attempt by the

wife to convey more than a life estate barred

dower at the common law. This is no longer

true, except of treason.

(d) Alienism barred dower and curtesy at

the common law, but by modern law this rule

has well defined exceptions, usually these: (1)

If the husband is a citizen he has curtesy and

his wife dower, independent of her place of

origin, as she automatically becomes a citizen;

(2) if the husband has within six years de-

clared his intention to become a citizen, both
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dower and curtesy are saved if either accrues

within that time; (3) citizens of foreign coun-

tries affording similar rights to our citizens

enjoy those rights by reciprocity, including

curtesy and dower.

(e) Divorce at the common law prevented
both dower and curtesy because it was opera-

tive as an annulment; the common law gave
dower only to a widow who was the wife at the

husband's death. Modern law destroys dower

or curtesy where there is an absolute divorce,

but in some states, as New York, the innocent

spouse's rights are preserved, so that there

may be several "widows" claiming dower in the

same man's property. To bar dower or curtesy
in New York there must be a final decree of di-

vorce, and if it be a foreign decree, it must be

for the same grounds recognized in New York

and based upon personal service so that our

courts are bound to recognize it. There is of

course no dower or curtesy in property ac-

quired after a decree of divorce.

(f) Estoppel by deed or contract will bar

dower or curtesy. This is in fact the only way
in which dower can be released during the hus-

band's life. Where the wife joins in her hus-

band's deed, she can not thereafter claim dower

in that property, even as against an earlier

mortgagee in whose mortgage she did not join.

By independent deed the wife may create an

estoppel in favor of one who already has an

interest in the property but not to a stranger,

until after her husband dies. At common law,

the wife had to be separately examined when
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she acknowledged her signature to her husband's

deed and the deed could not be proved unless it

so appeared as her voluntary act and deed,

which is still law in New Jersey. Statutes else-

where have generally abolished this requirement,

and in some states, such as New York, it is suf-

ficient if the wife signs the deed, even though
she is not mentioned therein. Dower can not

be released to the husband except where statutes

permit it, as in New York, after divorce or

separation and in compulsory partition ; in

New York also the wife may release her dower

by power of attorney to her husband, and it

may be barred by the wife's agreement.

Estoppel in pais operates against the wife's

dower, and where being under a duty to dis-

close her identity, she conceals it and permits

another to take from her husband on the erro-

neous assumption that he is unmarried, the wife

can not claim dower.

(g) By eminent domain, dedication, or of-

fice grant, dower may be lost. Until the hus-

band's death the wife has no estate or legal in-

terest in his real property, and his property

may be condemned without compensation to

her, although she may have a claim attaching to

the proceeds. Dedication of property to the

public bars dower. This is the only way the

husband can defeat his wife's inchoate right in

his legal estates. When the husband's prop-

erty is sold under foreclosure to satisfy a lien

or judgment, the resultant title by office grant
in the purchaser is subordinate to the wife's

dower, unless the mortgage was of a kind having
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priority or the judgment or lien was on the

property before the husband acquired it or be-

fore he married.

(h) Lapse of time: The wife's dower is

lost unless she has it assigned or brings action

therefor within twenty years after her husband's

death, but if during the husband's lifetime a

mortgage is foreclosed against his property and

the wife is omitted as a party, her dower will

be lost twenty years after the foreclosure sale

even though her husband be still living.

(i) By paramount title both dower and cur-

tesy will be destroyed as where the property is

sold to satisfy a prior lien or judgment or is

disposed of through the exercise of a power in

a third person. Dower is particularly subject

to loss by paramount title because there may be

several claims of dower against the same prop-

erty, whereas there can be only one curtesy ex-

isting in the entire property. For example, the

widows of both father and son may claim dower

in the same property or numerous widows of

successive owners where they did not join in

the deeds ; or successive divorced wives of the

same husband. Each can not have a third, for

if there be more than three, as there may be, the

property would be insufficient for all, and hence

the rule "dos de dote peti non debet." "Dower

ought not be sought out of dower." The rule

has two branches :

(a) The existence of a prior claim for

dower prevents the requisite seisin to sup-

port further dower in that third. Exam-

ples: A, father, dies intestate, leaving
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widow and son B, also married. If B dies

before his mother, his wife has dower in

one-third of two-thirds of the original

property, because B was seized of only

two-thirds of his father's property, the

seisin of the other third being in his mother

as the result of her dower. Of course, if

B survived his mother and then died, his

wife would have her full dower as there

would be no prior claim. The priority of

assignment also has some effect. If B's

widow has her dower first assigned there

must be set off to her a full third of A's

estate, because until assignment A's widow

has no estate ; but when A's widow's dower

is set off, B's widow's third must yield to

her one-third; yet there is this anomalous

result in the decisions, that if B's widow

survives A's widow, her original assignment

is reinstated. Unless B's dower is first

assigned, the death of A's widow in no way
affects B's widow's estate.

(b) The second branch of the rule is

that a subsequent claim for dower shall

not intrude upon an earlier dower, and ap-

plies where there are successive claims for

dower unaffected by seisin. For example:

A conveys to B, B to C, C to D and D to E.

All are married and the wives do not join

in any deed; yet all were seized of all the

property at some time. The widow of the

first to die gets a full third, but unless it

happens to be A's widow, her third will be

cut down in favor of the widow of any
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prior grantee, for the rule is the subse-

quent claim shall not cut down the former ;

so if all the widows survived, A's widow

could have one-third; B's widow one-third

of two-thirds = two-ninths ; C's widow

one-third of four-ninths four-twenty-

sevenths, etc. Upon the death of a widow

having priority, as A's, the later claim-

ant may have a reassignment of a full

third.

JOIN-TUBE

Jointure is the last of the legal life estates;

is conventional in actual origin, but takes the

place of dower and is treated as a legal estate.

Prospective husbands, when uses flourished

and wives had no dower in equitable estates,

found it convenient to put all their property in

the form of uses before marriage; prospective

wives refused to marry unless these uses were

made for their joint benefit, hence the term

jointure, which perforce must be made before

marriage. Later, the same term was applied to

any estate created with the wife's consent be-

fore marriage to take effect in place of dower

at the husband's death. A jointure was legal

and barred dower only when it was (a) an es-

tate in real property, (b) at least for life of the

wife as widow, (c) to take effect immediately

on the death of the husband. Equitable join-

ture was the result of an agreement enforced

in equity, whereby the wife agreed before mar-

riage to accept personalty or an interest in a
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trust in place of dower. Jointure is to be dis-

tinguished from a mere testamentary provision

in lieu of dower. In the latter the wife must

elect which she will take, having in New York

one year after her husband's death for such

election, but a valid jointure leaves her no

election. In either, however, if the title fails,

the widow may still have dower and both are

subject to the presumption of gift and are en-

forced only where the intent is clear that the

wife is not to have dower. Jointure is lost or

barred under such conditions as dower. A
kind of jointure, so-called, may be made by

agreement during marriage. If such an agree-

ment is fair and supported by a proper consid-

eration, it is the tendency of modern courts to

enforce it.

STATUTORY LIFE ESTATES

Statutes, both Federal and local, provide

homestead exemptions in favor of adult citizens,

male or female, who are responsible for the

support and maintenance of families. The

exemption takes the form of a life estate in real

property of a limited value, usually about

$1,000.00 in favor of the homesteader who holds

such property free from claims of creditors,

during his or her lifetime and for a further pe-

riod in the case of a man, during the life of

the widow or until the youngest child comes of

age whichever is the latter event;- and in the

case of a woman homesteader, until the young-
est child comes of age. This estate is purely
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statutory and proper entry and record thereof

must be made. The exemption from debts is

as to all contract debts, except those incurred

prior to the time the exemption is properly

claimed, but not from taxes or liability for tort

or costs in litigation. The estate may termi-

nate by failure to occupy for a prescribed pe-

riod, by waiver or use for other than home-

stead purposes. As the estate is purely statu-

tory, the statutes should be consulted.

INCIDENTS OF ALL, LIFE ESTATES

The life tenant for the time being owns the

property and has the complete right to use and

enjoy it provided he does not so use it as to

injure the next succeeding owner. This in-

cludes the right to alien his estate and so cre-

ate an estate pur auter vie in his grantee; he

may make leases for years but in the absence

of a special power, these estates will cease when

he dies ; he is entitled to the rent from such

leases and at the common law, also to the rent

due under a former lease which rent had par-

tially accrued when his estate began. Restric-

tions may be imposed on the right to alien life

estates as they are not fees and not affected

by the Statute Quia Emptores.
The life tenant has the right to estovers, that

is the use of timber growing on the land, for

domestic and agricultural purposes, such as to

repair, for fuel, fencing, etc. These were called

in England house bote, fire bote, plough bote,

hedge bote, etc., and oak, ash and elm were
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treated as timber through the realm; but other

trees are not so strictly protected. In this coun-

try all timber is treated alike, and in both coun-

tries the idea behind the law of estovers is to

prevent the wasteful abuse of timber by a life

tenant by fixing his rights therein, so, for ex-

ample, fallen or dead wood must be first used

and ornamental or productive trees not be cut

except in case there be no others to supply the

necessary wood. A violation of estovers is

waste and estovers is from the French meaning

necessity. Estovers, in this connection, is not

to be confused with the common of estovers,

which was and is a form of profit a prendre.

Emblements is a privilege accorded a life

tenant, whereby if his estate is not ended

through his own fault, he or his personal rep-

resentatives may continue the cultivation of

crops, which he set a-growing, after his estate

ends and until harvest when they may be re-

moved. A similar privilege has been extended

to other tenancies in some states and is de-

signed to stimulate the cultivation of land by

removing the possibility of loss of crops upon
the ending of an estate of uncertain duration.

Strictly, however, emblements have to do with

life estates, and the doctrine of "away-going

crops" as it exists in New Jersey is an inde-

pendent but analogous doctrine, illustrating a

kind of "title by custom," it being virtually

a right to emblements accorded to tenants whose

estates are of certain duration. But emble-

ments proper exist only under these conditions :

( 1 ) at the termination of an estate of uncertain
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duration; (2) in crops of annual care and cul-

tivation (fructus industrials ) ; (3) in favor of

him who actually put the seed in the ground
and started it going; (4) provided the estate

ended without fault; for example, a woman
with a life estate to last during widowhood

would have no emblements on her remarriage.
The loss of emblements by any act of the life

tenant, does not deprive an under-tenant of his

crops but contra as to a purchaser or mortga-

gee of the crops from the life tenant.

Because a life estate is only a part of the

fee, a life tenant must protect the reversion.

His duties are these: (1) To protect and in

no way permit the title "of the reversioner to be

impaired; (2) to keep down incumbrances and

charges by paying interest on mortgages and

taxes; and if the mortgage must be paid, he

must contribute ratably, his share being com-

puted by multiplying the annual interest by his

years of expectancy, as shown by the mortality

tables ; the same rule would apply to so-called

"betterment charges" such as assessments for

street improvements; (3) he must make repairs,

but this does not mean improvements and ordi-

narily improvements if made are at his own

cost ; the extent of the repairs is best measured

negatively under his duty (4) not to commit

waste.

WASTE

The law of waste applies not only to owners

of life estates but to all tenants of estates less
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than fee; it originated, however, out of life

tenancies.

It is a violation of the duty of one holding a

temporary interest in real property to use it

so that the property mil come to the succeed-

ing owner without substantial diminution m
value as "the result of his wrongful act. Waste

is of three kinds: (1) Voluntary, (2) Permis-

sive and (3) Equitable.

Voluntary waste is the active doing of some-

thing with resultant injury to the reversion.

At the common law actual damage did not have

to follow; a mere change of plough land to a

pasture land was waste and the early cases

speak of improvements as "meliorating waste."

The modern view is to call nothing waste which

does not work a substantial injury to the prop-

erty. The placing of a building on the land

was waste, but courts now accept the more rea-

sonable view and hold it is not waste unless the

value of the building is less than the cost to re-

move it. Voluntary waste would occur if more

trees were cut than were proper estovers ; or

if a life tenant were to open a new mine, al-

though he might exhaust an old one ; the remov-

ing of peat or fertile soil beyond the necessities

of his household ; the tearing down of buildings

or fences.

Permissive waste is the omission to protect

the reversion by letting the property fall into

disrepair or a state of ruination. The life ten-

ant may, however, abandon old buildings which

must virtually be rebuilt to be saved, and he is

not bound to any extraordinary degree of good
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husbandry in the use of the soil. Permissive

waste does not extend to injuries suffered by
act of God or public enemies ; it does include

injuries caused by strangers, but usually not

accidental fires without direct fault of the

tenant.

Equitable waste resulted from the old clause

frequently added in deeds of life estates "with-

out impeachment of waste" ; intended to give

the life tenant an estate which would entitle him

to do with the property exactly as he saw fit,

so that he was virtually in the position of one

owning in fee tail. In an early case of this

kind, the life tenant started to take the lead

out of the roof; the reversioner objected and

went into equity where he succeeded in enjoining

the life tenant despite the fact that he held

without impeachment of waste and had a legal,

as distinguished from an equitable, right to

do just as he was doing.

The remedies for waste are almost penal in

character. At law one could get in England
a writ of waste or writ of prohibition. By Stat-

ute of Marlbridge damages were made recover-

able for waste. The Statute of Gloucester, re-

enacted in most states, added treble damages
and forfeiture. But only the next succeeding

owner could at common law bring such an action

and the ultimate reversioner or remainder-

man might be thus without remedy. Equity
did not recognize this strict rule, and modern

statutes permit any one injuriously affected to

sue in law or equity for waste. The treble dam-

ages of the statute of Gloucester are still en-
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forced, and in New York, if the waste is ma-

licious and equals in value the remaining value

of the estate, a forfeiture may result. It has

also recently been held that a former owner of

the reversion may sue for waste committed dur-

ing his ownership, although he has since aliened

his estate.

ESTATES LESS THAN FREEHOLD

These estates did not exist in the early stages

of the common law, but grew out of the rela-

tionship of master and servant as it existed be-

tween the great landholders of England and

their villeins. To these virtual serfs was given

the right to occupy a part of the lord's demesne.

This right was not property for it depended

solely on the will of the lord and the occupancy
had no standing in any court and no remedy
was available against invasion of the flimsy

right by the lord or even strangers. Between

1235 and the fifteenth year of Henry VIII stat-

utory changes caused the courts to recognize

the rights of these occupants to maintain ac-

tions quare ejecit infra terminun against the

lord, quare clausum fregit against strangers,

and to resist the lord's fines and common recov-

eries. With these remedies came the new estate,

an estate less than freehold, in which there was

neither seisin nor feudal restraint on alienation

or devise and no tenurial rent or return in serv-

ice, except such as was agreed upon or implied

as representing the reasonable value of the use

and occupation of the land. These interests
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in property not being feuds were chattels and

were quickly recognized as altogether the most

commercially usable of all estates in real prop-

erty and were termed chattels real. Later es-

tates at will and by sufferance were recognized

as chattel interests which they are still termed

in New York, but the estate for years is the

only one of the estates less than freehold which

is subject to execution for the owner's debts.

ESTATES FOR YEARS

This first and foremost of estates less than

freehold brought with it the law of landlord and

tenant. An estate for years is any estate of

definite duration and may be created by con-

tract or devise. Its primary characteristic is

that at inception, its terminal point is pre-

scribed and known. It may be for a day or a

thousand years ; it is in either case an estate

for years. There is no limitation as to how

long it may last except as in New York where

the constitution prescribes that leases of agri-

cultural land shall be for not more than 12

years. In New York also leases for 21 years

are taxable and leases from Indian tribes for 99

years or more are treated as freeholds. In

Massachusetts an estate for 100 years or more

is deemed a fee as long as 50 years remains of

the term.

An estate for years represents for the

time being the ownership of the property and

the general right of possession with the consent

of the owner, which distinguishes it from such a
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relationship as the quartering of soldiers by the

government, or a mere license to quarry stone

or occupy land for a prescribed purpose, as

bill posting or fence privileges, which are ease-

ments in gross or mere licenses. Farming on

shares creates a relationship ordinarily of mas-

ter and servant, very similar to that out of

which estates for years developed.

The existence of an estate for years creates

the relation of landlord and tenant, "tenant"

being used in an entirely different sense than

under the feudal system, for the tenant of an

estate for years is technically no tenant at all,

having no freehold and hence no tenure.

The lease at the common law was a primary
deed used to convey any estate less than a fee.

The modern lease is both a deed and a contract

and its dual character should be kept in mind.

It occasions the term lessor and lessee. The

latter is bound by the lease through acceptance
of the estate, though he does not join in the

lease. A lease may operate as a conveyance
in futuro, and herein was one of the great ad-

vantages of the estate for years. It could be

granted to begin in the future, which was not

true of the freehold because of the necessity for

a present livery of seisin. When a lease creates

an estate to begin in the future, the lessee ac-

quires at once an interesse termini which gives

him the right to enter the property before his

estate begins without trespassing, and entitles

him to compel the lessor to maintain and, if

necessary, restore the property, so that when

his right of entry accrues the property shall be
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as it was when the lease was made. But the les-

sor is not bound to put the lessee in possession,

in the event of a former tenant or stranger

holding over without right. The lessee must as

against strangers put himself in possession, al-

though in New York he can not maintain sum-

mary proceedings for that purpose.

A lease as a conveyance requires a compe-
tent person of full age as lessor, and the lease

of an infant or insane person is voidable; an

infant's lease differs from his deed of a free-

hold in that the lease may be avoided before

majority; an insane person's lease is void if

he has been judicially declared insane. Exec-

utors, trustees and guardians may make leases

in accordance with the terms of their appoint-

ment, frequently, however, requiring the ap-

proval of the court, as in New York, for leases

over five years.

The lease as a contract requires a competent
lessee and so a lease to an infant or insane per-

son while presumptively good is voidable if it

can be shown against such person's interest.

All real property may be leased, including in-

corporeal hereditaments, although it was for-

merly doubted that mere rights could be leased

because of their semi-public nature and the fact

that there could be no distraint for the rent.

Personal property is frequently said to be

leased, although there are technical reasons

against this .use of the term.

The Statute of Frauds might doubly effect

leases; either as conveyances of interests in

real property or as contracts not to be per-
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formed within one year; but most states have

special statutes governing leases, as in New

York, where only leases for over one year have

to be in writing and a lease for one year to be-

gin in the future may be oral. Here we must

distinguish the lease of an estate to begin in fu-

turo and a contract to make a lease; one is a

conveyance, creates an interesse termini and

may be specifically enforced ; the other is a con-

tract, creates no interest in the land and the

only remedy for its breach is in damages. Such

a contract requires a writing if it be for

so long a lease as would itself require a writ-

ing. Seals are not requisite to the validity of

any leases in New York but are required on

leases for three years or more in New Jersey

and most states.

As a conveyance of real property, a lease is

within the operation of enrollment and record-

ing acts. In New York and New Jersey only

leases for over three years must be recorded;

there are similar statutes in other states. The

failure to record does not, except in a few

states, affect the validity of the lease as between

the parties, but all rights under a lease, which

should be recorded and is not, are rendered sub-

ordinate to subsequent mortgages or convey-

ances. But possession of the premises by the

tenant under any lease is constructive notice

of his rights, even though his lease is not re-

corded.

A lease may be executed by properly author-

ized agents of the lessor, but the authority must

be in writing if the lease is required to be; on
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the other hand an agent orally authorized may
make a contract for a lease for any number of

years.

A lease in addition to a demise of the prop-

erty may contain an option or agreement to

sell at or before its termination. Such an agree-

ment is enforced specifically and similarly a

covenant on the part of the lessor to buy the

lessee's buildings at the end of the leasehold or

to renew the lease. A lease will not renew it-

self in favor of the lessee, and he should require

and get a new lease rather than rely on the

covenant to renew. An agreement to extend a

lease will operate automatically, and a lessee

may find himself bound for another term, where

there is in his lease such a covenant on the part
of the lessor, and the lessee holds over.

A lease is in form first a conveyance and then

a contract, and after the demising portion, the

most important parts are the conditions and

covenants arising out of it as a contract. Con-

ditions in leases usually entitle the lessor to

re-enter and terminate the lessee's estate if the

condition is broken. This is designed to pro-

tect the lessor's reversion and to enforce the

tenant's duties, but as a forfeiture results,

courts always seek to treat the condition as a

covenant or its breach as waived. This is il-

lustrated in the tenant's liability for rent. If

the tenant agrees expressly to pay rent, his

agreement may take the form of a simple cove-

nant ; or it may be made a condition so that

upon the non-payment of rent the lessor may re-

enter and repossess the demised premises.
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When it is made a condition, the demand for

rent must be formal and if possible equity will

relieve of the forfeiture. But if there is a clear

breach, the lessor may re-enter and re-entry

terminates the estate but not necessarily the

contract, which may provide that the tenant

is bound to complete his agreement as to the

rent, although he has lost his estate ; wherein

the distinction is drawn between the lease as a

contract and as a conveyance and between con-

tractual rent and tenurial rent which issued

strictly out of the land.

Modern statutes provide summary 'proceed-

ings to enforce a breach of the agreement to

pay rent and certain other of the tenant's obli-

gations. It may be here noted that many leases

contain a provision entitling the lessor to re-

enter upon non-payment of the rent and re-let

the premises on behalf of the lessee. There is,

however, no duty on the part of the lessor to

keep down the damages by so doing, and if he

does re-let, he should do so in such a way as to

rebut any presumption that in doing so he has

accepted the surrender of the tenant. A breach

of condition is enforced either by ejectment or

peaceable re-entry, and the lessor has no right

to use force or arms even though the tenant has

expressly agreed that he may so forcibly re-

enter.

A most important principle affecting all con-

ditions is the ride in Dumpor's Case, which held

that a condition once broken is destroyed and

if its breach is waived a subsequent breach will

afford no remedy. Contrary to the decisions
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of most states which have repudiated this rule,

New York extends the doctrine to include an

implied waiver of the breach.

Conditions in leases are now held to run

against the demised premises and in favor of the

reversion, into whosever hands either estate may
pass. This was not the common law rule and

it will not to-day permit a condition to be di-

vided with the reversion.

Covenants in leases are agreements enforced

ordinarily by an action for damages, although

equity will decree specific performance or en-

join their breach in extreme cases.

Covenants may be written or oral, and an

oral covenant may be introduced into a written

lease, subject to the parol evidence rule. Cove-

nants may be dependent and independent; the

courts favor a dependent construction, but a

conspicuous exception is that where the land-

lord has failed to perform an express covenant

to repair, the tenant can not refuse to perform
his covenant to pay rent.

The chief classification of covenants is into

express and implied.

The usual express covenants on the part of

the lessor are (1) to make repairs as otherwise

the duty is on the lessee; (2) to grant a re-

newal of the lease; (3) to rebuild in case of

destruction. This last covenant is designed

quite as much for the landlord's as the tenant's

benefit to overcome the effect of statutes in

most states which provide that in the case of

fire or destruction of the premises, the tenant

shall have the right to remove and terminate
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his lease. This was not the common law rule;

the destruction of the premises did not relieve

the tenant and in the face of a proper covenant,

he might even be compelled to rebuild. Modern

leases usually reserve to the lessor the right to

rebuild and to require the tenant, despite the

statute, to re-enter, the rent being suspended in

the meantime. This is a technical covenant not

favored by the courts.

The lessee's important express covenants,

aside from that to pay rent are these: (1)
Not to assign or underlet the premises without

the consent of the lessor. In the absence of this

covenant, the lessee may transfer his estate for

years as freely as any other chattel. The cove-

nant being in derogation of his common law

rights is strictly construed so an agreement not

to assign will nevertheless allow him to sublet

and vice versa. Likewise this covenant is not

broken by an involuntary assignment such as

occurs upon the death or bankruptcy of the les-

see or on the foreclosure of a mortgage on the

lease, which, of course, is a chattel mortgage.
It should be here noted that despite the cove-

nant not to assign, the lessee may mortgage his

estate for years and a purchaser at foreclosure

acquires a good title to it. By statute in New
York bankruptcy may effect a termination of

a lease of which three years or less is unex-

pired and the trustee can be dispossessed by

summary proceedings.

There are important differences between as-

signment and subletting. In England, and two

or three states of this country, notably Penn-
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sylvania, whenever a tenant transfers his entire

term there is an assignment, but in New York

and many states, the tenant may transfer his

entire term, but if it is on any other or different

terms than the original letting it is a sublet-

ting ; as for instance, if the original lessee after

transferring his entire term has any possibility

of forfeiture or has any rights over the estate

which he has transferred.

The legal effects of assignment and sublet-

ting are entirely distinct. Assignment occurs

by act of parties or operation of law as upon
death or bankruptcy ; a subletting always orig-

inates from the acts of parties. Assignment
creates a privity of estate between the lessor

and assignee, who is thereby bound by all cove-

nants which run with the demised premises ; be-

tween lessor and sublessee there is no relation-

ship of any kind and no remedies against either

by the other. Upon privity depends obliga-

tions ; between lessor and lessee there is both

privity of estate and of contract, so upon as-

signment the original lessee is still bound by
his contractual obligations, but the estate

passes to the assignee and he is bound by priv-

ity of estate to the original lessor; the result

is the assignee becomes the primary obligor for

the rent and other covenants in the lease, and

the original lessee is surety for his perform-
ance. The lessor may now release the original

lessee actually or impliedly by agreeing to new

terms with the assignee. In the case of what is

known as a general assignment for the benefit

of creditors, the law is unsettled ; probably such
'
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is a breach of a covenant against assignment,
to be taken advantage of at the option of the

lessor; on the other hand, such an assignee is

not bound to accept the lease unless he deems

it an asset, and for the purpose of determining
this he has a reasonable time to occupy, being
liable only for use and occupation. But it

seems the lessor may prove for all rent due or

to grow due under the lease ; but this is not the

rule in bankruptcy, where only the rent which

has accrued is provable and the rent accruing
after the filing of the petition is not discharged.

Upon a subletting the sublessee is for all pur-

poses a stranger to the lessor; between them

there is neither privity of estate nor contract.

A breach of condition by the lessee ousts the.

sublessee whether or not he is at fault. The

lessee may fail to pay the rent, and although
the sublessee has paid his, he may nevertheless

be dispossessed. But the lessee can not surren-

der his lease and destroy the sublease. The sur-

render has the effect of permitting the sublessee

to pay his rent direct to the lessee, but except
in this case the lessor is not bound to accept

rent from the sublessee. A lessee remains bound

both by privity of estate and contract after a

subletting, and any liability from the sublessee's

use of the premises must be met by the lessee,

who may protect himself by an express agree-

ment by the sublessee (1) to perform all cove-

nants of the original lease, and (2) to indem-

nify the lessee for any recovery had against

him by the lessor.

Upon the death of the lessee, the estate
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passes by involuntary assignment as a chattel

to the executor or administrator of the lessee

or by bequest as a specific legacy under a will.

Neither violates a covenant against assignment.

(2) The next important express covenant

by the lessee is to restore the premises in case

of fire or destruction and to return them at the

end of his term in the same condition as re-

ceived, reasonable wear and tear and action by
the elements excepted. This supplements the

implied covenant not to commit waste and at

the common law, required the tenant to rebuild

in case of destruction by fire. In the absence

of a very clear covenant, the tenant is dis-

charged from his lease by the destruction of

the premises without his fault by modern stat-

utes, and even at the common law, where rent

was treated as issuing out of the land, a lessee

of a part of a building was discharged from his

lease by its destruction.

(3) The tenant frequently expressly cove-

nants to pay taxes, assessments and insurance.

Without such an express covenant he is not

bound to pay these, wherein he differs from a

life tenant who is bound by law to pay these

carrying charges. Water charges may be

either assessed as taxes, in which case the ten-

ant is not bound to pay unless he has cove-

nanted to do so ; or they may be levied as me-

tered charges, as in the City of New York, in

which case the tenant as consumer is bound to

pay independent of any covenant. But as this

charge is a lien on the lessor's land, the lessee

frequently is called upon to covenant that if he
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does not pay the lessor may pay the water

charges and add them to the rent. The validity

of this lien is doubtful.

(4) An express covenant by the tenant which

is of much importance in city leases is the agree-

ment to comply with municipal ordinances and

regulations as to the use of the building, such,

for instance, as changes ordered by the building,

health and fire departments. These frequently

are costly but must be made when ordered or the

building as such will be proceeded against. In

recent litigation in New York the courts have

considered various forms of such covenants

which must be carefully drawn if the tenant is

to be held to pay for such charges ; and should

expressly so provide.

(5) As frequently the use of a building will

increase the fire hazard or necessitate changes
to comply with municipal ordinances, an ex-

press covenant should occur in the lease that

the tenant will not so use the premises, and

every lease should stipulate the purpose for

which the premises are to be used, adding the

words "and no other," as otherwise a lessee

may use the premises for any lawful purpose
however obnoxious. There are scores of other

express covenants introduced into leases to bind

the lessees ; a recent innovation being a chattel

mortgage covenant, whereby the lessor acquires

a chattel mortgage on the lessee's furniture for

the stipulated rent.

Numerous as they may be, the express cove-

nants in a lease are secondary in legal impor-
tance to those which the law implies. Again
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must be noted the difference between implication

of language and of law ; by the latter we mean

those which the law sets up from the relation-

ship independent of the language ; hence A may
say to B, "I will let you my house," and imme-

diately the law says there are implied cove-

nants from the mere letting, whether it be writ-

ten or oral. Where the same obligations are

covered by an express covenant the latter su-

persedes. In New York, where all implied cove-

nants in conveyances have been abolished by

statute, they are still recognized in leases.

The implied covenants of the lessor are (1)

Quiet enjoyment: that the tenant will not be

disturbed in his estate by any one with a supe-

rior right or who is under the control of the

lessor. The lessor is in no way responsible

for the acts of strangers ; and is not even bound

to put his lessee in possession as long as posses-

sion is claimed by one not entitled to it. (2)

Of title and right to convey, which requires the

lessor, in the absence of express covenant by

lessee, to pay principal and interest on mort-

gages, taxes and assessments and so keep his

title good.

The implied covenants of the tenant are:

( 1 ) To keep the premises in repair the extent

of the repairs being fixed negatively by the

law of waste and being modified by express cove-

nants when these occur. For a breach of this

duty the tenant is liable, the measure of dam-

ages being dependent on whether action is

brought before or after the term expires. (2)

Not to commit waste wherein a tenant for years
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and a life tenant are under the same duty. (3)

Not to deny or disclaim the landlord's title and

to protect the landlord's interest. These are

similar to the duties of the feudal tenant and

may be related, or, as is entirely possible, exist-

ing in both cases simply as a matter of prac-

tical necessity. The estoppel of the tenant to

deny his landlord's title is an emphatic prin-

ciple of the law and, being treated now as an

estoppel in pais and not by deed, continues even

after the estate ceases. (4) To pay for the

use and occupation of the premises. There is

no implied covenant to pay rent, for rent in its

nature must be certain and periodic and hence

not susceptible of implication; but whenever

A occupies B's land under a temporary holding

there is an implied obligation to pay the rea-

sonable value of the use of the land for that

period. This is entirely foreign to the law of

rent. An express covenant can create a rent

on an estate for years as effectually as in the

old feuds, and such a rent is always rent serv-

ice, because it is incident to the reversion neces-

sarily retained by the fee owner when he grants

only an estate for years. In other words be-

tween lessor and lessee there may be an express

covenant creating a rent service, but where

there is no lease or express covenant, the rela-

tionship is that of landlord and tenant and the

obligation to pay is not rent. But whether the

tenant is bound by a rent or merely to pay for

use and occupation, except in the case of ex-

press agreement to the contrary, obligation to
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pay ceases when his possession ends. This may
happen in one of several ways:

(a) By actual eviction, where the tenant is

forced to quit the premises by act of the land-

lord or of a third person with a superior title.

The landlord has no right on the tenant's prem-
ises except to make repairs or comply with

police or municipal regulations. He can, of

course, protect himself against waste by abat-

ing it or by injunction, but as long as the ten-

ant is not violating his covenants the landlord

has no right on the demised premises, and if he

attempts to exercise control thereover, it is an

actual eviction and amounts to an ouster of the

tenant from possession. In the case of a para-

mount title, in a third person, the tenant is ac-

tually evicted even though he escapes removal

by recognizing the paramount title, but a ten-

ant takes his own risk in so doing, and if the

apparent paramount title proves defective he

must pay the original landlord. This danger

can, of course, be avoided by waiting actual

ejectment. Actual eviction terminates the ten-

ant's estoppel to deny his landlord's title and

his obligation for rent, and entitles the tenant

to sue for damages for breach of covenant of

quiet enjoyment. His damages when the land-

lord is responsible for the eviction are his actual

loss in removing and the remaining value of his

estate, i. e., the benefit of his original bargain ;

but if he is evicted by paramount title his dam-

ages are limited to his actual loss and whatever

he has had to pay the paramount owner. Par-

tial eviction entitles the tenant to treat his
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lease as terminated because a lease is an entire

contract, but he has no remedy for the partial

eviction if he remains in possession, except where

the eviction is from part of the premises

through paramount title in a third person, in

which case he must remain in possession of what

is left with a consequent reduction in his liabil-

ity for rent. Eviction does not relieve from

rent which has accrued. The taking of the de-

mised premises by eminent domain is not an

eviction, for it is consistent with the landlord's

title, and, in the absence of express agreement
to the contrary, the tenant is entitled to com-

pensation for his lost term.

(b) Constructive eviction may be brought
about only by the landlord or his successor in

title. The same acts committed by a stranger

would be trespass. It is therefore any inten-

tional act or omission suffered by the landlord

or his servants not amounting to actual eviction

but inconsistent with the tenant's quiet enjoy-

ment, provided it is followed by the tenant's re-

moval from the premises, e. g., the existence of

vermin, lack of heat, occupancy of other parts

of building for illegal or immoral purposes, de-

fective plumbing, etc. This has been a growing
field of litigation in connection with modern

leases and what is sufficient to constitute such

eviction is largely a question of fact.

It is necessary to observe, however, that there

is no warranty of fitness in a lease. The lessor

is not liable if the tenant can not use the prem-
ises as he expected. The rule of caveat emptor

applies ; the opposite rule applied in Smith vs.
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Marrable, 11 M. W. 5, is now entirely discarded

both in England and in this country. The prin-

ciple does not, however, protect the landlord in

concealing latent defects, nor does it relieve him

of responsibility for portions of premises, re-

maining in his control, or for violations of mu-

nicipal regulations such as so-called Tenement

House Acts. It is possible by express covenant

to bind the lessor by a warranty of fitness, but

the law creates none and enforces it only where

the intent and language are clear. Construc-

tive eviction always being the fault of the land-

lord, the tenant is entitled not only to his actual

damage, but the remaining value of his term in

an action for breach of the covenant of quiet

enjoyment. The destruction of the demised

premises did not relieve the tenant at common

law, but, by statute, a partial or complete de-

struction of the premises without fault of the

tenant, unless it be through the imperceptible

and gradual process of wear and tear and action

of the elements, discharges the lease. The com-

mon law did recognize a somewhat similar rule

where the destruction was due to the landlord's

fault or the demised premises consisted of a

floor or loft in a building with no interest in the

land whatsoever. Under the statute the tenant

must promptly and completely vacate.

Having considered the nature and effect of

both express and implied covenants in a lease,

the important question is against whom are they

enforcible beside the lessor and lessee, i. e., the

immediate landlord and tenant, if either the es-

tate for years is assigned or the reversion is
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transferred. We have seen that the tenant, in

the absence of express negative covenant, may
either assign or sublet. The landlord may like-

wise transfer his reversion, either in whole or

in part and either with or without the rent,

which may be severed from the reversion or the

reversion may be transferred in futuro to take

effect when the lease terminates. When either

the estate for years or the reversion is trans-

ferred, the transferee becomes bound by all cove-

nants and conditions which run with the land.

It is now held that the conditions on which the

estate is held bind the assignee of the estate and

as well are enforcible by the transferee of the

reversion, but conditions are not divisible and

become unenforcible where the reversion is

deeded or devised to more than one person. All

impUed covenants run with the land and bind

the assignee of the estate and the transferee of

the reversion. As has been shown, a sublessee

is not bound by any covenants in the original

lease. Express covenants run with the land

(1) when they touch the land or (2) are ex-

pressly created to bind the lessee and his as-

signs according to the famous resolutions in

Spencer's case, which distinguishes affirmative

collateral covenants, i. e., those which are to

erect or add to the land something which is not

already there, e. g., to build a brick wall; from

covenants to repair, alter or otherwise deal

with the premises as they exist. Negative cove-

nants likewise run with the land only when they

touch the land ; hence an agreement not to carry

on a certain business on the demised premises
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would bind an assignee of the lease, but an

agreement by the lessee not to carry on this

business anywhere in the same neighborhood
would not bind the assignee, but if the lessee

owned other land in the neighborhood the cove-

nant might bind and run with that land.

IMPORTANT RULES AND INCIDENTS
OF THE RELATION OF LANDLORD

AND TENANT

( 1 ) Illegal use of the premises by the tenant

is a misdemeanor, makes him liable for dam-

ages and removable by summary proceedings.

The landlord is also liable civilly and criminally

if knowledge can be shown.

(2) The tenant for years has a kind of em-

blements if his estate is terminated before its

full time without his fault. Except that nur-

serymen and gardeners may remove their grow-

ing things as trade fixtures and the statutory
doctrine of away-going crops heretofore ex-

plained, the tenant's interest in the land and all

crops or fixtures ceases when his estate ends.

(3) For injuries suffered by third persons

on the demised premises, the tenant is primarily

liable, and this is true even though the landlord

has expressly covenanted to make the repair

which results in the injury; but where the land-

lord has covenanted, action may be brought di-

rectly against him to avoid circuity of action.

The tenant is not liable, however, for (1) an

injury suffered from a nuisance on the premises
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at the time his estate begins of which he has

had no notice, or, having notice, no sufficient

time to remedy it; (2) nor is he liable for the

portions of premises in the landlord's control,

such as entrance, hallways, elevator shafts, etc.

The landlord in the absence of an express cove-

nant is not liable for injuries suffered on the

demised premises unless they result (1) from

a nuisance he has created or left unremedied

when the tenant's estate begins, (2) from an

authorized or known illegal or dangerous use

of the premises by the tenant, or (3) are suf-

fered on the part of the premises in the land-

lord's control. There is this sharp distinction

in the landlord's liability: as to those portions

he controls he is liable for negligence ; as to the

demised premises he is liable only where a nui-

sance is proved. In a New York case, which is

none too clear in theory, both landlord and ten-

ant were held liable in the same action.

(4) Where there has been no eviction and no

destruction of the demised premises, an estate

for years may terminate before its allotted time

by (a) limitation; (b) breach of condition and

re-entry, concerning which it should be noted

that acceptance of rent after the breach may
waive the condition and bar re-entry; (c)

merger where the tenant buys the reversion, al-

though this result may be avoided by express

stipulation when the tenant takes title, and does

not operate against a sublessee to destroy his

estate ; (d) surrender either express or by oper-

ation of law. Express surrender must comply
with the Statute of Frauds, but in New York,
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however long the original lease, an oral surren-

der is good if but one year remains. The ten-

ant must be in possession to make a valid sur-

render, so during his interesse termini he can

not surrender but may cancel his lease; after

his estate begins, cancellation is ineffective;

here again we note the dual aspect of a lease as

first a contract, then a conveyance. Surrender

does not now require the consent of or in any

way affect the sublessee. At the common law,

the surrender of the lease left the sublessee in

possession with all covenants and conditions de-

stroyed. Surrender occurs by operation of law,

(a) Where the tenant abandons the premises
and the landlord accepts the premises ; the land-

lord is not, of course, bound to accept such sur-

render ; he may leave the premises vacant or he

may relet them as agent of the tenant, but he

is not in most states bound to do so, although
the U. S. Supreme Court holds to the contrary.

If the landlord consents to a new letting or

agrees to accept a sublessee as tenant, this may
result in a surrender depending largely on the

facts and circumstances ; a mere delivery of

possession to the landlord as by turning over

the keys may have the same effect.

(b) When the tenant procures a new lease;

this may not necessarily destroy all rights un-

der the old lease and the right to damages in

condemnation proceedings has been held to sur-

vive if they accrued during the first term.

(c) If the landlord attempts to relet before

there has been an actual abandonment, the ten-

ant may treat this as a surrender.
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(d) The tenurial tenant at the common law

was not bound on a transfer of the reversion

to pay or perform his covenants, unless he at-

torned to the new owner of the reversion. This

was originally a feudal principle, arising be-

cause of the warranty of the overlord. Every
overlord was not of the same worth as a pro-

tector in those rough times and a tenant could

resist the substitution of a new overlord with-

out his consent or attornment. This purely
feudal principle is no longer operative in most

states, although the term is still used, and the

transfer of the reversion in no way affects the

tenant except that it shifts his obligations to

the new landlord.

(5) A tenant can not acquire title by adverse

possession to the demised premises. This re-

sults from his estoppel to deny his landlord's

title and an adverse claim of title is essential to

adverse possession. This estoppel never arises

where the tenant has by fraud or mistake as-

sumed a relationship with one not in truth the

landlord, but once created it continues until an

ejection, surrender, forfeiture or disclaimer.

As to disclaimer, there is an implied covenant

against the tenant that he will not disclaim, and

at the common law an attempt to do so opened
the way for forfeiture. Modern statutes, as in

New York, give this effect only to a disclaimer

of record. But can a tenant disclaim, if not

ejected, and set up adverse possession? After

some vacillation the rule is fixed that the land-

lord may disregard such disclaimer during the

continuance of the tenant's possession. As
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against a hold over tenant, the modern rule,

at least in New York, is that for twenty years

after the lease ends or after the last pay-
ment of rent the law presumes that the rela-

tionship continues, so that a tenant must remain

on property for forty years after his original

estate ends or he ceases to pay rent in order to

acquire title by adverse possession. Because

of the tenant's duty to protect his landlord'*

title, no stranger can acquire title by adverse

possession against the tenant; and the tenant

may forfeit three years' rent in New York if he

does not notify the landlord immediately of any
actions brought against the property; likewise

the tenant can not set up any outstanding title

he may acquire against the lessor, such as out-

standing mortgages or liens.

(6) The landlord's remedies to enforce the

contractual portions of a lease are these:

(a) Where there is no express agreement to

pay a stipulated rent, but there is the conven-

tional relation of landlord and tenant, the land-

lord may sue indebitatus assumpsit.

(b) Where there is a covenant to pay rent,

the lessor's action is for damages on breach of

covenant, and similarly of any other covenant

by the tenant. Where the payment of the rent

is made a covenant and not a condition, the les-

sor has no common law remedy to get his prop-

erty back.

(c) Where the payment of rent is made a

condition, the lessor may bring ejectment and

recover the property with damages for its re-

tention. The tenant has usually a right to re-
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deem, as in New York, within six months. By
Statute in New York the lessor may maintain

ejectment, even where the payment of rent is

not an express condition, whenever there is (1)
either six months' rent in arrears or (2) where

the lease contains a clause giving the lessor the

right to re-enter upon failure of goods on which

to distrain, provided fifteen days' notice is

given.

(d) Equity will afford a remedy in enforcing

the tenant's covenants, if an accounting is nec-

essary, or reformation of the lease because of

fraud or mistake, or by injunction if waste is

being committed by the tenant.

(e) Statutes provide for summary proceed-

ings to regain the property on the tenant's

breach of certain obligations. It can not be

too emphatically said that this is a purely stat-

utory remedy, involving no common law, not

to be confused with ejectment, which will lie

for the breach of every condition. The lessor

has at common law no right to re-entry and

hence no right to maintain ejectment except

where the right is expressly reserved in the

lease; but summary proceedings may be

brought whenever a breach occurs within the

provisions of the statute. The earliest stat-

utes for summary proceedings are almost one

hundred years old and of course differ in the

states. The New York Statute provides for

separate groups of causes : ( 1 ) against ten-

ants, (2) wrongful occupants, (3) wrongful en-

trants. In New York a tenant may be dispos-

sessed, as it is termed, by summary proceed-
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ings, (a) when he holds over after the expira-

tion of his term, without the consent of the

landlord this means expiration and not a ter-

mination upon breach of a condition; (b) where

the tenant is in default in the payment of rent,

independent entirely of whether the payment of

rent is made a covenant or condition; a New
York case has held that the equity courts

may restrain summary proceedings where the

non-payment is unintentional or excusable ;

moreover there must be a formal demand for the

rent or a three days' notice served; (c) where

the tenant has agreed to pay taxes or assess-

ments and defaults therein for sixty days;

again notice or demand is a prerequisite; (d)
where the tenant has become a bankrupt or

taken advantage of insolvency statutes and

three years or less remains of the time; (e)

where the tenant makes illegal use of the prem-

ises, in which case not only the landlord but

neighboring owners or tenants may maintain

the proceeding.

A wrongful occupant may be dispossessed by

summary proceedings (a) where the occupant

originally entered under an agreement to farm

on shares, which has terminated, (b) where the

occupant is a mere squatter with no rights and

is a trespasser and has at no time been a ten-

ant; (c) where there has been a foreclosure by
advertisement or other judicial sale and the

tenant holds over.

A wrongful and forcible entrant upon an-

other's land or one who forcibly detains it may
be summarily dispossessed.
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The procedure is a matter of statute which

must be exactly followed. When properly taken

the proceedings terminate the lease, but not

necessarily the contractual duty to pay the

rent if an express saving clause is contained in

the lease. It is here opportune to note that a

properly drawn lease will provide for the pay-

ment, if it be a yearly lease, of an annual rental,

payable in monthly installments on a fixed date,

usually the first of each month in advance ; but

the installment is not for that month's rent in

any correct sense and the situation will be bet-

ter understood if we assume that the tenant has

given twelve promissory notes payable on the

first day of each month; it is entirely possible

for the parties to agree that all of these notes

shall be payable even though the tenant loses

his estate before they become due, although in

the absence of such an agreement, the natural

conclusion would be that the termination of

the estate resulted in a failure of consideration

for the payments thereafter accruing; but even

so an installment of rent payable on the first

day of the month is not discharged if the ten-

ant is dispossessed three or four days there-

after. In other words rent does not, as popu-

larly supposed, when paid in advance pay for

the month to follow, but is an installment of an

indebtedness incurred in full when the estate be-

gan. The New York Statute provides that the

tenant may within one year after being dispos-

sessed redeem his estate if there remain more

than five years, and the cause is non-payment
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of rent; no such privilege exists for non-pay-
ment of taxes.

ESTATES AT WELL

There are chattel interests in property so-

called because they have not the certainty of

duration which characterizes the estate for

years which is termed a chattel real. Unlike

the chattels real these lesser estates can not be

reached on execution. The chief form of these

chattel interests is the estate at will.

Primarily the estate at will requires a con-

tractual letting and occupancy and the latter

alone is not enough. There must be an express

or implied contract whereby the tenant is to

occupy as long as the joint wills of him and the

landlord concur in its continuance. The ten-

ant's interest is not assignable, but he may sub-

let ; he has emblements, is liable only for volun-

tary waste, which may terminate his estate, and

he can not deny or disclaim his landlord's title.

His estate necessarily terminates on his or the

landlord's death or whenever the landlord con-

veys the property. He is not entitled to notice

to terminate his estate, except where there is a

statutory provision as in New York, entitling

him to thirty days' notice. The City of New
York is affected by a purely local statute which

terminates all leases on the first day of the fol-

lowing May where there is no stipulated term,

so that there are no estates at will in that city.

The tenant at will may be bound to either a
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rent or for use and occupation. Where there

is, however, an agreement for the payment of

rent at stated periods, or where the rent is so

paid without an express agreement, the estate

at will becomes an estate from year to year, a

frequent, important and difficult kind of ten-

ancy.

An estate from year to year is a linked estate

consisting of a series of connected periods but

not a succession of periods. There is but one

estate. This highly artificial form of estate

may be created by agreement but more usually

it develops by operation of law from an estate

at will, in order to avoid the hardship upon
the tenant from the unforeseen and abrupt ter-

mination without his fault or agreement of an

estate dependent solely on the will of the land-

lord. Instead, therefore, of treating tenancy
with no stipulated term as an estate at will, just

as soon as a periodic payment of rent is agreed

upon or accepted by the landlord, the tenant

acquires an estate which can not be terminated

except at the end of the next such period; he

holds, in other words, if the rent be paid annu-

ally from year to year. This is not the same

as if he were to make a new lease each year for

that would create a new tenancy each time, and

the premises would theoretically revert to the

landlord and be reconveyed to the tenant, thus

making the landlord liable as far as nuisances

are concerned at the beginning of each year.

Most frequently estates from year to year arise

from the tenant's holding over after the end of

an estate for years. When he does so his rights
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pass through various stages: (a) he is at once

a trespasser and may be ejected and sued as

such; (b) if the landlord permits him to remain

but makes no agreement with him, he may be-

come either a tenant at sufferance, which will

be explained later, or, at the election of the

landlord, may be held to have renewed his lease

for another year, but if there was a renewal

clause for more than a year in the original

lease, the lessor may treat the tenant as having
renewed for the full renewal term; (c) by agree-

ing to let the holdover tenant remain, but for

no stated time, the landlord creates a tenancy

at will; (d) if now the tenant begins to pay
rent at fixed periods, he becomes a tenant from

period to period, and his estate technically is

from year to year, although actually from

month to month or week to week; but it must

be here noted that if the tenant is paying an

annual rent but in monthly installments, his ten-

ancy is in fact from year to year. A tenancy

from year to year also arises where a lease for

years is void but the tenant occupies and pays

the agreed rent; this is not in all particulars

an estate from year to year because it termi-

nates without notice when the expiration of the

void term is reached, and notice is the distin-

guishing characteristic of estates from year to

year. An estate from year to year runs on un-

til the tenant quits at the end of a year or until

the landlord gave him notice to quit six months

before the end of the rent year; in lesser pe-

riods, the notice must be for the full period;

that is, a month's notice where the tenant holds
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from month to month. It has been held that

the duty to give notice is reciprocal, but this

is doubtful ; and it is questionable in New York
State whether any notice has to be given by
either lessor or lessee.

Statutes have variously affected the common
law rule ; thus in New Jersey three months' no-

tice is required and in New York City only five

days in tenancies from month to month. The

tenant from year to year has the same rights

and duties as the tenant at will, with the addi-

tional right to assign or mortgage his estate.

ESTATES BY SUFFERANCE

The least of all estates is that by sufferance,

which arises when one entered the property

rightfully apd is holding over without legal

right to be there, hence wrongfully. He is a

trespasser who becomes entitled to the posses-

sion by the mere failure of the landlord to act.

If for a sufficient period of time (three months

has been held not sufficient) the landlord

delays action against him as a trespasser that

bare fact of delay gives him an estate by suf-

ferance. This estate never can arise by agree-

ment, for that would make it at will. The es-

tate by sufferance is too slender to be assigned,

mortgaged or sublet; the tenant is liable for

voluntary waste, and possibly in an action for

the use and occupation of the land. The land-

lord may also re-enter and recover his property

and then in an action for trespass recover dam-
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ages which amount in fact to the value of the

use and occupation. In New York the tenant

by sufferance is entitled to the same notice as

a tenant at will, thirty days before his estate

can be summarily ended.

Statutes in most states fix penalties for the

wrongful holding of property by a tenant after

his rights have ceased. The holding over must

be intentional to incur the penalty, but it will

be noted that something in the nature of a

penalty attaches to every holding over in the

landlord's right to elect to hold the tenant for

another year where his original estate was for

years.

ESTATES EXPLAINED AS TO NUMBER
AND INTERRELATION OF CO-

EXISTING OWNERSHIPS

Real property is either owned by one person
in severalty or by two or more persons, each of

whom owns an undivided share; this is co-

ownership, which may be (1) joint; (2) in com-

mon; (3) in coparcenary; (4) entirety; (5)
in partnership. Co-ownership may extend to

all kinds of real property ; the term tenant and

tenancy used in connection therewith means

nothing more than owner or holder, and has

at present no feudal connotation nor does it

refer in any way to the modern relation of land-

lord and tenant.

JOINT TENANCY was the normal form of co-

ownership at the common law because it best
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fitted feudal purposes; hence where property
was deeded or devised to more than one person,

they took as joint tenants and were said to be

seized per my et per tout, each of a part and

each of it all. Joint tenancy required unities

of time, title, interest and possession; that is

title must have come from the same source, in

the same interest, vesting at the same time in

all who, together, had the same right to posses-

sion. The unity of title precluded joint ten-

ancy by descent in England for either the prop-

erty descended by primogeniture to the oldest

male descendant, or, if there were no malea, to

the females in coparcenary.

Survivorship was the distinguishing advan-

tage from a feudal viewpoint in joint tenancy,

and is still its chief characteristic. When two

owned jointly a feud, the survivor took all and

theoretically his sole ownership had existed

from the inception of the feud, for from the be-

ginning he was seised of it all as well as of a

part. It is obviously impossible that two may
be each separately seised of all the property at

the same time ; what the common law meant was

this: while both lived, both appeared to own it,

but death would determine who really did own

it, and then all rights of the first to die would

disappear and the survivor would have been

seised from the beginning. Hence, there is no

dower or curtesy, no devisability or descendi-

bility in a joint estate, although when the sur-

vivor finally takes it, his ownership is in sev-

eralty and all these rights attach to his owner-

ship. But even at the common law a joint es-
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tate might be aliened inter vivos with this re-

sult: the alienee of one joint tenant does not

hold in unity of title, time or interest with the

others; he can not, therefore, be a joint tenant

with them and becomes a tenant in common, al-

though they remain joint tenants among them-

selves. Not being a joint tenant the alienee is

not bound by survivorship, and by the simple

process of alienation of the joint tenant's un-

divided interest, dower, curtesy, alienability,

etc., have attached. Whenever the unities or

any of them are destroyed a joint tenancy

ceases; so if a joint tenant for life buys the re-

version, the joint tenancy is as to him at an end.

Joint tenants are in a sense trustees for

each other. It is next to impossible for one to

acquire title by adverse possession against the

others ; either may pay taxes, interest, etc.,

and recover contribution from the others. They
must sue or be sued together, in any action af-

fecting the entire property; all have the same

right to occupy, and if one, alone, occupies he

must pay a just proportion of the value of

crops grown on the land to the others, although
a distinction has been well drawn between what

he receives without effort such as natural prod-

ucts and what he produces or takes by his own

effort. One joint tenant may not encumber the

property without the consent or ratification of

the others, but any charge so created by him

will be made good by estoppel if he happens to

be the survivor.

Joint tenancy is a rapidly disappearing kind

of ownership. Except to husband and wife,
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trustees and executors, grants and devises cre-

ate tenancies in common, even though the term

"joint" may be used. Only the strongest lan-

guage will be construed to create a strict joint

estate.

COPARCENARY exists where property de-

scends in England to female heirs and does not

exist in this country. It is virtually a tenancy
in common with unity only of possession. It is

the estate around which the law of partition

first developed.

TENANCY IN COMMON is the most usual mod-

ern form of co-ownership. The seisin is said

to be per my et non per tout. It may now

arise by descent or purchase; there is no sur-

vivorship and only the unity of possession;

each owns his or her individual undivided part
with all rights of a several owner, such as

dower, curtesy, alienability, devisability, etc.

A tenant in common can not alien any portion

of the property by metes or bounds but only

his undivided part ; he may pay taxes and make

repairs and enforce contribution from his co-

tenants ; he can not, however, make improve-

ments and claim contribution therefor, although

on partition the courts will endeavor to set off

the improved portion to him. He is liable for

waste which may be a cause for partition, and

like a joint tenant can not, except in rare

cases, gain rights by prescription or title by
adverse possession against his fellow tenant.

TENANCY BY ENTIRETY is a joint estate in

real property created by grant or devise, never

by descent, to husband and wife, arising out of
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the legal unity of persons. It has the unities

of time, title, interest and possession and as

well of persons and they are said to be seized

per tout et non per my. The rule of survivor-

ship is absolute and neither can affect the oth-

er's right by attempting to alien his or her in-

terest, as in joint tenancy. An attempted
alienation or a mortgage made by one only has

this effect : It creates an estoppel against that

one, and, if he or she prove the survivor, the

deed or mortgage is good, as if made by an

owner in severalty; while they both live, the

view is taken in New York that a deed or mort-

gage is effective as to the income of the particu-

lar grantor's share, that is a grantee of the

husband would be a tenant in common with the

wife and be entitled to half the income until one

or the other died ; if the husband died first, the

grantee would have nothing; if the husband sur-

vived the grantee would have the property.

Tenancy by entirety depends upon the exist-

ence of the marriage relationship, but does not

extend to personal property. A grant to two

persons who are married, but not known to be,

nevertheless creates an entirety, but a convey-

ance to two who are about to marry and do

subsequently marry creates a tenancy in com-

mon ; and where property is conveyed to a hus-

band and wife and a third person, where a con-

trary intent is not shown, they take as undi-

vided half by the entirety between themselves

and the third person takes the other half as

tenant in common with them.

The termination of the marriage relation
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naturally affects the estate. Absolute divorce

converts it into a tenancy in common, gives

either a right to alien an undivided share and

to compel partition, whereas during coverture,

no partition was possible at the common law,

and by statute as in New York only voluntary

partition is permitted until divorce.

Somewhat akin to tenancy by the entirety is

the civil law system of community property as

it exists in Louisiana, Texas and a few other

states.

PARTNERSHIP INTERESTS IN REAL PROPERTY:

A partnership, as such, is not a legal entity

and can not own real property ; but its members

may acquire it for the firm purposes. In Eng-
land partnership realty is for all purposes

treated, as converted into personalty; in this

country, it is generally treated as personalty

only to the extent of the partnership debts ; as

between the partners themselves, they are ten-

ants in common, but as to the creditors, they

are joint tenants and the surviving partner has

the legal title to convey until firm debts are

paid.

JOINT MORTGAGES : Where the conveyance

theory of a mortgage is followed, a mortgage
to two or more persons creates an interest

which is a joint estate when it comes to en-

forcing the mortgage, but as between them-

selves, an estate in common, even though they
be husband and wife.
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PARTITION

Coparceners, i. e., female heirs, at the com-

mon law were early permitted by some pictur-

esque methods to divide up the property among
themselves and the process was called partition.

It is now extended to all forms of co-ownership.

It may be voluntary or involuntary, the latter

in all cases except estates by entirety. If vol-

untary, it must be by primary deed in tenancy
in common or coparcenary, and by secondary
deed or release in joint tenancy or entirety; for

in the latter it will be remembered each is said

to be seized of it all and therefore requires only

a release from his co-owners. Oral voluntary

partition is good, despite the Statute of

Frauds, if followed by possession of the parts

set off, but it must be noted that oral partition

can carry no rights such as easements or servi-

tudes as appurtenant to the parts set off.

Compulsory partition may be accomplished

by proceedings in law or equity. The proce-

dure is a matter of practice. The modern meth-

od permits all questions of title to be litigated

in the action and the judgment is in effect in

rem. Remaindermen or reversioners may parti-

tion with the consent of the present tenant, and

provision for dower may be made by the pay-
ment of a lump sum to the widow if she con-

sents. Theoretically, partition should result

in a division of the property; more usually it

results in a sale of the property and division

of the proceeds, which are in equity treated as

real property. The final judgment operates
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in most jurisdictions as a conveyance where

there is a division, and deeds are no longer re-

quired to be executed in accordance with the

decree.

ESTATES EXPLAINED AS TO ABSO-
LUTE OR QUALIFIED CHARACTER

OF OWNERSHIP

Estates whether legal or equitable, whether

owned in severalty or co-ownership, and how-

ever long or short their duration, are ordi-

narily owned absolutely until the ownership has

expired. But ownership of all kinds of es-

tates may be qualified, as we have found fees

qualified, by condition, limitation or conditional

limitation. Estates less than fee have always
been subject to all these kinds of qualifications,

but fee estates were not at the common law sus-

ceptible of conditional limitations. Whenever

a present estate is qualified some kind of future

interest is thereby created, which will be ex-

plained later.

ESTATES ON CONDITION: Conditions are

either to be performed before any estate vests

in which case they are conditions precedent, or

their happening or non-happening affects an

estate already vested in which case they are

conditions subsequent and either enlarge, di-

minish or destroy the estate; a condition will

whenever possible be construed as subsequent

and not precedent.

Conditions must ordinarily be clearly ex-
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pressed, but in franchises a condition is implied

that it shall terminate on non-user or mis-user,

and at the common law, every life tenant held

his estate on the implied condition that he

would not attempt to alien it as a fee.

Conditions may be legal or illegal, as in re-

straint of trade or marriage, in which case if

precedent they entirely prevent any estate vest-

ing, but if subsequent, illegal conditions have

no effect at alj and are void. Thus a deed to A
but he is not to have it until he agrees never

to marry would prevent A from getting the es-

tate, but in a conveyance to A, to lose it if

he does marry, A has it absolutely for the con-

dition, being illegal, is subsequent and void.

Upon conveyance inter vivos, a condition re-

quiring something to be done, in order to get or

keep the estate must be performed within a rea-

sonable time, but such a condition in a devise

gives the devisee his full lifetime in which to

perform.

A condition subsequent, if broken, results in

forfeiture of the estate if there is a re-entry by
the one entitled to enforce the condition. With-

out re-entry a breach of condition has no ef-

fect, and the reason for this is that the law ab-

hors forfeitures, and as a breach of condition is

an unnatural termination of the estate there

must be clear evidence that the one who imposed
the condition, or his successors in interest, still

deem the condition of sufficient importance to

enforce it. In some cases re-entry is obviously

impossible and so not necessary. Wherever

possible, a breach of condition will be con-
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strued as a breach of covenant, enforcible only
in damages and not by forfeiture ; and a breach

will be disregarded if it is trivial and not

against the spirit of the condition.

Furthermore the rule in Dumpor's case treats

a condition as entirely abrogated for all time,

if once it is waived and in New York this is true

of implied waiver. Re-entry must be peaceable
or by action of ejectment.

The right to re-enter like other choses in ac-

tion was not assignable at common law until

the reign of Henry VIII; it is now assignable

except where it is for breach of condition im-

posed on a fee, and even in New York State

wherever every other interest in real property
is alienable, this is not, except where it passes

as incident to the enforcement of a perpetual
rent. Where, therefore, one grants property
in fee on condition, and has left in him a pos-

sibility of forfeiture, he can not dispose of

it by grant or devise, and on his death it passes

not by descent but by way of representation

to his heirs. In Massachusetts it may be de-

vised and everywhere it may be released. It

may be well here to say that where a fee is

granted on limitation the grantor has left in

him a possibility of reverter, which is usually

treated in the same way as a possibility of for-

feiture with which it is frequently confused.

When a condition is enforced, it destroys the

estate ab initio and with it all liens, mortgages
and incipient rights to dower or curtesy which

have theretofore attached to the ownership of

the one who has held on condition.
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ESTATES ON LIMITATION. Limitations are

terminal points predetermined upon which,

when met, will operate as the natural termi-

nation of the estate. It seems a slight differ-

ence (1) to grant property to A but if he mar-

ries he is to lose it and (2) to grant prop-

erty to A until he marries ; but the effect of

A's marriage is radically different in these

cases. In the first case there is a void condi-

tion subsequent and whether or not A marries

he keeps the estate for the law will not enforce

such a condition; in the second case there is a

valid limitation and when A marries his estate

ends for that is as long as he was to have it

and it requires no re-entry or help of the law

to end it.

In limitations there is always the idea of the

running along of time; and such a provision

may be annexed to any kind of estate. An es-

tate or limitation creates in the grantor of a

fee, a possibility of reverter, and in lesser es-

tates a reversion unless there is a grant over

on the happening of the limitation which cre-

ates a contingent remainder. At the common

law a fee on limitation could be followed by
no further conveyance because a fee could not

be limited on a fee on account of the theory

of seisin. This difficulty has been removed by
modern Statutes, and was successfully avoided

at the common law by shifting uses and ex-

ecutory devises which will be later explained.

ESTATES ON CONDITIONAL LIMITATION. Con-

ditional limitations existed at the common law

only in grants less than in fee, although shift-
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ing uses on fees were invented to accomplish
the same purpose. The event, in a conditional

limitation, serves as an abrupt termination and

forfeiture of the estate first granted, and also

as a condition precedent to the immediate vest-

ing of a second estate. The happening of

the event automatically and without re-entry

shifts the estates, as a grant to A for life but

if A ceases to live on the property then to

B and his heirs.

MORTGAGES

Various forms of land pledge occur in early

cases but are now obsolete ; the vivum vadium,

or living pledge so called; the Welsh mortgage
and Statutes Merchant, Staple and Elegit,

were all akin to modern mortgages.
The vivum vadium was a temporary pledge

of land to be held by the creditor until out of

the income produced by the land his debt was

paid. The Welsh mortgage was a pledge of

land to be held by the creditor until the debt

was repaid by the debtor and until the debt

was so paid the creditor received all income

without any duty to account or apply it to

the principal. The mortuum vadium or com-

mon law mortgage was a simple pledge of

land, which in its earliest form entitled the

obligee called the mortgagee, to the posses-

sion of the land under a duty to account and

apply the net income if any to the debt; it

differed from the vivum vadium in that the
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creditor was not bound to wait until the in-

come paid off the debt, hence the name, mor-

tuum gagum or dead pledge.

The common law mortgage was a grant of

property in pledge on condition subsequent,

which if duly performed brought to an end

the estate. Thus if A loaned B a hundred

pounds, B conveyed his land to A on condition

that he was to have the land back if he paid
the debt when it was due, that is on the law

day. If the obligation was not met on the so-

called law day, the estate of the mortgagee
became absolute and the mortgagee owned the

land. If the obligation was met the obligee

or mortgagee was bound to redeliver the prop-

erty to the obligor or mortgagor, as he is now

called.

The first improvement in this simple mort-

gage was to do away with the reconveyance
and instead of using in the original mortgage
a primary deed of feoffment and a secondary
deed of defeasance, the defeasance clause which

operated automatically was put in the origi-

nal conveyance, and in this form our modern

mortgage still is.

The next change had to do with the so-called

law day. To say that because the obligor

could not meet his obligation on the prescribed

date fixed for its performance, he should lose

his property absolutely was a hardship, espe-

cially as property was usually mortgaged for

much less than its real value. In the reign of

Elizabeth, the Chancery Court intervened on

behalf of the mortgagor and created the equity
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of redemption, the great and all important
characteristic of a mortgage, which distin-

guishes it from a mere estate on condition and

is responsible for the maxim "once a mortgage

always a mortgage." The equity of redemp-
tion was in and of itself an equitable estate

worked out in this way: After the law day,
the condition not being met the legal estate

of the mortgagee became absolute and the

mortgagor had lost all legal rights in his prop-

erty, but in equity, the mortgagee was treated

as holding it in trust for the mortgagor until

redeemed. This equity of redemption owned

by the mortgagor was alienable at the common

law, but it could not be released or transferred

to the mortgagee at the time when the mort-

gage was made. It is common usage to speak of

one owning the equity in a certain property

meaning thereby the property subject to a lien

or mortgage. Technically, however, this is not

accurate for until the law day is reached, there

is no necessity for the existence of an equity

of redemption and there is none. Up to that

point the mortgagor's right is a purely legal

right to meet the condition and have back his

property ; the equity arises after his legal

rights are at an end by the passing of the

law day, and in States such as New York,

where the lien theory of a mortgage obtains,

there is at no time any equity of redemption
in the mortgagor, who owns the property le-

gally until the very day of foreclosure sale

and nothing thereafter.

The next step in the development of the
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mortgage was a limitation of the equity of

redemption to twenty years after the law day,
in order to relieve now the hardship on the

mortgagee, who might otherwise have to wait

a lifetime without knowing whether he was to

keep the property or get his money. But even

twenty years was a long time to leave the

equity of redemption outstanding against a

piece of property, and the same Court of Chan-

cery which invented the equity supplied the

means of destroying it by foreclosure. The

simon-pure foreclosure is a decree in Chan-

cery directing the mortgagor, if he wishes to

redeem, to do so on or before a day certain

or be forever barred or foreclosed. This de-

veloped into modern foreclosure and is the

final step in the history of the modern mort-

gage.

The nature of the modern mortgage is seen

by pointing out its difference from a condi-

tional sale of property. In the latter the prop-

erty is conveyed under an agreement to re-

convey if certain conditions are met. If those

conditions are not met the conveyance is ab-

solute, much like the ancient mortgage; but in

a mortgage the conveyance is not effected

until foreclosure of the equity of redemption.

The courts construe conditional sales as mort-

gages wherever this is possible, but a valid

conditional sale may none the less be created

and enforced, provided it can be shown (1)

that the sale leaves the vendor with a right

to repay but under no obligation to do so, for

if he were bound to repay it would make the
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conveyance simply security for the debt and

hence a mortgage; (2) provided, further, that

the disparity in value between the property and

the debt is not so great as to shock the con-

science.

Modern mortgages are in form legal or

equitable.

LEGAL MORTGAGES

A legal mortgage is a conveyance of land,

as security, by an instrument in form differing

from a deed only in that it recites the loan or

debt and contains a defeasance clause which

reads about as follows: "provided always that

if the party of the first part (mortgagor) shall

well and truly pay to the party of the sec-

ond part (mortgagee) and otherwise perform,

etc., then this instrument shall be void and of

no effect." This defeasance was at the com-

mon law contained in a second deed, and this

practice is sometimes still followed, but where

this is done the instruments must be virtually

simultaneous, although not necessarily reduced

to writing at the same time, as an absolute

fee once granted can not be cut down by a sub-

sequent defeasance. In order, however, to pre-

vent fraud under the recording acts it has been

wisely provided in New York that where a

deed is in fact a mortgage, as evidenced by a

separate instrument, the recording of the deed

without the second instrument gives no pro-

tection under the recording acts.

As a usual but not necessary part of a mort-
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gage there is a bond, note or other evidence

of indebtedness. This is the debt to which

the mortgage is security, and it makes a dif-

ference, which is regarded as the principal

thing. The bond is used in the Eastern States

because it is subject to the same Statute of

Limitation of twenty years as the mortgage;
while the note, although outlawed in six years,

is more usual in Western States, because of its

negotiable form. A mortgage without a note

or bond is enforcible only against the property ;

with a note or bond it is enforcible as well

against the mortgagor personally. There is,

in other words, remedy by foreclosure in equity

and in debt at law, and it will readily hap-

pen that when one remedy has been barred by
limitation the other still exists ; as a mortgage

given in 1870 would be enforcible in 1915 if

the interest had been regularly paid; but if

in 1880 the property was sold subject to the

mortgage, any action on the bond was barred

in 1900; and vice versa, the mortgage may
be barred although the mortgagor has been at

all times out of the State, and the statute of

limitations on the bond was suspended during

his absence.

The liability for the mortgage may exist

separately from the bond. Where there is a

bond, if the mortgagor sells property subject

to the mortgage, the purchaser is in no way

personally bound to pay the mortgage which,

as to him, is a charge solely against the land;

but if a purchaser assumes the mortgage he

thereby becomes primarily liable for the debt,
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the original mortgagor becoming his surety, and

if the mortgagee enters into any enforcible con-

tract with the new purchaser to extend or

change the terms of the mortgage, the original

mortgagor is discharged as surety.

Where there is a bond, an action lies on

the bond as well as the mortgage. In some

states, as New Jersey, the mortgage must be

first foreclosed and a deficiency shown before

action can be brought on the bond, and a sub-

sequent action on the bond reopens the fore-

closure and entitles the mortgagor to redeem.

In other states the remedies may proceed to-

gether on the bond and against the land, but

in New York a judgment on the bond can

not be enforced by execution against the mort-

gaged property without the consent of court,

nor can an action be maintained on the bond,

after foreclosure is under way, without the

consent of court, which must be specifically

pleaded. Separate actions are unnecessary in

New York and many states, because a defi-

ciency judgment on the debt may be recovered

in the foreclosure proceedings, if it is prayed
for in the complaint or bill of foreclosure.

The coexistence of the debt and the mort-

gage has led to three distinct theories of the

nature of a mortgage, (a) The conveyance
or common law theory of a mortgage obtains

in England, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
Maine and Illinois and treats the mortgage as

vesting the legal estate in the mortgagee as

a kind of trustee for the mortgagor until the

debt becomes due. Theoretically, the mort-
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gagee should have possession; usually, how-

ever, the mortgage contains a clause leaving

the mortgagor in possession and the mort-

gagor's estate descends, is devisable, and is

subject to dower or curtesy as if no mortgage
had been made. The mortgagee's nominally

legal estate does not descend on his death, but

is treated as personal property, and is, of

course, subject to no dower or curtesy. Like-

wise, this so-called legal estate does not pre-

vent the mortgagor creating junior liens on

the property or maintaining actions against

third persons for injury to the property. The

mortgagor's interest is frequently called his

equity, but if by that is meant his equity of

redemption, as has been pointed out, this does

not attach until default on the law day ; prior

to the law day, the mortgagor has more nearly

a possibility of forfeiture than an equitable

estate. As an interest in land the mortgage
can only be assigned by a writing and is the

principal element, and not the debt. If, by

chance, the debt is assigned without the mort-

gage, the mortgagee holds the mortgaged prem-
ises in trust for the assignee of the debt.

(b) The lien theory of a mortgage, exists

in New York, Michigan, Wisconsin, California,

etc., and treats the real property mortgage

exactly as a chattel mortgage; the mortgage
does not disturb or affect the mortgagor's title.

It simply imposes a lien on his land ;
the land

is still subject to dower or any other interest

which has theretofore attached; subsequent

mortgages are merely junior liens. If the
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debtor's obligation is not met the land is sold

and the proceeds of sale are applied on the

debt. In the enforcement of the mortgage
there is what is called a foreclosure action,

but it is not such as far as the mortgagor is

concerned; it is simply a means of selling the

property so that the purchaser may have a

marketable title, by foreclosing the rights of

others than the mortgagor in the property.
A second mortgagee, a wife who has joined in

the mortgage, subsequent judgment creditors

and other classes of persons may be int'erested

in the property; the law gives them the right

to preserve this interest by paying off the mort-

gage and becoming subrogated to the mort-

gagee's right. This is frequently termed a

right to redeem, and it is this right which is

foreclosed under the lien theory of a mortgage.
As a lien, a mortgage is not an interest in land

but personalty, which may be transferred with-

out a writing and by mere delivery. The lien

theory also results in the maxim "the debt is

the principal thing," so that an assignment
of the note or bond carries with it the mort-

gage. The same rules of estoppel as to title

and the same principles as to fixtures exist in

the lien and conveyance theories.

(c) In New Jersey, with its usual nicety of

reasoning, a combination theory of a mortgage
is recognized; it is a lien until the debt is due

and after the law day is a conveyance subject

to the equity of redemption ; that is, the mort-

gage is a legal estate to begin when the con-

c
:on is broken. This is the reverse of the
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early common law theory, where the estate was

granted to the mortgagee and defeated by the

condition of repayment.

IMPORTANT LEGAL RULES GOVERN-
ING MORTGAGES

(1) The mortgagee may be given in the in-

strument itself a power of sale to be exercised

by him or his successors in interest when there

is a default in any of the mortgage conditions.

In exercising the power, he acts as trustee for

the mortgagor and can not therefore buy the

property at his own sale. Under this power
of sale the mortgage may be foreclosed by ad-

vertisement, which will be explained later.

(2) The mortgage may provide for foreclos-

ure before the law day by the so-called interest

clause, which gives the mortgagor the right to

declare the principal due on the non-payment
of interest. In the absence of this clause, the

mortgagee could foreclose but only for the in-

terest due and unpaid. After default, a mort-

gagee's right to foreclose under the interest

clause is absolute and a subsequent tender of

payment of interest does not reinstate the mort-

gage. A mortgage usually, however, provides

that the mortgagor shall have a grace of thirty

days in which to pay. Whenever a mortgage
is past due, it may, of course, be foreclosed,

but when the rate of interest is less than the

full legal rate, the legal rate attaches after
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the law day, unless the mortgage provides for

the prescribed rate, until it is paid.

(3) In order to protect his mortgage, the

mortgagee may require a tax and assessment

clause which provides that upon the failure

of the mortgagor to pay any taxes or assess-

ments on the property, usually sixty days after

they become a lien, the mortgage debt shall

become due and subject to foreclosure.

(4) The mortgage may contain a mortgage
tax clause, designed to prevent the mortgagee
from losing a part of his interest by taxation

of the mortgage. Mortgages are taxable

even though the land is taxed for its full value.

In New York, a tax of one-half of one per cent.

is paid when the mortgage is recorded and it

is thereafter exempted from local taxation.

This tax is usually paid by the mortgagor, and

it does not render a mortgage usurious, if it

thus indirectly increases the mortgagor's rate

of interest beyond the legal rate. In New Jer-

sey mortgages are taxable, but the mortgagor
can claim a consequent reduction in assess-

ment on account of the mortgage, so in that

state mortgages usually provide that the mort-

gagor will claim no such reduction on penalty

of making the mortgage at once due. In states

where similar statutes have not yet been en-

acted, the mortgage usually contains a so-

called Brundage clause whereby on the enact-

ment of such a statute the mortgagee may at

once declare the principal due and foreclose

if it is not paid.

(5) The mortgagor may be and frequently
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is in long term mortgages required to pay the

principal in gold so as to avoid any fluctua-

tions in monetary values ; this is called the

gold clause; he may be, likewise, required to

keep up insurance on the premises to the

amount of the mortgage, failing which the

mortgagee may do it and add the cost there-

of to the interest.

(6) Upon default by the mortgagor and in

foreclosure proceedings, the mortgagee may
apply upon notice to the mortgagor for a re-

ceiver of the rents and profits of the mortgaged

property, if it can be shown that the prop-

erty may not on sale realize the amount of the

mortgage. A receiver's clause is frequently

added to the mortgage which permits the mort-

gagee without notice and independent of the

value of the land to have a receiver appointed.

(7) The mortgagee may be entitled to the

possession of the premises until the debt is

paid. Under the conveyance theory he has

this right unless by agreement the mortgagor
is permitted to retain possession, but under

the lien theory, the mortgagee has no right of

possession unless the mortgagor actually or

impliedly agrees that he may. Under the com-

bination theory, his right to enter does not

accrue until after the law day. Where the

mortgagee has no right to possession, his rem-

edy for waste or destruction of the mortgaged

premises by the mortgagee is by injunction

and the possible appointment of a receiver in

equity. Carefully drawn mortgages contain

"demolition clauses" and others for this pur-
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pose. When the mortgagee is in possession,

he is there as trustee for the mortgagor, so

that he may not permit the property to be sold

for taxes, although his fiduciary relation is

not so absolute as to prevent him from buy-

ing an outstanding title or encumbrance. He
must apply the income and profit of the mort-

gaged property (1) to the making of neces-

sary repairs, (2) the payment of taxes and

interest and finally (3) to the reduction and

payment of the mortgage debt. There is a

maxim that he can not under the guise of re-

pairs "improve the mortgagor out of his

equity of redemption," so that improvements
are not ordinarily chargeable against the in-

come unless there can be shown a practical

necessity or a substantial increase of the in-

come. There is an important practical limi-

tation of this rule : under the modern mortgage
the most frequent occurrence of a mortgagee
in possession is where there has been a de-

fective foreclosure, leaving an outstanding in-

terest with the right to redeem. As to such

outstanding interest, the purchaser at fore-

closure is a mortgagee in possession but im-

provements he has made must be compensated
for before he is bound to surrender and he

may in such a case charge these against the

income. The mortgagee in possession has the

benefit of the doctrine of annual rests. Un-

like other mortgagees, he is bound to accept

the net income on account of the principal;

other mortgagees having the right to reject in-

stalment payments and to refuse any payment
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until the entire debt is due. To relieve the

mortgagee in possession of the irksome duty
of making petty credits and interest allow-

ances, he is entitled annually or at other stat-

utory periods to apply the accrued income

to the mortgage debt and this is the doctrine

of annual rests. Where a mortgagee is en-

titled to the possession, his right may conflict

with those of a tenant of the mortgagor. The

tenant must yield (1) unless his lease is prior

to the mortgage and he is in possession or the

lease is recorded, if required by statute to be

recorded, as in New York and New Jersey,

when for over three years; in this case even

foreclosure can not disturb the tenant who

becomes the tenant by compulsory attornment

of the purchaser at foreclosure sale ; until such

foreclosure the mortgagee, entitled to posses-

sion, assumes the relation and right of a land-

lord to the tenant under the prior lease. (2)

But, if the lease is subordinate or subsequent

to the mortgage, and the mortgagee is en-

titled to possession, he may eject the tenant or

the tenant may attorn to him, thereby estab-

lishing a new relationship of landlord and ten-

ant. (3) When the mortgagee is not entitled

to possession as under the lien theory, he has

no rights against any tenant, but if the

tenant's lease is subordinate to the mortgage,
the tenant, if made a party, may be foreclosed

and removed by writ of assistance or summary

proceedings depending on the kind of fore-

closure.

(8) Every mortgage is assignable either as
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a lien on or as a conditional estate in the prop-

erty mortgaged. Upon assignment, the as-

signor impliedly warrants (1) that he has a

valid title, (2) that the instrument is genuine,

(3) that it has not been paid in whole or in

part, (4) that there is no legal defense there-

to and that it is enforcible for the amount

it purports to secure. The assignee upon as-

signment usually takes the mortgage subject

to all existing patent or latent equities, al-

though this view is not followed in the courts

of England, the United States Federal Courts

and in some of the Western States where the

mortgage is usually given to secure a negoti-

able instrument which is transferable subject

to no equities. In New York and New Jersey
the rule first stated is strictly adhered to and

the assignee gets no better title than the as-

signor, even though the mortgage accompanies
a negotiable instrument. In order therefore

to protect himself, the assignee of a mortgage
should (1) inquire upon the records into the

validity of the mortgage and the title to the

land at the time it was made, and whether

or not there are any other assignments of mort-

gage prior to his; (2) he should obtain an

estoppel statement or certificate, in affidavit

form, from all persons having any interest in

the property whether prior or subordinate to

the mortgage for the purposes of barring

latent equities, such for instance as a claim

that the mortgage had been paid but was not

satisfied, or that it had by agreement been

subordinated to a second mortgage; (3) to
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perfect his assignment he should get both a

written assignment duly acknowledged so that

it may be recorded and also insist upon an

actual delivery of the original bond and mort-

gage. Under the conveyance theory a writ-

ten assignment is required by the Statute of

Frauds, but this statute has no application

under the lien theory; but under either the-

ory a written assignment should be placed on

the record. The delivery of the bond and

mortgage is necessary for two reasons ; under

the lien theory the mortgage already may have

been legally assigned by mere delivery of the

bond which would render the second assign-

ment void ; and, second, in some states, as New

Jersey, a mortgage may be satisfied by a mere

writing endorsed on the mortgage; finally the

possession of the bond and mortgage is prima
facie authority to receive both the interest

and the principal. Unless a mortgagor is no-

tified of the assignment he may with perfect

safety pay the interest or principal to the

original mortgagee, for even though the as-

signment is recorded, constructive notice does

not affect him whose interest has earlier vested.

It should be noted that under the conveyance

theory, an assignment of mortgage carries the

debt and if the debt is assigned without the

mortgage the original mortgagee holds the

mortgage under a passive trust for the assignee

of the debt; under the lien theory, as the debt

is the principal thing, the mortgage follows its

assignment and where the debt is split up into

parts as in the ordinary railroad mortgages,
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the mortgage security follows pro rata each

share of the debt. If there be no bond or note

then the mortgage is of itself assignable.

Under certain conditions, the mortgagee

may be compelled to assign his mortgage and

if he refuses action lies in equity to enforce the

assignment. Except by statute the mortgagor
can not require more than a satisfaction of the

mortgage when he tenders the debt. In New
York a recent statute requires the mortgagee
on payment by the mortgagor to assign the

mortgage, if so requested unless the mortgagee
is also the holder of other mortgages on the

property. The common law right to a compul-

sory assignment extended only to a junior en-

cumbrancer, lienor, surety or other subordinate

interest, who might when the mortgage was

due tender the amount with interest and receive

an assignment provided such an assignment

properly prepared was tendered with the debt.

This is perhaps the only case where the law

requires a creditor to do anything as a condi-

tion of receiving money due, for in ordinary

matters the debtor can not so much as demand

a receipt.

(9) Under the English law mortgages are

subject to the doctrine of tacking, whereby if

a third mortgagee takes his mortgage without

knowledge of the second mortgage and then

buys the first mortgage he may tack to it his

third mortgage and have a first mortgage for

the whole debt. This doctrine is not recog-

nized in this country. Another English doc-

trine continued solely as a result of stare de-
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cisis and not recognized in this country is the

consolidation of mortgages whereby a mortga-

gee holding two mortgages in the same prop-

erty may consolidate them and refuse to satisfy

either until both are paid.

(10) A mortgage may be made to cover fu-

ture advances of money. This gives rise to

conflicting claims where other liens or encum-

brances intervene before the entire amount is

advanced. Where the agreement to advance

further sums is in form compulsory and not

optional with the mortgagee, the New York

courts have held that the entire lien of the first

mortgage is good even though subsequent pay-
ments were made under it with knowledge of

then existing encumbrances ; and the same rule

obtains even though by agreement outside the

mortgage, the mortgagee could have properly

refused to make the advance. This doctrine

does not apply however if the intervening en-

cumbrance is a mechanics' lien.

(11) Mortgages may be discharged: A. By
release, which may be implied as where the

mortgagee makes with one who has assumed or

taken property subject to the mortgage, a

binding agreement to extend or modify the

mortgage, which is thereby discharged as far

as the original mortgagor is concerned.

B. Payment of the mortgage debt discharges

the mortgage, but it remains a valid mortgage
on the record, until satisfied, which is done in

various ways in different states generally by

filing a satisfaction piece and in New York in

cities of over 250,000 by producing for cancel-
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lation and filing the original mortgage. In

New Jersey also the original mortgage must be

produced. If no satisfaction piece is procured
the mortgagor may have the mortgage or deed

satisfied of record by proceedings and decree

in equity, and the courts will also grant relief

in case of a lost mortgage. If the property
has been sold, the present owner is the primary
source of payment, although he has no per-

sonal liability apart from the land unless he

assumed the mortgage. If the mortgagor is

dead, those who have the property by descent

or devise must pay the mortgage; the common
law rule charged the mortgage debt against the

personal estate of the deceased mortgagor.
Tender of payment, if properly made and kept

good, will discharge the mortgage and lien but

not the debt. It has been pointed out that ex-

cept where the mortgagee is in possession he is

not ordinarily bound to accept payment of less

than the full amount of the debt, but if it so

happens that there are several mortgagors as

to some of whom the debt is barred by the Stat-

ute of Limitations, the mortgagee is bound to

satisfy the mortgage on payment, by those still

obligated, of their respective shares. In any
case where a valid and sufficient tender is made

and the mortgagee refuses to satisfy the debt,

the tender is sufficient to get a decree in equity

cancelling the lien. This is not as sometimes

called an action to redeem, for such an action

lies only when the mortgagee is in possession.

C. Mortgages may be discharged by extin-

guishment and merger. The first occurs when
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the fee owner acquires the mortgage without

a clearly expressed intent to keep it alive as a

mortgage, as he may and should do to defeat

outstanding claims; for example, the dower

claim of his grantor's widow who joined in the

mortgage but not in the deed to him. Merger
occurs where the mortgagee acquires the mort-

gagor's estate. There is a difference between

the legal and equitable effects of merger and

extinguishment.

D. The Statute of Limitations in effect dis-

charges a mortgage by barring any action to

enforce it after the prescribed period from its

due date or the last interest payment. The

payment of interest by one other than the mort-

gagor such as a purchaser of the property does

not keep the debt alive against the original

mortgagor. It should be again noted, as be-

fore explained, the Statute of Limitations may
affect either the debt or the mortgage or both.

IMPORTANT EQUITABLE RULES GOV-
ERNING LEGAL MORTGAGES

1. Where one liable with another for the

payment of a mortgage pays the entire amount

upon being legally required to do so, he has

the right to collect from his co-obligor his pro-

portionate share. At law he can recover rata-

bly against all if there be more than one, but

if some are absent or insolvent, the sum the

others must pay is not thereby increased; but

in equity those who are solvent and suable
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must among themselves prorate the entire in-

debtedness. This is called the equity of con-

tribution and is particularly applicable to

joint mortgagors and cosureties on a mort-

gage debt.

2. When one secondarily liable pays the

mortgage debt on default of the mortgagor,
he is entitled to sue the mortgagor for the ac-

tual amount paid by him but not for the face

of the mortgage if he has discharged it by com-

promise and payment of less than the face

amount. This is the equity of exoneration and

applies to sureties, and whenever the original

mortgagor pays after he has sold the property
to one who has assumed the mortgage.

3. Where any one other than the primary

obligor pays, he is entitled to receive from the

mortgagee all security held by him against

the mortgagor, and if the mortgagee by loss

or alteration of the security is unable thus to

place the one paying in precisely the position

he originally occupied as far as the original

security is concerned, he can not enforce pay-
ment from the secondary obligor. This is the

equity of subrogation and applies to sureties

and other encumbrancers and all who have a

so-called right to redeem.

4. Where a mortgage covers separate parcels

of land owned by different persons, the equita-

ble doctrine of marshalling applies in this way:

(a) If A has a mortgage on two parcels, one

of which is subject also to a second mortgage
to B ; the lot not subject to B's mortgage must

be first sold, and only in the event of that not
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realizing sufficient to pay A's mortgage, can

the second parcel be sold. Similarly, if A sells

a part of his property to B subject to a mort-

gage which also covers what A retains, A's

property must be first sold, for the mortgagee

having two sources of payment must not sell the

property in which B has his only interest, until

at least he has exhausted the other property.

This is marshalling as it applies throughout the

practice of equity.

(b) Where a blanket mortgage covers sev-

eral parcels and each purchaser at the time of

his purchase takes subject to but does not as-

sume the mortgage, upon foreclosure sale the

parcels, if any, still owned by the original mort-

gagor must be first sold and then the last pur-

chaser's lot and so on in the reverse order of

alienation, for as each purchaser bought he had

a right to rely on the rule that the remaining

property would have to be sold before his

could be, under the simple application of the

doctrine of marshalling first above illustrated.

(c) But if .each purchaser assumed the en-

tire mortgage, then the converse is true, for

the last to assume had the right to rely upon
all the earlier agreements to pay it, so the

property must be sold in the direct order of

alienation. Of course, if each purchaser as-

sumes or takes subject to a stipulated part of

the mortgage, it makes no difference in what

order the parcels are sold, for those whose

parcels are sold may require contribution of

the others; as where tenants in common join in

the execution of a mortgage. The mortgagee
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must not by special agreement disturb these

equities of marshalling by release or he may
thereby discharge all.

EQUITABLE MORTGAGES

The foregoing "mortgage equities" control

legal mortgages and are not to be confused

with so-called equitable mortgages which are

claims against land enforced as mortgages in

courts of equity, and to enforce which there is

no legal remedy. These result largely from the

maxim "Equity considers as done that which

ought to be done," and are the following:

(1) In England a mere deposit of the deeds

to secure an obligation amounts to a mortgage
and may be foreclosed as such. Recordings acts

in this country have eliminated the necessity for

this form of mortgage, although conditions

might present themselves when it would still be

recognized.

(2) When property is conveyed but the pur-

chase price is not paid and no legal purchase

money mortgage is executed, courts of equity

accord a vendor's lien for the unpaid pur-

chase price, which may be foreclosed as a mort-

gage. It is in lieu of a purchase money mort-

gage and like such it takes precedence over the

dower of the vendee's wife and all other subse-

quent claimants except those for value and

without notice. Against such innocent pur-

chasers the vendor has ample protection by the

doctrine of Us pendens, which will be explained

later. The vendor may assign his lien like a
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mortgage, but a mere assignment of the debt

for the balance of the purchase price does not

necessarily carry with it an assignment of the

lien. The vendor may waive his lien by the

acceptance of other security, but not by the

mere taking of the vendor's note or of a third

person's note unless it be in payment. The

courts of New York have carried the vendor's

lien to extreme lengths in favor of creditors of

the vendor.

(3) Where a purchaser of property pays
all or part of the purchase price and does not

get title or a marketable title if stipulated for,

he has a vendee's lien on the property for the

amount paid. The mere contract to sell has,

as we have seen, the equitable effect of making
the vendor at once trustee under a constructive

trust for the vendee's benefit, but does not nec-

essarily create a vendee's lien unless there has

been a payment on the purchase price. There

can, however, be no vendee's lien without a

contract and this is sharply shown in two re-

cent New York cases. In one case the vendee

in his complaint sought to foreclose a vendee's

lien because the vendor had failed to make title ;

his action succeeded. In the other case the

complaint alleged fraudulent representations,

asked for a rescission of the contract and to

foreclose the vendee's lien for the amount paid,

and the court properly held that the remedies

were inconsistent; that the vendee's lien ceased

if the contract was rescinded. It must not,

however, be assumed that a contract to sell is

in and of itself an equitable mortgage and in
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New York where the recording acts do not in-

clude a contract to sell, the placing of such on

record is not constructive notice. A recorded

contract may however if not performed and

followed on the records by a deed constitute

a sufficient cloud on title to have relief in equity

for its cancellation of record, particularly in

states where the contract may be recorded with

the same effect as to constructive notice, as a

deed or mortgage.

(4) A deed though absolute in form is an

equitable mortgage if intended as security.

This is to preserve the equity of redemption.

(5) A mortgage improperly executed and

defective in law will be enforced as an equitable

mortgage.

(6) Similarly a mere parol agreement to

execute a mortgage will have the same effect if

it can be proved that money was loaned or an

obligation undertaken on the strength of such

promise.

(7) By will, charges may be imposed on land

which in equity may be enforced as mortgages.
The origin of this goes back to the time when

realty was not chargeable with a decedent's

debts and honest debtors imposed on their de-

visees the duty to pay the debt out of the land.

It is occasionally met with now where legacies

are charged against land devised.

(8) The doctrine of Us pendens created

equitable mortgages at the common law. It

must be noted that this is a doctrine of equity

not to be confused with the statutory Us pen-

dens or notice of pendency of action. Wher-
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ever at the common law an action was begun
which affected the title to real property, the

proper institution of the action was notice to

the world of the existence of the claim on

which the action was brought, and thereafter

any purchase or encumbrance was subject to

the outcome of the action. In other words the

beginning of the action charged the claim

against the land, as for instance an outstand-

ing claim of dower might in no way appear un-

til action was brought to enforce it; the begin-

ning of the action crystallized the claim into

an equitable mortgage.

Statutory Us pendens has the same effect,

but it may precede the actual beginning of the

action, and requires the filing and recording of

a notice thereof, which must be followed in New
York within sixty days by service of process in

the action. It is further provided in New York

that no foreclosure of a legal mortgage may
be effected without filing a Us pendens at least

twenty days before judgment of foreclosure is

entered.

There can be no Us pendens when the direct

issue of the action does not involve the title to

real property, so in an action for broker's com-

missions on the sale of property no Us pendens
could be filed or in any other action strictly in

tort or contract.

PRIORITY OF MORTGAGES

As there may be several mortgages and other

liens, some legal and some equitable, some re-
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corded and some unrecorded, outstanding

against the same property, the following rules

are to determine their priority:

(1) Legal mortgages may be recorded and

their order on the record ordinarily determines

their priority, but this is subject to these con-

ditions: The mortgage first executed should

in good conscience be the first lien on the prop-

erty, and if a later mortgage is first recorded,

the second mortgagee can claim priority by
record only upon showing that he took his

mortgage (1) without notice of the other, (2)

in good faith, and (3) for value, which in New
York at least must be a present and not a past
consideration. If a second mortgage is re-

corded first but with notice of the prior mort-

gage, although first on record, it is second in

law, unless (1) the second mortgage is assigned

to an innocent third party and (2) that assign-

ment is placed on record before the first mort-

gage is recorded.

(2) Equitable mortgages, not as a rule be-

ing recordable, are governed by the maxim that

where the equities are equal, time will prevail,

and first in fact is first in equity, unless it is

fraudulent or without value given at the time ;

so if A sold the same piece of property twice,

and the first agreeing to buy it knew the seller

was going to attempt a second sale, the second

purchaser would have the prior equitable mort-

gage by virtue of his vendee's lien for any pay-
ment made on account of the purchase price.

(3) Between a legal and equitable mortgage,
the first has priority under the maxim where
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the equities are equal, the law will prevail irre-

spective of the consideration of time. But if

the equitable mortgagee can show fraud, notice

or lack of consideration in the legal mortgage
his equitable mortgage has priority.

(4) Between mortgages and judgments, the

mortgage has absolute priority if it is first in

time, although not recorded until after the

judgment becomes a lien, on the theory that the

lien was an accident to the judgment but a con-

sideration on the faith of which the mortgage
loan was made. New Jersey does not follow

this view.

(5) Between advances made under a mort-

gage and mechanics' liens, the lien has priority

over any advances made under the mortgage af-

ter the lien attaches.

FORECLOSURE OF MORTGAGES

The essential element of all mortgages is the

redemption feature, and until this is disposed

of the property is still in equity the mortga-

gor's, for "once a mortgage always a mort-

gage." Any attempt automatically to convert

a mortgage into an absolute conveyance fails in

court; and if by agreement or otherwise the

mortgagee comes into possession of the prop-

erty without foreclosure, the mortgagor may
maintain an action to redeem. The mortgagor

can, of course, dispose of his right in the prop-

erty, even to the mortgagee, provided it is not

assigned until after the mortgage is made. Un-
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der any theory of a mortgage, a quit claim deed

is sufficient for this purpose, but the theory of

such a conveyance differs : under the convey-

ance theory, the mortgagor who sells his prop-

erty prior to the law day assigns his possibility

of forfeiture or right to redeem which may be

converted into a legal estate by performance
on the law day of the obligation, to secure

which the mortgage was given; after the law

day, the mortgagor assigns strictly his equity

of redemption. Under the lien theory the mort-

gagor who sells his property any time up to

its actual sale on foreclosure, conveys the prop-

erty itself and his legal estate therein.

In addition to the mortgagor's interest, nu-

merous other claims may have attached to the

property before or after the mortgage is made ;

neither the mortgage nor its foreclosure affects

any prior interest in the land, but all subse-

quent interests may be cut off by foreclosure

and sale. Hence it is that every person whose

interest can be thus cut off, should have and

does have the right to save the property from

foreclosure by paying off the mortgage and

being subrogated to the rights of the mortga-

gee. In order, therefore, to perfect the title in

the mortgagee or the purchaser at foreclosure

sale, every such subordinate interest must be

cut off by being given its day in court, and op-

portunity to redeem. Under the lien theory of

the mortgage, as has been pointed out, the only

interests to be foreclosed are these subordinate

rights, for the mortgagor needs no equity of re-

demption; he has always until actual judicial
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sale the right to discharge the lien and have his

land freed of the mortgage.
There are several ways by which foreclosure

may be accomplished: (1) The earliest and

original method is strict foreclosure. This was

designed to prevent the mortgagor under the

conveyance theory from waiting twenty years

after law day before he redeemed. It was a

proceeding in equity by the mortgagee against

the mortgagor and any others having the right

to redeem, which resulted in a decree directing

the defendants to redeem if at all within a pre-

scribed time or be foreclosed and barred for-

ever. The debt was not thereby satisfied ex-

cept to the value of the property acquired, and

for this and other reasons has been generally

modified by statute, although under the lien

theory of a mortgage, strict foreclosure will

still lie against one, who, although knowing of

the foreclosure action, was not made a party
defendant to it, and has, therefore, an out-

standing right to redeem, as, for instance, the

wife of the mortgagee when she joined in the

mortgage; her inchoate dower gives her the

right to redeem ; she is therefore a necessary

party to the action ; if omitted, her right to re-

deem still exists and is a cloud on the title ; if

she knew of the action when pending she may
be defendant in an action for strict foreclosure,

and compelled to redeem if at all within a pre-

scribed time. It should be noted that if no such

action is brought, she loses her dower twenty

(20) years after the foreclosure sale, even

though her husband is still living and her
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dower is still inchoate. Where a necessary

party is omitted and had no notice, the pur-
chaser at foreclosure is treated as a mortgagee
in possession and he must foreclose in the regu-

lar way.

(2) A purely statutory form of foreclosure

exists in some states by entry, notice and lapse

of time, but this, too, does not discharge the

mortgage debt except to the value of the prop-

erty.

(3) Where (a) there is a power of sale in

the mortgage, (b) a liquidated amount due,

and (c) the mortgage is duly recorded, the

mortgagee may foreclose by advertisement.

This, too, is statutory, and must be followed to

the last letter of the law, which varies in dif-

ferent states ; but usually requires a prolonged

period of public notice, twelve weeks in New

York, when the mortgagee after full compliance

may sell the property to discharge his debt.

The purchaser is entitled summarily to dis-

possess any tenant whose estate is subordinate

to the mortgage, which he can do in no other

kind of mortgage foreclosure. This is a com-

paratively rare kind of foreclosure.

(4) Equitable foreclosure is the usual meth-

od, especially where, as in most states, it has

been elaborated and improved by statute. Its

chief advantage is that it may bring in all in-

terested parties, present and future, settle all

rights and determine all questions of title be-

tween them, and, as well, make provision for in-

choate interests, such as dower, or the rights of

unborn remaindermen. The vital matter in such
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a foreclosure is to get before the court all the

parties who are divided into two classes : neces-

sary and proper. A search of the records is

required to ascertain who these are. The neces-

sary parties are, first, the mortgagor and his

wife, if the mortgagor is still in possession, and

then all persons who because of a present or fu-

ture interest have a right to redeem. These are

(a) the owner of the present interest and his

or her wife or husband, if in a state where dower

and curtesy exist; (b) any tenant in possession

and lessees of record, (c) all subordinate lien-

ors or mortgagees, (d) judgment creditors, (e)

contracting vendees, (f) all dowresses or cur-

tesans of all former owners where the dowress

or curtesan has not joined in the conveyances,

(g) the trustee, if any, of the mortgaged prop-

erty, and as well the cestuior cestuis que trust,

(h) owners of future interests in the prop-

erty, all of whom are represented by those

among them having the first vested estate of in-

heritance if there be executory estates.

The proper parties are those without whom
the title is good on foreclosure, but against

whom some collateral rights may be enforced,

as (a) the original maker of the mortgage and

his wife, if she joined in the bond, although they

have parted with their interest and are no

longer in possession; (b) all sureties and per-

sons who have assumed the mortgage debt, for

in many states (but not in New Jersey) against

each of these judgments may be obtained, if

prayed, for any deficiency existing after the sale

of the property, (c) upon foreclosure of a sec-
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ond mortgage a first mortgagee is a proper

party solely for the purpose of fixing the

amount due on his mortgage, unless his mort-

gage is past due, in which case he may be joined

and compelled to accept payment.
The action to foreclose is purely equitable;

there is no right to a jury trial, and it must,

of course, be brought in the state and county
where the property is located, by the law of

which the procedure and practice on foreclo-

sure is fixed. The most important part of the

foreclosure is the proper service of all neces-

sary parties and the proper and complete com-

pilation and filing of the judgment roll showing
all the requisite steps in the proceeding. When

completed, foreclosure under most modern

statutes results in a sale of the mortgaged

premises; after which, except in Pennsylvania

and a few states, there is no further right to

redeem. The proceeds of sale are applied in

order, to the expenses of suit, payment of

taxes, interest and principal. If more than

sufficient for all these, the surplus belongs to

the mortgagor, unless there are junior inter-

ests, including inchoate dower, and as to these

the surplus is treated as realty and the subse-

quent claims attach in their order. If there is

a deficiency, judgment therefor may in most

states be entered against those personally obli-

gated for the debt in the foreclosure proceed-

ings, if this relief is specifically prayed for;

and where not prayed for or not permitted by

statute, an action therefor may be brought on

the bond or debt, as heretofore explained.
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ESTATES EXPLAINED AS TO TIME
WHEN OWNERSHIP VESTS

Estates in real property may be such as to

carry the immediate right of possession and

enjoyment as soon as the ownership is acquired,

or the right of possession and enjoyment may
follow the acquisition of the estate some time in

the future. The latter are called future estates,

and the ownership of the same parcel of real

property may be divided into present and fu-

ture estates, and where this is the case the pres-

ent estate is called the prior particular estate.

The feudal importance of seizin had a tremen-

dous influence on future estates ; because of it

every piece of land in the realm had to be pres-

ently and at all times owned by one having at

least a life estate, so that he might be held to

respond to the feudal duties attached to the

particular parcel of land. It was not essential

that the one so seized should be in actual pos-

session; it was enough if a tenant for years

holding under him was in possession, or the

land not occupied at all; but someone must be

at all times seized in law, if not in fact, and

every conveyance had to be by livery of seisin,

which resulted in there being but two kinds of

future estates at the common law: reversions

and remainders.

REVERSIONS

Reversions are future estates created by

operation of law after the termination of prior
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particular estates. The New York statute

better defines them as the residue of an estate

left in a grantor or his heirs, commencing in

possession on the determination of the particu-

lar estate granted or devised. A reversion is

always vested, and may follow any kind of pres-

ent estate except a fee, for then there is the

mere possibility of reverter heretofore ex-

plained. If the original estate out of which the

particular estate was granted was a fee, the

reversion, as a fee descends and has all the

attributes of an inheritance, except that dower

does not attach if the particular estate is a

freehold ; as a devise to A for life, leaves the

reversion in the devisor's heir; if the heir mar-

ries and he dies before A, his widow has no

dower, for the seisin during the marriage was

not in him but in A. If A's estate had been

for years, the widow of the heir would have

had dower, to be assigned when, but not until,

A's estate for years ended. The same result

would obtain as to curtesy where that estate

still exists.

IMPORTANT RULES GOVERNING REVERSIONS

(1) The reversioner could sue for waste the

present owner, provided, at the common law

his was next succeeding estate; in New York a

reversioner has this right, however many inter-

vening estates there may be between him and

the present owner; and a recent case has gone

so far as to hold that where the reversion has

been sold a former owner may sue for damages
suffered during his ownership of the reversion.
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Reversions descend to the heirs of the

owner, but at the common law a technical rule

was that seisin and not the right determined the

descent (Non jus sed seisin facit stipitem),

which applied thus : A devised property to X
for life ; A dies, his eldest son then dies, being,

of course, at the time of his death his father's

heir by primogeniture and entitled to inherit

the reversion ; but upon the subsequent death of

X, the life tenant, the reversion did not go to

the heirs of the eldest son, but to the second son

of A, who was his father's heir at the time the

seisin left the life tenant.

(3) The transfer of the reversion in feudal

times did not affect the present owner unless he

chose to recognize it by attornment. When
feuds were first created, the overlord always

had a reversionary interest; but as the tenant

had considered other things than the land when

he took his feud, among them the ability of that

particular overlord to make good his feudal

warranties and protection, without the tenant's

consent the reversion could not be transferred

and a new overlord substituted.

Under modern conditions, reversions occur

most frequently in the law of landlord and ten-

ant; the landlord will repossess the land when

the tenant's estate ends, but there is no attorn-

ment required on the alienation of the landlord's

reversion, and the tenant is bound to recognize

the new owner. Attornment, however, exists in

New York under certain conditions.

(4) A reversion is presumably greater in law

than any prior estate and merger results when
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such are brought together; so, if property is

granted to A for 50 years and to B for ten

years, B owns a part of the reversion, even

though the ultimate fee still resides in the orig-

inal grantor, for, as will be seen, when B's

grant was made it was out of the reversion and

as a part of it ; now if B were to buy A's estate

of fifty years, it would, nothing being agreed to

show a contrary intent, merge in B's estate of

ten years. This apparently unreasonable re-

sult is avoided by agreement and does not apply
where a tenant acquires a part of the landlord's

reversion.

(5) The reversioner is not affected by ad-

verse possession or prescription for however

long against the tenant in possession, but

against such tenant's estate rights may be

obtained by adverse user or possession. But

we must here note the rule of descent cast at the

common law: where a disseizor was in posses-

sion of property at the common law, the dis-

seizee might regain his property by peaceably

re-entering and excluding the disseizor; but if

the disseizor died in possession, the re-entry

was totted, and the disseizee must resort to an

action of ejectment against the heir on whom
the descent was said to be cast; but this rule

did not operate against the reversioner, even

though the entry was tolled against the present

tenant.

REMAINDERS

Remainders are future estates created by
act of parties to take effect on the natural ter-
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mination of prior particular estates simulta-

neously granted.

They are in form vested or contingent ; vest-

ed when there is a present, certain right to the

future enjoyment of the property; contingent,

when the future enjoyment depends upon, as

well as awaits, the happening of a condition

precedent.

Vested remainders pass through three stages

of vesting. Where an estate is to A for life

remainder to B, if he agrees to live there, B's

future estate is vested in right; when he agrees

to live there, it is vested in interest, and when

A dies it is vested in possession. From this we

see the meaning of vested remainder to be a fu-

ture estate which is a present right to a future

estate, which is certain to come into possession,

if the owner wants it, and all that stands in his

way is the certain termination of the particular

estate. But because a remainder is vested, it

does not follow that the remainderman will ac-

tually get the property, for unless it is inde-

feasably vested in him and his heirs, as to A for

life, remainder to B and his heirs, the remainder

may be (1) vested and subject to being wholly

divested, as to A for life, remainder to B, but if

he dies before A, he is to get nothing and the

remainder is to be lost; (2) vested and subject

to being wholly divested, but instead of being

terminated, the remainder is to be then divided

among other persons, usually of the class of

which the original remainderman is a member,
as to A for life, remainder to the children of B

living when A dies ; each of the now living chil-
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dren of B has a remainder vested, but should

he die, his remainder as such would cease and

be redistributed to his brothers and sisters ; (3)

vested subject to being in part divested for the

purpose of being redistributed to others of the

same class, as in the foregoing illustration, if B
should have another child before A died, the

remainder of the now living children would be

in part divested to provide the share of the new

child. This kind of vested remainder has many
aspects resembling a contingent remainder, and

the line of demarcation is shown by the doctrine

of Moore vs. Littel, in the New York courts, a

consideration of which will perhaps serve as

the easiest means of distinguishing vested from

contingent remainders. This case involved a

devise to one John Jackson "for and during his

natural life and after his death to his heirs and

assigns forever." At the common law a devise

to one for life and then by way of remainder to

his heirs was precisely the same as a devise to

A and his heirs, so that the heirs took no re-

mainder at all, which is the rule in Shelley's case,

which will be explained later. But the rule in

Shelley's case having been abolished in New

York, a devise to A for life and remainder to his

heirs does create a remainder to those per-

sons who are A's heirs when he dies. But who

those persons will be is uncertain, although who

would be A's heirs if he were to die now is not

uncertain. In New York such is said to be a

vested remainder, vested but subject to being

divested wholly or in part to provide for other

and different persons whom changing conditions
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will have made the heirs of A when he dies ;

for example, brothers and sisters may now be

his heirs, but should he marry and leave chil-

dren, the children would be his heirs. Yet, un-

til the children are born, the brothers and sis-

ters have, says the New York doctrine, vested

in them a present right to the future enjoyment
of the property, as nothing need happen to

vest it in possession except the death of A.

In other words, the future ownership of the

property is theirs, according to the terms of

the original grant, and although subsequent

events, as the birth of nearer heirs, may serve

to divest them, their estates are none the less

for the time being vested. But, if we vary
the illustration just a trifle, and make the de-

vise to A for life, remainder to his heirs who

are living on the land at the time of his death,

the remainder becomes contingent. Now the

death of A is not all that must happen in order

to vest the remainder in possession. There

must, in addition, be a compliance with the

terms of the condition precedent imposed by
the devise, that of living on the property. This

then is the great difference : a vested remainder

is a future estate which becomes a present es-

tate by the mere termination of the particular

estate; a contingent remainder is a future es-

tate which becomes a present estate after the

termination of the particular estate, provided
the condition precedent on which it depends has

been performed. It vests by virtue of the con-

dition.

Contingent remainders are divided by Pro-
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fessor Fearne into four classes ; in the first two

the contingency is as to an event, in the third

as to the order of event; and in the last as to

the persons who are to take.

Class I. Where an uncertain event is the

natural termination of the particular estate

and at the same time the condition precedent

which vests the remainder in possession; as a

devise to A until B marries, then to B and his

heirs. A change of a word would take the de-

vise entirely out of the law of remainders and

convert it into a conditional limitation, viz. :

to A, but if B marries, then to B and his heirs,

and the reason for this is the difference in the

legal effect of the word until, which denotes the

natural termination of a particular estate, and

the words but if, which destroy a particular es-

tate. At the common law there could be no con-

ditional limitation in a fee, but there might be

a contingent remainder, turning on this slight

difference of language. Cross remainders are

created by this form of contingency, as a devise

of separate parcels to A and B respectively,

with a provision in each devise that the survi-

vor shall have both, so that each has during his

own lifetime a present estate in his own prop-

erty and a contingent remainder in the other.

In New York, under the principle of Moore vs.

Littel, a cross remainder of this kind is prob-

ably vested.

Class II. A remainder is contingent when

it depends on the happening of an event, even

though the first estate is absolute and in no way

affected by the contingency; as a grant to A
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for life remainder to B if he marry C. A has

his estate unconditionally, but B's estate must

not only await the termination of A's but also

depends on whether, when A's estate ends, B has

performed the condition of marrying C. If the

only obstacle had been A's death, B's remainder

would have been vested. Under this form of

contingent remainder alternate remainders are

created, or, if in fee, what are called fees with a

double aspect; for example, a devise to the tes-

tator's daughter for life, then to the daughter's

issue, but if she should die without issue, then

to the testator's nephew. The New York

courts, because of the Moore vs. Littel doc-

trine, had difficulty in not treating such a de-

vise as a vested remainder in the nephew, sub-

ject to being divested by the death of the

daughters and survival of issue. It is to be

noted that such a devise or grant comes close

to a fee on conditional limitation, and is such

if the so-called alternate remainder operates to

defeat a prior remainder; as to A for life re-

mainder to B, but if B marry C, then to D and

his heirs, which is an entirely different situation

than a devise to A for life, then to B until he

marries C, then to D and his heirs. This last

form of grant gives B a vested remainder, sub-

ject to being divested when he marries, and D
a contingent remainder, dependent on B mar-

rying C.

Class III. A remainder may be contingent,

although the event is not uncertain, and the

remainderman is known and in being. As the

remainder at the common law must take effect,
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if at all, just as soon as the particular estate

ends, a remainder was contingent whenever it

could so happen that the event on which the

remainder depended, although certain to hap-

pen, might occur after the particular estate

ended; for example, a grant to A for life, re-

mainder to B after the death of C. There is

here no contingency of event or of persons, but

simply in the time and order of events. But

this does not mean that a remainder is contin-

gent simply because the possibility of enjoying
it is remote, and a remainder to B for life after

an estate to A for 100 years is none the less a

vested remainder, for the only obstacle to B's

estate is the natural termination of A's, and of

this there is no uncertainty that it will happen.

Class IV. Finally, there is the remainder

contingent because the remaindermen are un-

certain. This uncertainty may arise by the

grant of a remainder to a person or persons

not yet in being, or to the members of a class

not yet ascertained; as to A for life remainder

to the youngest son of B, who is without chil-

dren ; or to A for life remainder to the then

rector of a certain parish ; or, as is more usual,

a grant to A for life and remainder to his heirs,

or issue of a particular class, as by a particular

wife. This form of contingent remainder sug-

gests many difficulties. In the first place, it

must not be confused with a fee tail, although

the heirs may be similarly described. A fee

tail is first and foremost a fee qualified in its

descent and alienability. A grant to A for life,

remainder to his heirs, if we give it the natural
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interpretation, means that A shall have not a

fee, but a life estate. But such a grant was not

given this natural construction at the common

law; the rule in Shelley's Case worked out of it

an absolute fee. The rule in Shelley's Case will

be explained now while we are considering con-

tingent remainders, because the application of

the rule destroyed a very large class of contin-

gent remainders now recognized wherever the

rule is abolished.

A grant or devise to A for life and remainder

to his heirs was construed at the common law in

the Shelley case to give A the fee and his heirs

nothing. The words "and his heirs; ' were said

to be words of limitation, and not of purchase,

intended simply to mark the limits of A's estate

as a fee, and not to create any interest by way
of remainder in the heirs. If A's heirs got the

property at all they got it by descent from A,

not by purchase from the original devisor or

grantor. If the grant or devise were to A for

life, and remainder to the heirs of his body, the

effect of the rule was to create a fee tail in A,

and this was the only connection of the rule in

Shelley's Case with the fee tail. The rule in

Shelley's Case was enforced as an absolute prin-

ciple, and regardless even of an express provi-

sion in the deed or devise, that the rule should

not apply; but the rule as applied was subject

to these limitations :

(1) The same instrument, be it will or deed,

must contain the grants to A and to his heirs.

(2) The estate to A and to his heirs must be

both legal or equitable, and a grant to A for
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life and to B in trust for A's heirs would not

come under the rule.

(3) The heirs named must be those of the

first taker, and the rule would not apply to a

grant to A for life, remainder to the heirs of B ;

but a devise to A for life, then to B for life, and

then to the heirs of A, gave A the fee subject to

B's life estate, 'as the rule applied even if there

were an intervening estate.

(4) If the word heirs was clearly intended

to describe definite persons, that is to be de-

scriptio personarum, and not used in its ordi-

nary legal sense, the rule did not apply, as to

A for life, remainder to his heirs, B, C, and D.

Likewise a devise to A for life, remainder to his

heir, did not, according to Archers' Case, work

an application to the rule.

(5) The estate of the first taker must be a

freehold, or there could be no livery of seisin,

and hence no fee. So the rule did not apply to

a grant or devise to A for fifty years, remain-

der to his heirs.

(6) The rule in Shelley's Case is abolished

in New York, and modified in New Jersey.

Where the rule is abolished, every grant or

devise to A for life, remainder to his heirs, cre-

ates a remainder. This is generally considered

a contingent remainder, for the reason that no

one can be the heir of a living person, or as an

old maxim has it, "only God can make an heir,"

and until death the heir or heirs are uncertain

persons. The New York courts have not fol-

lowed this view, and in Moore vs. Littel lay
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down this doctrine: However the remainder-

men may be described as heirs, or otherwise, if

there are in existence a person or persons an-

swering for the present that description, and

who would immediately upon the now termina-

tion of the particular estate eo instanti et ipso

facto, be entitled to the estate in possession, the

remainder is not contingent, but vested, subject

to being divested. Thus Prof. Fearne's fourth

class of contingent remainder has passed, in

New York, through three stages : where the re-

maindermen are described as "heirs" under the

rule in Shelley's case, which was in force until

1830, it was not recognized as a remainder at

all ; the abrogation of the rule in Shelley's case

made it a contingent remainder until the case

of Moore vs. Littel, which leaves it now as a

vested remainder.

IMPORTANT RULES GOVERNING REMAINDERS

(1) There is privity of estate between the

particular tenant and the remainderman, but

no fealty as upon a reversion.

(2) A remainder can not be created upon an

assignment of dower, for the heir who assigns

dower does not create the dower estate.

(3) At the common law there might be suc-

cessive remainders for the lives of any number

of persons then in being. By statute in New
York there may be not more than two life es-

tates by way of remainder, and any life estates
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beyond the first two drop out and the ultimate

estate takes effect.

(4) Vested remainders are favored in law,

and devises and grants are so construed, so that

a devise to A and upon his death to his children

will be taken to mean A's now living children,

not the children living at the time of his death,

so that the enjoyment, not the vesting, is to

take effect at A's death, thereby giving the

present children vested remainders at once upon
the devise to A.

(5) There can be no hiatus between the

end of the particular estate and the remainder,

which must take effect immediately on the nat-

ural termination of the particular estate. This

rule defeated many remainders at the common

law, for if an event happened, or a remainder-

man was born a day after the particular estate

ended, the remainder was lost. This has been

modified by statute in New York and elsewhere,

so that the remainder is saved.

(6) Contingent remainders were not alien-

able at the common law except by fine or com-

mon recovery ; by modern statute, where the re-

mainderman is known and the contingency is as

to an event, the contingent remainder may be

aliened as freely as if vested; this has an im-

portant effect on the rule against perpetuities.

(7) Remainders must conform to the rule or

statute against perpetuities, which will be ex-

plained later.

(8) Contingent remainders must depend on

a legal event and a remainder to a child to be

born out of wedlock would be unenforcible.
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(9) The remainder must not curtail the pre-

ceding estate, an important and absolute com-

mon law rule, which has been so far modified

by legislation in New York as to leave no dis-

tinction between a future estate by remainder

taking effect at the natural termination of a

prior particular estate, and a conditional limi-

tation which cuts down the prior estate.

(10) A freehold contingent remainder must

at the common law be preceded by a particular

estate of freehold to provide the necessary seis-

in, as will be explained later, in considering

executory estates.

(11) The destruction of the particular es-

tate before its natural termination serves sim-

ply to accelerate a vested remainder, but a con-

tingent remainder at the common law was lost

by the destruction of the particular estate, un-

less it was saved by the device of trustees to

support the remainder until its natural termi-

nation, so as to give full opportunity for the

happening of the condition precedent. Modern

statutes leave any remainder unaffected by
what happens to the particular estate.

(12) The remainderman's interest, while not

subject to execution and sale, may be reached

by creditors in proceedings supplementary to

execution or in equity.

EXECUTORY ESTATES

SPRINGING AND SHIFTING USES

The necessity in remainders and reversions

for a prior particular estate prevented com-
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mon law conveyancers from creating estates to

originate entirely in the future. Such estates

were accomplished as executory estates by
means of (1) uses, (2) powers, and (3) execu-

tory devises. Four objects were sought to be

served by these executory estates:

(1) To create a freehold estate to begin en-

tirely in the future, upon the happening of a

prescribed event, leaving the property until

that time in the grantor or devisor. The ob-

ject was at once to keep the enjoyment of the

property and at the same time to place it be-

yond the control of the grantor or the vicissi-

tudes of his own fortune. To do this in fee

without a particular estate was impossible, for

livery of seisin must be presently made to cre-

ate a fee. Resort was had to the Statute of

Uses, which, it will be remembered, was enacted

to execute, and so destroy, all passive uses. A
use was created to begin in the future upon the

happening of a stated event, as a grant to A
and his heirs, for the use of B and her heirs

when she marries. The legal estate and seisin

were delivered to A; when B married the use

sprang up for B's benefit, and was at once

executed by the Statute of Uses, and B then

acquired the property in fee for her own bene-

fit and in her own legal estate. This was called

a springing use.

(2) The next purpose accomplished by ex-

ecutory estates was the grant of a fee subject

to being cut down in the future by the happen-

ing of a condition which would serve at the same

time to vest the fee in another than the original
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grantee, as is now done by the fee on condi-

tional limitation. This obviously was impossi-

ble by means of legal estates because of the

seisin ; and the principle, that having granted a

fee to the first grantee the grantor had no

longer any control over it; in other words, the

seisin could not get past the first grantee to a

second grantee through the grantor's act. A
grant to A and his heirs, but to be lost to A and

to go to B and her heirs if she married, could

not therefore be accomplished; but again, it

could be done by a grant to C and his heirs for

the use of A and his heirs, but if B married,

then for the use of B and her heirs. When B
married, the use shifted to her as cestui que

trust, and the Statute of Uses executed it and

gave her the legal estate in fee. The estate

created by the shifting use is now the fee on

conditional limitation which modern statutes

permit to be created by direct deed, thus add-

ing another to the qualified fees of the common

law. Because this estate was not known at the

common law, and there are no troublesome mat-

ters of stare decisis, there is dower and curtesy

in this fee on conditional limitation in the

spouse of the first taker; as a grant to A and

his heirs, but if B marries, then to B and her

heirs ; if A dies before B marries, his widow has

dower.

(3) Out of an estate of however many years

it was impossible at the common law to grant a

life estate, for that being a freehold was in

legal quantity greater than any estate for

years, and required a livery of seisin, which the
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owner for years did not have. The use again
served the purpose, and the owner of the term

of years granted it to C in trust for A for life,

and then for B. This use, however, was not

executed by the Statute of Uses, because the

trustee had only a chattel real and was not

seized in fee. Nevertheless, an executory or fu-

ture estate could thus be created in a term of

years to take effect after a life estate therein.

(4) Finally, executory estates were tried to

avoid the common law rule that a freehold con-

tingent remainder could only follow a freehold

particular estate, as the seisin could not be in a

contingent remainderman who might not even-

tually have the fee. Conveyances were there-

fore made to C and his heirs for the use of A
for ten years and then for the use of the un-

born son of B. By a technical reasoning in

Chudleigh's Case this form of executory estate

was not recognized as valid, but modern stat-

utes permit contingent remainders in fee to fol-

low any kind of particular estate. The New
York statutes provide, however, that a contin-

gent remainder cannot be limited on a term of

years, unless it must vest within two lives in

being.

POWERS OVER REAL PROPERTY

The same purposes in creating executory es-

tates accomplished by springing and shifting

uses were also effected by powers. A power at

the common law was the right to limit or dis-

pose of a use; it is now generally defined as a
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right to dispose of any estate in real property.
It is not an estate and in and of itself gives no

right of possession; but it is property fre-

quently of great value. Its purpose is seen in

a simple illustration. A testator devises his

property to his wife for life ; upon his death he

wants the property to go to his children ac-

cording to their needs ; he therefore devises her

a life estate, with power to appoint the prop-

erty on her death to the children as she meas-

ures their need. Or a testator may wish his

property sold but not until an opportune time

for a favorable price after his death; but he

leaves only infant heirs, who are to have the

property or its proceeds, if sold; he wishes to

entrust the sale to executors, whom he has

named, because of their business experience;

and to them he gives a power to sell the prop-

erty and distribute the proceeds. He is the

donor of the power and they the donees; in

the first illustration his wife is the donee ; when

she exercises the power she becomes the ap-

pointor, and the children to whom she appoints

it are the appointees. Powers may be of many
kinds, and where private express trusts have

been limited to a few kinds, four only in New

York, the power performs the function of a

trust in all other cases. The object of the

New York statutes is to abolish all separation

of the legal from the equitable estates, except

where legitimate and unobjectionable purposes

cannot be accomplished by any other means ;

where the legal estate can as well be left undis-

turbed, the power in trust takes the place of a
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trust. It is not necessary, for instance, that

the executors have the legal estate as trustees

simply for the purpose of selling the property ;

although, if executors are to mortgage or lease

the property, receive and pay over the proceeds
and income to cestui que trustents, they are

trustees, for, in order to receive the income,

they must own the legal estate, and the simple

test as to who gets the income is recognized in

New York as determining the question whether

or not the executors are trustees. A power
must be set forth by a writing, under the Stat-

ute of Frauds ; it may, however, be implied from

the language of another grant as to A for life

and whatever he does not dispose of by will, to

B and his heirs ; by necessary implication A has

a power to dispose of the fee on his death, in

addition to his life estate.

Powers are of three kinds: Collateral,

where the donee of the power has no interest in

the land, as a bare power in executors to sell;

in gross, where the power accompanies an es-

tate in the land, as to A for life with a power
to appoint the fee on his death to the children

of B ; appendant, where the power accompanies
an estate in the land, which is cut down by the

exercise of the power, as to A for life, with

power to make leases for twenty-one years to

commence in his lifetime, which is a very im-

portant power, for without it any lease made

by a life tenant terminates on his death.

In New York there is a further classification

of powers : General, where the donee may ap-

point the fee to anyone; special, where the do-
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nee has either power to appoint less than a fee,

or to appoint a fee, but only to a restricted

class or group of possible appointees ; benefi-

cial, where no one other than the grantee has

any interest in the execution of the power ;

in trust, where one other than the grantee has

an interest in the appointment ; so a devise to

A, with power to appoint the fee among the

children of B for their benefit or to sell the

property and distribute among them the pro-

ceeds, is a special power in trust for the chil-

dren of B.

Important Rules Governing Powers

(1) The donee of a power must be a person

capable of conveying an interest in real prop-

erty, hence not an infant or incompetent.

(2) A general beneficial power may now be

reached by the creditors of the donee, but at

the common law a devise to A for life, with

power to appoint the remainder among his

heirs, gave A's creditors no right until and un-

less he chose to exercise his power. In such a

power there may be a valid limitation over to B
if A dies without appointing the fee.

(3) Only the donee can execute the power, if

it be in trust, for like any other trust duty it

may not be delegated unless it be purely minis-

terial in nature, or one requiring no personal

confidence. The possible appointee of a power
in trust has an assignable interest in the prop-

erty.

(4) A power likewise ceases with the death
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of the donee, except where it runs to members

of a class as such ; so, a power to executors who

are specifically named must be exercised by all,

but a power to executors as a class may be

exercised by those who qualify or survive. By
statute in New York and many states, in either

case the qualifying executor has the power.

The failure of a qualifying executor to join in

executing the power does not under such legis-

lation invalidate its execution, but the statute

fails to provide for the execution of a power
where there has been a removal or resignation

of one or more executors.

(5) A, jpower may be dependent for its exe-

cution upon the consent of others than the do-

nee, as a power to A to appoint life estates,

with the consent of B, C, and D. At the com-

mon law, if B, C, or D died without the power

having been executed, the power failed. The

New York statute avoids this result by leaving

the consent to the survivors ; but, if all die,

even the statute does not save the power.

(6) A power must be executed in the man-

ner and form in which prescribed by the will or

deed creating it. This was a strict rule of the

common law; a power to be exercised by will

could not be validly executed by a deed, al-

though a will executing a power where a deed

was prescribed was enforced in equity ; further-

more, so strict was the rule that if the donor

prescribed an impossible or illegal means of

executing the power, it totally failed. Modern

statutes have abrogated this strict common law

rule, so that any effectual means may be used in
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executing a power, although the New York stat-

ute insists on strict compliance to the point of

not interchanging a will and deed. A power is

never any broader than its terms: to sell gives

no power to mortgage or lease or exchange ; to

appoint to grandchildren could not include chil-

dren, and vice versa. Where more is done under

a power than the power provides, the excessive

portion will be cut off and the appointment

saved ; as, where A, having a power to appoint

a life estate, appoints a fee, the appointee is

given a life estate. But if the good cannot be

separated from the bad execution, the appoint-

ment fails. Defective or non-execution of a

power may be saved in equity. There is here

an important difference between beneficial pow-

ers and powers in trust. With the former, equity

will not interfere, except as explained on behalf

of the creditors of the donee ; but where the pow-

er is in trust, and the donee refuses to appoint

or appoints fraudulently, equity will adjudge

the proper exercise of the power, applying the

maxim equality is equity: Where A has a

power to appoint among the children of B, he

may, if his power is clearly discretionary, make

an unequal division if he does so from proper

motives ; but if he makes a grossly unfair ap-

pointment and commits a so-called "fraud on

powers," it is deemed an illusory appointment,

and is subject to correction in equity, those to

whom the property so comes being treated as

constructive trustees for all to whom it should

in equity have gone. In New York, unless the
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power clearly appears to be discretionary, the

statute provides for an equal appointment.

(7) A power, when executed, relates back to

the time of its creation. This doctrine of rela-

tion back is peculiar to the law of powers. A
power devised to A by B's will may not be exer-

cised until A dies many years later, but when

A dies the estate then created in his appointee

legally began when B died. As many things

may have happened to the property ad interim,

this fiction is never permitted to work a fraud

on third parties. Thus, in New York, where an

estate comes into existence under a power cre-

ated prior to the enactment of the decedent's

estate transfer tax, the estate is not the less

taxable. Likewise, third parties, such as mort-

gagees, etc., are not affected by the relation

back doctrine, unless the instrument containing

the power is recorded.

(8) A power may be exercised without di-

rect reference being made to it; (a) where A,

having a life estate, with a power to appoint
the remainder in fee, makes a devise of all his

property to B, this is an appointment of the

remainder to B in execution of the power; (b)

where A has no estate in property, but a power
to sell it, his deed could have no force except

in execution of the power, and such it is pre-

sumed to be; but if A had a life estate and a

power, the deed would convey his life estate,

but not execute his power.

(9) A power is not created by will until the

will is probated, so it is said to be revocable un-

til death, although, in fact, there is no power at
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all; if created by deed, a power is generally ir-

revocable, unless the right to revoke is expressly

reserved, as it may be unless the power is

coupled with an interest, which means a pres-

ent interest, as that of a mortgagee in a power
of sale, not a mere future interest in having the

power executed. An appointment by will, made

under a power, is revocable until the will takes

effect, but an appointment made by deed is

final unless the right to revoke the appointment
is expressly reserved; if the right to revoke is

reserved, the appointor may revoke, but the

power has lost its force unless in the first ap-

pointment he reserved the right not only to

revoke but to make another appointment.

(10) A power is extinguished when revoked

or executed, and upon the death of the donee

or those upon whose consent its execution de-

pends. Collateral powers cannot generally be

extinguished by the donee unless held for the

donee's own benefit, in which case it may be

released. A power in gross, if not in trust,

may be released. A power appendant may be

extinguished by agreement, because this con-

cerns only the donee and is integral with his

estate. Any power may foe suspended, as where

A having a life estate, with power to lease for

twenty-one years, makes a lease for ten years.

(11) A power merges in a fee whenever the

power and the fee come into the same hands, as

where A as mortgagee has a power to sell and

later acquires the fee. At the common law this

was not the result if the power and fee arose out

of the same instrument.
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EXECUTORY DEVISES

The same object accomplished by uses and

powers in creating executory estates were ob-

tained by executory devises, even at the com-

mon law, because of the principle that a will is

to be construed to effect the intent. The testa-

tor being dead when the will takes effect, and

the will frequently having been drawn hurriedly

and inops consilii, as a rule of expediency, the

courts enforced future estates created by will,

even though they overrode technical rules of

common law conveyancing which would have

been enforced in grants inter vivos.

The executory devise was the pathfinder of

modern future estates. Modern statutes have

simply permitted to be done by deed what the

common law permitted only by will. The ad-

vantages of the executory devise which now ex-

ist in all executory estates were that it was not

affected by the destruction of any prior estate,

it could take effect without any prior estate,

i.e., could spring up entirely in the future, leav-

ing the fee undisturbed until it took effect, and

it could limit a fee on a fee by way of condi-

tional limitation.

Executory estates created by grant, having

followed the law and exemption of executory

devises, it is now possible to project the owner-

ship of land into the future. We are next to

consider how far in the future, which brings us

to the rule against perpetuities.
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THE RULE AGAINST PERPETUITIES

The development at the common law of fu-

ture estates by uses, powers and executory de-

vises lead to grants and devises of property
to take effect when the heirs or issue of the

grantee or devisee became extinct; as to A and

his heirs, but if A die without heirs, then to

B and his heirs. This was called an indefinite

failure of heirs, and meant that whenever there

were no longer persons in being answering the

description of heirs of A, B or his heirs would

take. This might be after remote generations,

and in the meantime the fee could not be aliened.

But if a grant or devise were to A and his heirs,

but if A died without heirs living at the time of

his death, then to B and his heirs, this was

termed a definite failure of heirs, and meant

that if B took at all it would be on A's death.

Of course, if A had no heirs or issue at the time

of his death, there could be none in the future,

but we are not viewing the grant as of the

time of A's death, but as of the time of its in-

ception, and it makes a vast difference, viewing
it prospectively, whether B's estate may have

to wait an indefinite failure of issue or only un-

til A's death, if B is to take at all. This diffi-

culty is met by statute in New York and else-

where construing the words heirs or issue, so

used, as meaning a definite and not an indefinite

failure therein.

It will be seen that a devise to A and his

heirs but if A's heirs ever become extinct, then

to B and his heirs might mean many genera-
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tions and hundreds of years before the estate

could vest in B's heirs, until which time no one

owned the fee absolutely. This was objection-

able at the common law. Why it was objection-

able, there are distinct theories.

The simpler view is that it was the desire to

keep property in the market and to prevent

clogging its alienability. This is the view

adopted by statute in New York, but not by
the decision of its highest court.

A second and more philosophic view is that

the too great remoteness of vesting of future

estates in the property would militate against

its commercial value and unnecessarily compli-

cate the title for too long a time. This is Prof.

Gray's view, and he has, with masterly logic

and learning, shown in his separate works that

there is a fundamental difference between re-

straints on alienation and perpetuities, as he

views them.

But whether, as a rule against the undue

suspension of the alienation of property, or as

a rule against too great remoteness of vesting,

the common law, by a most interesting process,

evolved this rule against perpetuities: After

the end of any number of lives in being when

the grant or devise takes effect, including the

period of gestation, and a further period of 21

years, the fee of real property must vest abso-

lutely. In New York the rule has been affected

by statute, as elsewhere, and it is there modified

to include not more than two lives in being, and

instead of twenty-one years, the period of a

minority as a part of a lifetime; and in personal
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property the suspension can only last for two

lives in being. This is a statute against per-

petuities, as distinguished from the common law

rule against perpetuities. In New Jersey, the

common law rule remains unaffected by statute

either as to real or personal property.

Under the rule against perpetuities the fol-

lowing grant would be valid: To A for life,

then to B for life, then to C for life, D for life,

and E for life, all being living persons at the

time the grant is made, then twenty-one years
after the death of E in fee to my grandchildren,

including possibly a grandchild who was a post-

humous child of a posthumous child of the

original testator.

But under the statute in New York, the life

estates of C, D, and E would have to drop out,

for there can be but two, and the period of

twenty-one years would be illegal, for under the

statute no fixed period can be prescribed, it

must be for life or lives, or a part of a life,

such as a minority, as to A for life, then to B
for life, and then to D in trust to receive the

income during C's minority, and then to C in

fee, when he is 21 years old, but if C die before

he reaches his majority, then to D and his

heirs.

In applying the rule against perpetuities, we

are not looking back to what has happened, but

ahead to what may happen. A devise or grant
is good or bad when it first takes effect, and so

a devise to B on the indefinite failure of A's

issue may actually vest immediately when A
dies ; but no one knows whether he is going to
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leave heirs, or when those heirs will run out,

and so the rule or statute against perpetuities

applies whenever the devise or grant may not

vest absolutely and in fee within- the prescribed

period. For example, A devises property to B
for life, then to the child or children of B for

their lives, and then to C and his heirs ; the de-

vise is void under either the rule or statute, for

B may have a child or children after A's death ;

viewing the devise as of the time of A's death,

it would then be limited to a person or persons

not in being when the devise took effect, and it

is no answer to say that B is an old man, un-

married, and with practically no possibility of

offspring. It may happen that is enough to

apply the rule or statute.

In applying the rule, however, it makes a dif-

ference which view of the rule or statute is

taken, for the vesting of title may be postponed

for a very long period of time without actually

suspending the period of alienation at all, so

that a devise or grant might be valid under one

theory, and invalid under the other. A devise

to A for life, then to B for life, remainder to

the X Trust Company for a thousand years to

receive the income and profits and pay them

over to the oldest son of each generation of the

testator's issue during their respective life-

times, with power in the trustee, however, to

alien the property and terminate the trust,

would not suspend the power of alienation at

all, but would result in the possibility of an ex-

tremely remote vesting of the fee.
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The rule and statutes against perpetuities

may be violated in the following manner:

(1) Express Trusts for the collection and

accumulation of income, if created to last be-

yond the legal period, may cause an invalid

perpetuity. Implied trusts being creations of

law are, of course, not subject to the rule or

statute. In New York trusts of the third and

fourth forms are the only express trusts sub-

ject to the statute; these are to collect the in-

come and pay it over, or to accumulate it ; thus,

a devise in trust to receive the income of real

property and pay it over to A for life, B for

life, and to an unborn son of C for life, would

at once violate the New York statute for two

reasons, because it is for three lives, and fur-

ther one of these is not a life in being when the

devise takes effect, which would also violate the

common law rule. A trust may in itself be

valid, but form a part of an invalid conveyance
or devise; as to A for life, then to B for life,

then in trust for the life of C, and then to D
and his heirs. Where a trust, as in the first

illustration, is itself invalid, it may possibly be

saved by a power in the trustee at any time to

sell the property, 'distribute the proceeds and

terminate the trust, because this power of sale

precludes a suspension of the power of aliena-

tion at any time ; but this does not obviate the

objection that the ultimate vesting of the prop-

erty is too remote, where that theory of the

rule obtains. Without a power of sale, a trus-

tee has no right to alien, and a power of sale

Subject to reinvestment by the trustee in con-
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tinuation of the trust does not terminate the

trust or avoid the statute. In New York an

attempt was made, but later overturned by stat-

ute, to apply the doctrine of release to save

invalid trusts; that is, the cestui que trustents

released their interest to the trustee, who was

put in a position to sell and terminate the

trust, but it is now settled by statute, as it

should have been by decision, that the interest

of the cestui que trust under a trust to receive

and pay over income, or to accumulate and pay
over is not assignable or releasable, and the

trust is not destructible by the act of either

the trustee or the cestui que trust, unless ex-

pressly made so by the instrument creating it.

(2) Contingent, but not vested, remainders

may result in an invalid perpetuity. Here we

see again the sharp difference between the two

theories of the rule. If the rule is against the

suspension of the power of alienation, only such

contingent remainders as are not alienable can

create an invalid suspension; that is, in New

York, contingent remainders of the fourth class

where the remaindermen are uncertain. But

if the rule is construed as against remoteness

of vesting, any kind of contingent remainders

might violate it. This should be noted, the mere

fact that the remainderman is uncertain does

not create a perpetuity unless according to the

terms of the grant or devise he may not be

ascertained within the prescribed time; so a

devise to A for life, then to B for life and re-

mainder to the unborn son of C is valid, for if
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he is to take at all he must take upon the end-

ing of two lives in being.

(3) Executory Estates of all kinds may re-

sult in perpetuities either by suspending the

power of alienation or too remotely postpon-

ing the vesting of the fee. Conditional limita-

tions of the fee do not have this result but an

executory estate to an unknown person or a

person not in being may violate the rule or

statute.

(4) Powers may also result in a violation of

the rule or statute either (1) where the power

by its terms is not to be executed in time pre-

scribed, or (2) where it is so executed as to vio-

late it. A simple illustration of the first would

be a power to be exercised 25 years after the

donee died; and of the second, a power in

gross given to A to appoint the fee upon his

death and A appoints it to B for life, then to C
and his heirs; if B was not in being when the

testator died this manner of executing the

power results in a violation of the rule, for

the doctrine of relation back as applied to pow-

ers, makes his estate take effect as of that time,

and there is then an estate limited by a life

not in being when the grant was made. Fre-

quently as has been explained a power saves a

violation of the rule, especially in terminating

trusts obnoxious to the rule.

While the rule against perpetuities and the

statutes embodying it are strictly enforced, the

courts do not strain to find violation of it. So

mere numbers or contingencies will not of them-

selves violate the rule ; neither will outstanding
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possibilities of reverter or forfeiture; the valid

part of a grant or devise will be saved and if

necessary an omnibus grant or devise in trust

will be divided into several and separate trusts

to give it validity.

THE RULE AGAINST ACCUMULATIONS

In 1796 Thelusson's Case in England brought

forcibly before the courts the danger of per-

mitting the income of real property to accumu-

late. Statutory enactments followed to pre-

vent accumulations, and their effect in general

is followed by the New York statute which

provides :

(1) An accumulation must be solely for the

benefit of a minor.

(2) It must begin within two lives in being
at the creation of the estate which provides for

the accumulation but the minor need not ac-

tually be in being until the accumulation is to

begin.

(3) The accumulation must be solely for the

minor's benefit, although there may be an al-

ternative provision and a limitation over of the

accumulation to another minor if the first does

not reach his majority. The accumulation

can not be used to pay off charges on even the

minor's own land, and it should be here noted

that in New York the second form of express

trust to sell, mortgage or lease real property

among other things to pay off charges thereon,

does not permit the income to be accumulated

until sufficient to meet those charges.
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Likewise in New York there can be no valid

accumulation of the income of real property
even for charity.

(4) The accumulation must terminate when

the infant reaches his or her majority. Any
provision beyond that is cut off, but until the

majority is reached, the accumulated income

is subject to the control of the court of equity

through its inherent control of infants' prop-

erty and upon a proper showing the income

may be reached rather than permitted to ac-

cumulate if the infant's needs are such as to

warrant it.

(5) The rule against accumulations of the

income of personal property differs from that

of real property in New York and other states.
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PART V

TITLE TO REAL PROPERTY

Title is expressed in the Latin as the "justa

causa" of ownership, meaning the sources or

beginnings out of which arise and develop rights

which the law will protect and enforce.

Blackstone says that the origin of title to

real property is supposititious. In law, how-

ever, a chain of events denoting ownership car-

ried back far enough establishes title, and title

is little more than a linking together of acts

and transfers with regard to a given piece of

property. It is not synonymous with estate,

for the ownership of the estate results out of

the chain of events which constitute the title;

nor does it mean the same as holding, for hold-

ing is the system which recognizes the chain of

title facts as sufficient to amount to ownership.

Title is acquired by descent or purchase.

Descent is where the law devolves a deceased

ancestor's property upon an heir without any
act of the parties. Purchase includes all other

means by which title is acquired, the word be-

ing used in the sense of acquisition and not of

buying in the commercial sense.

TITLE BY DESCENT

Real property is the only kind of property
title to which passes immediately upon death.
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This is due to the feudal influence in real prop-

erty law. Personal property upon death of

the owner is distributed through an executor

or administrator, first to the creditors, then

to surviving husband or wife and next of kin.

It will, of course, be understood that a will

may defeat either descent or distribution, and

where real property is acquired by devise, it

is title by purchase and not by descent un-

less it so happens that the devisee is given pre-

cisely the same estate he would have received

by descent.

Descent of real property depends upon blood

relationship or consanguinity, not by affinity,

which is through marriage. Affinity is never

a basis for the descent of the property, except

under a few rare statutes, as in New York and

New Jersey where if there are no legal heirs

property may under certain conditions pass by
a kind of descent to the heirs of a deceased

husband or wife. These statutes are in deroga-

tion of the common law and must be carefully

examined.

A fundamental rule of the common law is

that only God can make an heir; there may
be heirs apparent or heirs presumptive under

the English rules of primogeniture, but no real

heir until the death of the ancestor. While

only God can make an heir, it is the law which

prescribes who of an ancestor's blood relatives

are his heirs, for heirs are not relatives gen-

erally, but only relatives who take by descent.

Following the ecclesiastical courts, the com-

mon law first formulated rules of heirship in
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the canons of descent which were these, as

Blackstone states them :

I. The first rule is, that inheritances shall

lineally descend to the issue of the person who

last died actually seized in mfinitum; but shall

never lineally ascend.

II. A second general rule or canon is, that

male issue shall be admitted before the fe-

male.

III. A third rule or canon of descent is

this: that when there are two or more males,

in equal degree, the eldest only shall inherit;

but the females altogether.

IV. A fourth rule or canon of descent is

this : that the lineal descendants, m mfinitum,

of any person deceased shall represent their

ancestors ; that is, shall stand in the same

place as the person himself would have done

had he been living.

V. A fifth rule is that on failure of lineal

descendants or issue of the person, last seized,

the inheritance shall descend to his collateral

relations, being of the blood of the first pur-

chaser, subject to the three preceding rules.

VI. A sixth rule or canon therefor is, that

the collateral heir of the person last seized

must be the next collateral kinsman of the

whole blood.

VII. The seventh and last rule or canon is,

that in collateral inheritances the male stocks

shall be preferred to the female.

Modern statutes have modified or suspended

these canons entirely. In New York the canons

are still the ultima ratio, and apply to condi-
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tions not covered by the Statute of Descents.

Generally the changes in the canons are these:

(1) Real property may ascend if there are

no descendants ; descendants being those in

direct line from the ancestor, children and

children's children, in other words issue; as-

cendants are parents or grandparents ; heirs

include descendants, ascendants and collateral

relatives of the blood of the ancestors, that is,

brothers, sisters, uncles, aunts, nephews and

nieces, et al.

(2) Relatives of the half blood are now per-

mitted to inherit, unless they be collaterals

having no blood relationship to the ancestor

from whom the property came to the decedent.

(3) The rule of representation among heirs

now applies to collateral relatives as well as

descendants, among whom the rule has always

been this: If the descendants are of equal

degree of relationship to the ancestor or propo-

situs, they take the property share and share

alike or per capita, as when all descendants

are grandchildren; but if of unequal degree

of relationship, they take by representation

-per stirpes, as where the descendants are chil-

dren and grandchildren ; children of a deceased

child take their deceased parents' share.

(4) Inheritance is now permitted by a bas-

tard from his mother if she leaves no other

heirs, and from the bastard to his mother un-

der the same conditions. Furthermore, a child

born out of wedlock is now legitimatized by
the subsequent marriage of the parents and

may inherit.
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(5) Posthumous children took as descend-

ants under the common law and do under mod-

ern statutes, and have further the advantages
of so taking even where there is a will if the

will makes no provision for them, as will be

explained later.

(6) Adopted children and their heirs by
modern statutes inherit from both their natural

and adopted parents, but they are not issue,

and can not take a remainder limited to issue

or complete a fee conditioned on there being

issue.

(7) In addition to estates in real property,
causes of action for continuing injuries to real

property may descend with the land.

(8) The rule of hotchpot at the common

law has been generally retained, but slightly

modified by Statute. This rule required an

heir to credit as a part of the ancestor's es-

tate any advancement received from and dur-

ing the lifetime of the ancestor, if he sought

to claim by descent from the ancestor. Where

during his lifetime the ancestor has advanced,

but not as a gift, to a prospective heir a part

of his estate, the heir cannot be compelled to

return what he has received, but unless he

makes such return he cannot share in the an-

cestor's estate. The value of an advancement

is fixed at the value agreed upon, or if no value

is fixed then it is as of the value at the time

given in modern law.

NOTE: As descent is a purely statutory

matter, the statutes must be consulted and re-

lied upon.
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TITLE BY PURCHASE

Title by purchase includes alienation and

various other means requiring acts of the par-
ties or the operation of natural forces ; i. e.,

by alienation and other than by alienation.

TITLE ACQUIRED OTHER THAN BY ALIENATION

1. Occupancy, which is the generally ac-

cepted origin of all titles, is no longer a means

of acquiring title in England or this country,
the last relic thereof being the right of gen-
eral occupation in estates pur auter vie.

2. Abandonment is sometimes mentioned as

a means of acquiring title but this is not possi-

ble of title to real property. The nearest ap-

proach to title by abandonment is the loss of

title to prescriptive easements from mere non-

user.

3. But abandonment on the one hand and

occupancy on the other may readily result in

title by estoppel, which amounts to this: A
claim of title asserted or admitted under cer-

tain conditions will in equity establish the title

without and irrespective of any direct aliena-

tion of the property. The nature of the estcp-

pel depends on the circumstances.

a. Estoppel in pals results from the con-

duct of the parties where there is both an oc-

casion and duty to speak on the part of one,

who, intentionally or unintentionally failing in

such duty, permits the other to be misled to

his damage; so where A sells B a part of his
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farm and misinforms B even unintentionally as

to where the division line would run, if B had

to rely on the deed his title would be limited

to the description therein contained, but by

estoppel it extends to that which A represented

it to be. Where one owner executed in the

presence of the other a mortgage on property
of which he was one of two tenants in com-

mon, the mortgage was held to bind both, but

not as to subsequent purchasers or encumbran-

cers of the property, who might rely on the

record which showed the non-executing owner's

undivided half of the property unencumbered,

b. Estoppel by Deed results from statements

contained in the instrument of conveyance. Un-

important as are the recitals in a deed, they

may serve to establish title; thus if A conveys
to B, as in an Indiana case, and recites that

his title came from C, if A has not title but

subsequently acquires such from C, it enures

to the benefit of B. The operative words of a

deed, the equivalent of the ancient dedisse et

concessise, created at the common law implied

covenants of title, and although at the time

the deed was made the grantor had no title,

any title subsequently acquired by him would

pass directly to the grantee. In New York

all implied covenants in conveyances, except

leases, are abolished and it is doubtful if the

operative words alone will create an estoppel;

but where A covenants in his deed that he is

seized of the entire property and in fact owns

but half, if later he acquires the other half,

title to that half belongs to the grantee by
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estoppel; but the grantee is not bound to ac-

cept a title so made good, although he may
claim the benefit of it if he so desires. Finally

a warranty in a deed may result in title by

estoppel. This it will be remembered is the

modern counterpart of the ancient warrantee

undertaken by every overlord toward his feoffee,

whereby if the feoffee lost his feud, the feoffor

must replace it. The common law history of

warranty is complex in the extreme; suffice it

to say here that the modern grantee gets by
virtue of a warranty all title subsequently ac-

quired by the grantor. Thus a deed with war-

ranty by one who has no title is none the less

a good deed if he subsequently gets title. Every
title search may be vulnerable at this point:

the deed by the grantee may antedate the deed

to him as grantee and yet be good to pass title

by estoppel by deed. The grantee is not un-

der any estoppel by virtue of the acceptance
of a deed, so that if the grantor's wife does not

join in the deed, the grantee can set up an

outstanding title since acquired by him to de-

feat her dower.

c. Estoppel of record results in title where

a judgment or admission in legal proceedings

determines or concedes the title to be in either

of the litigants. The great examples of title

by estoppel of record are fines and common

recoveries, although they eventually became a

method of alienation and will be explained as

such.

d. Based upon estoppel is title acquired by
dedication which results from an offer by a
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private owner to a state or municipality of his

property for public purposes. Immediately the

offer is accepted, title is perfected ; incidentally

title by dedication supersedes dower, although
the wife does not join in the dedication and is

the only means by which without his wife's con-

sent a man may overcome her dower.

5. Title by prescription and custom also

have in them certain elements of estoppel, as

these have been before explained. Title is thus

acquired only to incorporeal hereditaments ;

and title by custom is not recognized at all in

this country. These have been heretofore ex-

plained in connection with easements and servi-

tudes.

6. Title to corporeal real property is ac-

quired by adverse possession under approxi-

mately the same conditions as prescriptive title

to incorporeal property. There is this differ-

ence, however; prescriptive title presumes a

grant, whereas title by adverse possession is

based solely on the Statute of Limitations, al-

though some authorities go the unnecessary

length of presuming a grant. Adverse posses-

sion is the occupation of land in such a way
and for so long a time, that the real owner can

no longer maintain an action for its recovery.

Such title may not be acquired against the

State, as time is said not to run against the

King, but in New York state by statute the

state waives this protection after forty years'

adverse possession. Against municipalities,

most states, including New York and New Jer-

sey, do not recognize title by adverse posses-
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sion in streets, highways, etc., because such

public property is held in trust. The elements

of adverse possession parallel the elements of

a complete title; thus in New Jersey, mere

adverse entry gives possession, and twenty

years' occupancy gives the right of possession*

but it is not until sixty years have elapsed

that the right of property is complete, by
which is meant that after twenty years the

real owner has no right to the possession and

cannot reclaim it by mere reentry, but has re-

course to an action at law or equity which is

not barred until after sixty years. In most

states the Statute of Limitations is now twenty

years, as in New York, but in the Western

states it is frequently a shorter period.

Title by adverse possession begins in dis-

seizin of the real owner, followed by occupa-

tion and then the lapse of the statutory period

in which an action may be maintained for its

recovery. The disseizin must be with an ad-

verse claim of right, that is the disseizor must

make claim to the title. If he occupies under

color of title, this requisite is clearly met, for

then he has a deed or other instrument, defec-

tive in law which if good would entitle him to

the property claimed. When, however, one

goes into possession without color of title and

is in fact a mere squatter, it is difficult to show

logically that there is a disseizin with adverse

claim of title, but the law bridges the difficulty

by an assumption that possession presumes suf-

ficient title, which if continued for twenty years

becomes unassailable. There is, however, this
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difference carefully provided for by statute in

New York. One occupying without color of

title must actually cultivate or enclose the

property to which he seeks to acquire title, and

his title can never outrun his actual posses-

sion, but where the disseizor has color of title

a use or occupancy of a part will be sufficient

to establish title to all that property described

in the instrument which gives the color of title.

Where land is unoccupied mere payment of

taxes will not amount to adverse possession ex-

cept in some of the western states.

Where there has been a disseizin and pos-

session begun, it must, as with prescriptive

user, be (1) open, notorious and visible, al-

though actual notice to the disseized owner

need not be shown; (2) continuous and uni-

form, allowing periods of adverse possession

of ancestor and heir, devisor and devisee, ven-

dor and vendee, or any other successive claim-

ants who are in privity to the disseizor to join

their periods of possession; (3) peaceable and

uninterrupted; (4) with an adverse claim of

right, as already explained, so that one whose

possession begins in a tenancy or upon a li-

cense can not gain adverse title, at least until

he terminates his tenancy or license by dis-

claimer, followed in the case of a tenant by
removal and reentry; (5) for the full period

of the statute of limitations ; (6) the real owner

of the fee must have been under no disability

when the disseizin occurred; (7) the holding
must be with acquiescence of the fee owner, but

from this we must not understand that adverse
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title arises out of estoppel; this is an equi-

table doctrine, and has no application; acqui-

escence, as it results in adverse possession,

means simply failure to eject the claimant be-

fore the right to do so by action is barred by
a statute of limitations.

Important Rules Governing Title by Adverse

Possession

(a) Where the real owner is an infant, in-

sane, or imprisoned when the disseizin takes

place, the statute of limitations does not begin

to run until the disability ceases, for not being

able to maintain an action of ejectment he

should lose nothing thereby; but if the disabil-

ity occurs after the initial disseizin has already

started the statute arunning, then a subse-

quent disability does not interfere with the dis-

seizor's rights, or prolong the statute, but if

two or more disabilities exist at the time of the

disseizin, the statute will not run until the

longer lasting disability ceases. In New York

a statute provides that a disability shall not

in any case extend the statute for more than

ten years after the disability ceases. The ap-

plication of this rule is not settled, except that

it must in any case be specially pleaded.

(b) Possession under a tax title or lease is

sufficient color of title to support adverse pos-

session, but mere payment of taxes is not, ex-

cept in a few states.

(c) Adverse user alone will ordinarily re-
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suit in a prescriptive title to the right and

not the corporeal ownership of the property,
as a wall encroachment or the maintenance of

a division wall or fence.

(d) When sued, if the disseizor proves oc-

cupation for the statutory time, the plaintiff

must assail the title by proof of defects in

the holding, as a disability on the part of the

disseizee; but if the disseizor is seeking to

compel another to accept his title, he must show

the complete elements of successful adverse

possession, including proof that the disseizee

was under no disability.

(e) The common law and statutes prohibit

a sale by the disseizee of property adversely

held, even though the adverse title is not com-

plete. It is in effect the sale of an action for

ejectment, and is a misdemeanor in New York

if the disseizor has a color of title, but a dis-

seizee in that state may mortgage the prop-

erty which he has no right to sell.

(7) Title by accretion is the only natural

method of acquiring title. Where one's prop-

erty is built up by the gradual and impercepti-

ble action of the elements such as streams and

rivers, the new land belongs to the owner of the

old land, but if the change occurs suddenly, as

where a river shifts its bed in a flood, this is

avulsion and no change of title occurs. New
land acquired by accretion is subject to the

same liens, mortgages and servitudes as the

original property. This method of acquiring

title is termed alluvion by Blackstone.

(8) Title by escheat and forfeiture may be
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considered together. Escheat originally meant

an accident in the holding or devolution of

property, such as failure of heirs, which car-

ried the feud back to the original feoffor. Pub-

lic forfeiture was the sovereign interference with

and assertion of title where the owner had

violated the sovereign will as expressed in pub-
lic statutes. Both are illustrated in the com-

mission of a felony: the criminal law being

violated, the king in feudal times claimed the

property as a penalty and by way of forfeiture

for a year and a day ; the violation of the crimi-

nal law might result in attainder; there was

in any event a breach of the implied obligation

of the feoffee who held dum bene gesserit, and

when the king's title by forfeiture ended, the

feud was lost and acquired by the overlord by
escheat. Escheat is therefore a purely feudal

principle based on the ultimate ownership of

the feud in the overlord and of the land in the

sovereign. Modern statutes in this country

speak of escheat and of the state as the ulti-

mate owner of all property. This is not strict-

ly true under an allodial system of land hold-

ing and what is meant is that upon a complete

failure of heirs, which is now the only cause

of so-called escheat, title to real property

passes to the state in its sovereign political

capacity, and not in any sense as ultimate pro-

prietor of the land. Escheat never in modern

law affects titles between individuals but title

is acquired between individuals by forfeiture in

the very frequent cases of estates on condition

subsequent, when the condition is broken and
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there is a re-entry and consequent change of

title back to the original grantor or his heirs.

At the common law alienism affected title to

real property in these ways : title could not be

acquired by descent or purchase from an alien

and where title to property vested in an alien

it was subject to "inquest of office" on behalf

of the sovereign and resulted in "office found"

by which the alien lost his title to the sovereign.

Modern statutes make similar provision, but

alienism does not affect titles as it once did,

as the result of statutes such as found in New
York which provide that an alien may hold

title as a citizen, if his country affords simi-

lar rights to our citizens. Furthermore, a

declaration of intent to become a citizen will

give him for six years the rights of a citizen

to take, hold and convey real property.

(8) Title by prerogative results from the

sovereign power in the state or king to take

private property for public purposes. This

applies to both corporeal and incorporeal prop-

erty, and the right may be delegated by the

state to public service corporations. Popular-

ly it is known as title by eminent domain or

condemnation proceedings, and what has been

said of incorporeal rights so acquired will ap-

ply here to corporeal property.

TITLE BY ALIENATION

The various means which human ingenuity

has devised for transferring title, in English

law, fell within four prescribed methods known
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as the four common assurances of the realm,

by which is meant those methods which found

definite recognition throughout the realm.

These common assurances were (1) by deed,

(2) by devise, (3) by matter of record, and

(4) special custom. The latter two methods

have little modern application, but should be

explained in passing. Title by matter of rec-

ord applied particularly to fines and common

recoveries, which were fictitious law suits

brought by the intended grantee against the

prospective grantor, resulting in judgment giv-

ing title to the grantee. These were used to

bar estates tail and other forms of estates which

the grantor had no right to alien directly;

thus in a common recovery A being tenant in

fee tail desired to convey to B in fee absolute

but could not do so on account of the nature

of his estate. B thereupon sued A, claiming

that the property was rightfully his, A vouched

in the court crier or some other irresponsible

stranger alleging that the property had been

sold to him by this crier with a warranty; the

court crier thereupon defaulted and judgment
went for the plaintiff, the prospective pur-

chaser, and gave him good title not only against

A but against all of A's heirs, the original

donor, and all other claimants to the property.

A fine did not operate as far as a common re-

covery in that in an estate tail it did not cut

off the rights of the donor of the fee tail. Title

by special custom exists if at all in this coun-

try only in the case of away going crops, but

in England applied particularly to the custom
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of gavelkind and borough English as they ex-

isted in the county of Kent and other corners

of England where the Feudal influence did not

take root. So in gavelkind tenure the property
descended to all sons equally and not by primo-

geniture ; in borough English tenure the de-

scent was to the youngest son. As to dower,

curtesy, and other matters, these tenures dif-

fered from feudal tenures. So if a younger
son were to attempt to convey a part of his

deceased intestate father's property, his title

would be good by special custom if it were a

gavelkind tenure, and by the same token a

widow might claim dower in all of her husband's

property, and make a good conveyance of a

life estate in all of it.

TITLE BY DEED COMMON LAW CONVEYANCES

Conveyancing was a fine art at the common

law ; deeds were accurately fitted for particular

purposes, being divided into primary and sec-

ondary forms. Primary deeds were designed

to invest a new interest in one theretofore a

stranger to the title, whereas secondary deeds

were intended to affect titles already vested.

Primary deeds at the common law were : ( 1 )

Feoffment, or as it is called a charter of feoff-

ment, which was originally a mere written rec-

ord of what had occurred upon the livery of

seisin, which passed the title by a symbolical

delivery of a twig or clod of earth. This was

done in the presence of the pares curise or

peers of the realm, that is freemen neighbors
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of the feoffor and feoffee and their memories

served as the only evidence of what had been

done. Later, as men began to write, a record

was made of the feoffment and called the char-

ter of feoffment, and was necessarily always
recited in the past tense, dedisse et concessise.

Later the Statute of Frauds required that all

deeds be in writing.

(2) Deed of Gift was used at the common

law to convey a fee tail and for nothing else.

The fee was called a donation as expressed in

the Statute de Donis Conditionalibus probably
from the fact that it ordinarily existed be-

tween relatives and was in fact a gift rather

than a sale.

(3) Deed of Grant was a conveyance used

solely to alien incorporeal tenements, although
the term grant as now used is the most frequent

and perhaps broadest word of conveyance and

serves to transfer all and all kinds of estates

or interests in real property.

(4) Deed of Lease was used to convey any
estate less than a fee by one owning a greater
estate. A modern but inaccurate use of the

term is to speak of leases in fee which are in

fact grants in fee subject to perpetual rents.

(5) Deed of Exchange was used only to

transfer between parties estates of equal quan-

tity, but not necessarily of the same duration;

that is a life estate for a life estate.

(6) Deed of Partition was a deed used be-

tween coparceners and tenants in common at

the common law. A primary deed was re-

quired because each was seized independently
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of his or her own undivided share. In joint

tenancy, a quit claim deed was sufficient be-

cause each was seized of all as well as a part,

per my et per tout. By modern statutes a quit

claim deed, as in New York, may be sufficient

in any partition because it has the force of

a primary deed; but this is not the law of

New Jersey.

The secondary forms of deeds were: (1)

Deed of Release or quit claim, which, at the

common law, must run to one in possession for

the purpose of enlarging, adding an interest

or right, or extinguishing such in connection

with an estate already granted. In New York

this is treated as a primary form of deed and

is the only deed which a grantee can demand if

no special form of deed is called for by the con-

tract.

(2) Deed of Confirmation was an instrument

designed to correct or make good an earlier

defective or voidable conveyance.

(3) Deed of Surrender reversed the process

of the deed of release or quit claim; it yielded

up from one in possession his present estate

to one having a future interest as a remainder

or reversion. Thus a landlord would quit claim

or release to his tenant, and the tenant would

surrender to his landlord.

(4) Deed of Assignment was the form of

conveyance used to transfer an estate of a kind

already created by a primary deed of lease.

(5) Deed of Defeasance was a secondary

deed accompanying a primary deed, which it

was intended to defeat upon the happening of
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a given condition. It was used in connection

with and as a vital part of the mortgage. Its

counterpart is found in the defeasance clause

of the modern mortgage.

TITLE BY DEED CONVEYANCES UNDER THE

STATUTE OF USES

The most astute development of convey-

ancing arose by taking advantage of the Stat-

ute of Uses to accomplish secret transfers of

real property. This was done either with or

without transmutation of possession: where

A conveys property to B and his heirs for the

use of C and his heirs, there is a transmutation

of possession from A to B, but the title actually

goes to C because the Statute of Uses exe-

cutes the use, giving B both the legal and equi-

table estates. There was a similar result in

fines and common recoveries to uses.

Without transmutation of possession a con-

veyance might be accomplished in one of three

ways:

(1) By a covenant to stand seized to uses,

which occurred where A for a good as distin-

guished from a valuable consideration cove-

nants that he will stand seized for the benefit

of his son B ; this gives B the use and the stat-

ute at once executes it, thereby giving B both

the legal and equitable estate without any

change of possession.

(2) By bargain and sale deed where A con-

tracted for a valuable consideration to sell the

property to B ; the contract created an equi-
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table estate in B, the vendee; the Statute of

Uses executed this use and B acquired the title

without change of possession. This deed took

the place of the covenant to stand seized where

the conveyance was between strangers and for

a valuable consideration.

(3) By deed of lease and release, the crown-

ing achievement of secret conveyancing, ef-

fected after the Statute of Enrollment had

destroyed the secrecy of the bargain and sale

deed. That statute required all contracts for

the transfer of freehold estates to be recorded.

The statute was successfully avoided by the

bargain and sale of the fee for a year or more

and the release of the remainder after the stat-

ute of uses had annexed the possession un-

der the use. The modern bargain and sale

deed is a very different instrument, especially

in New York, where the English Statute of

Enrollment has never operated. Frequently,

too, the modern bargain and sale deed includes

covenants against the grantor's own acts, and

is used as a basis for executor's and sheriff's

deeds. In New York short forms of deeds are

prescribed by statute under a penalty of an

additional recording fee when not used.

TITLE BY DEED FORM OF DEEDS .

Grants are public or private ; a private grant

must in form meet the following requisites:

(1) It must be m writing on parchment or

paper and should be completed before its ex-

ecution. It may, however, be completed by an
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agent or the grantee even though orally au-

thorized and even after delivery. But an al-

teration by the grantee not in conformity with

the authority given, if material, vitiates any

executory covenants in the deed, but it does not

affect the title which has passed or the exe-

cuted parts of the deed. An immaterial al-

teration in the deed or a spoliation by stran-

gers has no effect and whether or not an al-

teration is material is a question of fact. The

use of paper and parchment is prescribed as

it is the most durable substance at the same

time least susceptible of alteration.

(2) There must be parties able to contract,

which excludes infants and insane persons, and

at the common law married women and aliens.

The deed of either an infant or an insane per-

son is voidable unless an insane person has been

judicially declared insane, in which case the

deed is absolutely void. An infant's deed may
be avoided any reasonable time after, but not

until majority, and the property recovered

without restoring the consideration, even

though the infant's grantee may have recon-

veyed to an innocent third person.

After majority any unequivocal act of af-

firmance by the infant will make the deed good.

A deed executed to an infant as grantee is

voidable if it is not on its face beneficial to the

infant. A deed executed by an infant as the

agent for a person of full age is not affected

by the infancy, but an infant can not act as

appointor under a power.
The deed of an insane person, although void-
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able, can be avoided only by first restoring the

consideration, that is placing the grantee in

statu quo, and only where the property is still

in the hands of the original grantee, unless the

grantor had been judicially declared insane.

At the common law a married woman's deed

was not good without the consent of her hus-

band. Married women's legislation has gener-

ally removed this disability, although we still

find a trace of it in New Jersey and other states

where a deed by a married woman must be

acknowledged separately from her husband and

can be proved in no other way. At the com-

mon law husband and wife could not convey to

each other but must first convey to a third

person as trustee who in turn reconveyed. Mod-

ern statutes permit direct conveyances and in

New York a power of attorney to a husband

by a wife is good to convey her property.

Aliens at the common law could not take,

hold or convey real property, but in this coun-

try statutes have quite generally removed this

disability as heretofore explained.

Corporations may not always be grantees

under a deed, where there is any limitation in

their charters or general statutes which limit

the amount of property the corporation may
take or hold. The original Statute of Mort-

main prohibited any grants to religious cor-

porations without the king's license, and mod-

ern statutes frequently limit the amount of

property which may be taken or held by charit-

able corporations. Business, corporations are,

as a rule, permitted to take and hold as much



property as is necessary to the carrying of the

business, and this is true in New York and

most states of foreign as well as domestic cor-

porations.

(3) There must be sufficient description of

the parties to a deed. Neither the grantors
nor grantees need be named if they are described

so there may be no mistake. A fictitious or as-

sumed name will serve if it represents a person
in being, but a conveyance to a partnership
name would be ineffective because there is no

such legal entity or being as a partnership,

and similarly of a deed by a copartnership.

Such a deed would, however, be given effect in

this way: if to a partnership any partner or

partners whose names appear in the firm name

would take the title in trust for the others,

and if from a partnership whoever signed the

partnership deed would be treated as the agent
of the partnership. A deed should state if the

subscriber signs by procuration. In New York

a liberal rule of construction makes a deed good
if signed and executed, even though the grantor
be not named ; a principle frequently applied

to deeds of husband and wife where the wife

joins but is not named as a grantor. A statute

in New York requires that the grantee's ad-

dress be included in the deed.

(5) The next requisite of a deed is the ag-

gregatio mentium, for a deed partakes to a cer-

tain extent of the nature of a contract, and if

there has been fraud, duress or mutual mis-

take, the deed is nugatory. There is no au-

thority, however, for so holding where there
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has been a purely unilateral mistake without

any circumstance of imposition or fraud.

(6) A deed requires a consideration, but as

between the parties there may be a good con-

sideration such as love and affection and noth-

ing more ; but a deed executed without a valu-

able consideration given at the time may be

attacked by creditors and does not constitute

the grantee a holder for value. At the com-

mon law a failure to recite a consideration re-

sulted in an implied trust for the grantor, and

to avoid this the recital of a nominal considera-

tion was introduced and is . still followed, al-

though no longer necessary. The recital of a

consideration is not conclusive and evidence

may be introduced dehors the instrument as to

the actual consideration. The seal played an

important part in this regard at the common

law. Deeds had to be sealed before signatures

were required, and where a deed was sealed

consideration was conclusively presumed ; mod-

ern statutes as in New York have made the

seal only presumptive evidence of consideration

as to the executory covenants in the deed.

(7) There must, of course, be as a subject

matter estate or right in real property, and

modern statutes, as in New York, make all in-

terests in real property alienable except a pos-

sibility of forfeiture or reverter on a fee.

(8) The deed requires apt words of aliena-

tion such as give, grant, alien, enfeoff, bar-

gain and sell, depending upon the kind of deed.

The operative words in a common law deed

carried certain implied covenants of title and
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right to convey, but in New York and other

states all implied covenants in a deed are abol-

ished.

(9) The deed must be executed as prescribed

by the lex loci situs. In New York it must be

subscribed at the end. If the grantor be pres-

ent, an agent may execute a deed without writ-

ten authority; but under any other condition,

the authority of an agent to execute a deed

must be by power of attorney, executed in the

same manner as the deed itself. Where an

agent signs he should denote that it is by pro-

curation, and an instrument signed by one

with an interest in the property will pass his

title, even though he signed on behalf of an-

other and described himself as such agent, but

did not show that he was signing for his prin-

cipal. The deed must be sealed even under the

New York statutes ; and while one seal is

enough for several grantors, a mere recital of

a seal will not do. The seal may be added

after the signature, and a scroll is sufficient

in New York and New Jersey. When a deed

has been signed and sealed it must be witnessed

or acknowledged. Without this it is good as

between the parties, but it cannot be recorded

and so third parties are not affected thereby,

even if they have actual notice of its existence

in the unwitnessed or unacknowledged condi-

tion. When witnessed and not acknowledged

by the grantor, the subscribing witness may
acknowledge as such and the deed may then

be recorded. Acknowledgment by the grantor
is necessary in Connecticut and Ohio, and in
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New Jersey where a married woman joins as

grantor with her husband, a witness can not

make a sufficient acknowledgment.

(10) Finally the deed must be delivered and

this supplies the vital element. Until delivered

it is a mere piece of paper. The deed takes

effect as of the time of delivery, so that a

deed executed and acknowledged by one who

has no title or by a corporation not yet in

existence, becomes good if before delivery the

defect is overcome. After a deed is delivered

its effect cannot be overcome by cancelling or

destroying it; there must be a reconveyance
unless the circumstance of its destruction is suf-

ficient to estop the grantee from claiming un-

der it. Delivery may be actual or i/n escrow.

To constitute actual delivery there must be an

intent to deliver coupled with an overt act; a

stolen deed is therefore ineffectual. Delivery

in escrow must be to a third party to be handed

to the grantee upon the happening of a pre-

scribed event or at a stated future date; as

against the grantor the delivery is complete

and he has no longer any control over it, al-

though of course if the event never occurs

there is in fact no delivery of any kind. Un-

less the escrow is in some way a matter of

record, subsequent grantees or mortgagees of

the grantor take good title. Incident to de-

livery is acceptance. Only the grantor signs

the deed; by accepting it the grantee becomes

bound by any covenants therein, such as re-

strictions in the use of the land. A grantee

before accepting may insist on the deed being
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read and if misread fraudulently the grantee

is not bound and there is no acceptance.

TITLE BY DEED RECORDING OF DEEDS

A deed properly executed and delivered binds

the parties ; it does not, however, affect third

parties under modern statutes until recorded.

Recording of instruments is purely statutory,

growing out of the English Statute- of Enroll-

ment. The statutes differ in the several states ;

thus in Ohio a deed which is not recorded is

void as to third parties ; in New Jersey a

contract for the sale of real property may be

recorded with the same effect as a deed, where-

as in New York such a contract is not within

the recording acts and gives no constructive

notice. With this exception practically all in-

struments affecting the title to real property

may be recorded. The benefit of recording is

lost, however, if the instrument is not properly

recorded and indexed, even though in New York

this be the mistake of the recording officer.

Likewise the recording of a defectively acknowl-

edged instrument is ineffectual. The defective

recording of an instrument or the recording

of a defectively acknowledged instrument or

an instrument not provided for in the recording

act may give actual notice if seen upon the

record.

The effect of recording is twofold: (1) it

gives constructive notice to all subsequent (but

not prior) purchasers or encumbrancers of the

property of all facts of title shown by the in-
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strument recorded and by any instrument re-

cited therein which is within the chain of title;

it does not, however, give notice of title facts

affecting another piece of property mentioned

in the instrument but not conveyed by it.

(2) Under certain conditions heretofore ex-

plained the recording of instrument may de-

termine the priority of title in favor of a bona

fide purchaser or encumbrancer for full value

and without notice.

TITLE BY DEED-ANALYSIS OF A DEED

What Blackstone calls the orderly and com-

ponent parts are these: (1) The premises;

wherein the date, names of the parties, their

relationship (and in New York their address-

es) and recitals of prior titles are set forth.

The date is not conclusive and a deed is not

necessarily bad because the acknowledgment
antedates it. The recitals may, as has been

shown, serve to create a title by estoppel even

though the deed is not good at the time of

delivery.

(2) Then follows the operative words of

grant and the description which is sufficient if it

serves to locate the property. In construing the

description courts will consider (a) the physical

situation as it existed when the grant was made ;

(b) the purposes sought to be accomplished

by the conveyance ; thus if it be a timber prop-

erty the conveyance may be construed to pass

merely a profit a prendre, or the timber as

such or the land with the timber depending
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on the circumstances ; but as has been shown

a deed of a body of water would never carry
the land under it. By construction, when not

by express terms, there will pass with the land

its appurtenances : that is the incorporeal

rights necessary to the use as it stands when

conveyed, so a mill owner would acquire the

water rights owned by the grantor even though
not included in the description. When any

corporeal property such as a building passes

with the land granted it is said to be as a part

and parcel of it, never as appurtenant. It

may be here noted that the grant of all the

profit of a certain property conveys the cor-

poreal property, but where a grantee is given

an unlimited right to remove from the land

a specific kind of property, such as timber or

minerals, he does not get the land, but title to

the timber or mineral at once passes to him.

Property is frequently described by natural

or artificial monuments ; and metes or bounds.

Where there is a conflict between these, the

natural monuments such as trees, etc., control ;

but every effort will be made to reconcile the

description in all ways and so directions may
be changed to fit the monuments. Where a

stream or highway is given as a boundary the

property runs to the middle line unless it be

a navigable stream or a publicly owned high-

way. The quantity stated in the description

as so many acres is frequently of help in fixing

the location and may be resorted to, and it is

exceedingly wise to add the words "more or

less" to avoid any plea of mistake in the deed,
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Finally and in the absence of other evidence,

the practical location as fixed by the parties

will control, such as fencing or building on the

land. When in modern practice conveyances
are made with reference to a filed map or city

map, the map is controlling if filed and statutes

in some states make the failure to file such a

map a misdemeanor.

(3) Following the description in the com-

mon law conveyance came the habendum clause

which served to denote the nature of the

grantee's estate, as a grant to A and his heirs

to hold in fee simple. The habendum clause

might enlarge but could not cut down the es-

tate granted by the operative words. Modern

rules of construction and statutes as in New
York give the grantee all that the grantor had

to convey, unless a part is expressly reserved,

so that the habendum clause is more or less ob-

solete.

(4) The tenendum clause fixed the tenure

by which the grantee or feoffee of the feud was

to hold, as in free and common socage, knight

service, etc., which at once determined the feu-

dal incidents attaching to the estate granted,

such as aids, reliefs, primer seisin, etc., which

differed as has been explained in different ten-

ures.

(5) The reddendum clause fixed the quan-

tum of services or return which the feoffee was

to yield in exchange for his feud, which it will

be remembered was a mere right to use land

conditioned upon service being rendered. The

reddendum and tenendum clauses have no place
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in allodial land holding, although in form they
are frequently retained.

(6) Where there are conditions, exceptions,

or reservations in the grant, they should be

next stated, as to A and his heirs, until B re-

turns from Rome ; or to A and his heirs, except

a certain building, now on the property; or to

A and his heirs, reserving, however, a right of

way over the south field, etc.

(7) If a deed be what is called a full cove-

nant or warranty deed, these should next be

set forth. The grantee is bound to the grantor

by no covenants except those he expressly

makes by accepting a deed containing cove-

nants restricting his use of the property; in

a conveyance in fee no restraint may be im-

posed on the grantee's right to convey. The

grantor's covenants are usually six in number:

(A) The covenant of seisin by which under

the generally accepted construction the grantor
binds himself that he is seized of the estate and

has the quantity of interest he conveys, and

that the grantee will not be disseized. The

Massachusetts courts construe this to mean

nothing more than that the grantor has the ac-

tual possession and a claim of title, under

which construction there would be no breach of

the covenant if the grantor had no title to ap-

purtenant easements such as water rights which

should pass under the grant. Under either view

the existence of an encumbrance does not vio-

late this covenant. The covenant is broken if

at all when the deed is delivered, but in New
York the Statute of Limitations does not run
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until there has been an actual eviction by the

owner of the paramount title. The covenant

now generally runs with the land, which is con-

trary to the common law rule. The damages
for its breach are limited to the actual purchase

price, except in Massachusetts and Maine.

(B) The covenant of the right to convey is

frequently treated as a part of the covenant of

seisin, although it is not such. A trustee might
be seized but have no right to convey, and

the donee of a power might have the right to

convey, but no seisin. As to other particulars

it resembles the covenant of seisin.

(C) The covenant against encumbrances is

intended essentially to protect against any out-

standing claim which would tend to diminish

the value of the grantee's estate, such as a

mortgage, judgment, lien, lease or encroach-

ment. The grantee can claim the benefit of the

covenant even though he takes title with knowl-

edge of the encumbrance. When the encum-

brance is a physical encroachment it may be

removed by ejectment, except in New York

City, where a special statute permits a six-inch

wall encroachment to stand if ejectment is not

brought within one year, although two years
is given to sue for damages. Party walls con-

stitute encumbrances according to the New
York view only when the wall was erected under

an agreement binding both parties to contribute

to the expense of rebuilding in the event of its

destruction. The covenant against encum-

brances is broken, if at all, at the time of the

conveyance; but as in the earlier covenants,
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the statute of limitations does not begin to run

against an action for its breach until there has

been some interference as the result of the

encumbrance, such as the foreclosure and sale

under an outstanding mortgage. This cove-

nant also runs with the land, subject to the

important qualification, that if a grantee who
took with such a covenant in his favor discovers

an encumbrance and thereafter excepts it in

his own grant to another grantee, the covenant

against the encumbrance is thereby extin-

guished, as to the second grantee. The dam-

ages for the breach of this covenant are the

same as in those earlier explained.

(D) The covenant of quiet enjoyment is

broken only by eviction under a paramount
title, and never by the act of a stranger. The

grantee need not wait actual eviction if the

paramount title is asserted, but until it is as-

serted he has no remedy under this covenant.

This covenant runs with the land and the dam-

ages are as in the earlier covenants.

(E) The covenant of further assurance

binds the grantor to execute at the expense of

the grantee any instrument in the power of

the grantor to furnish to assure the grantee's

title. In a Maryland case this was construed

to enure as well to the benefit of the grantee
who might under it acquire and tender an out-

standing title and so avoid a breach of other

covenants. This covenant runs with the land.

(F) Finally the covenant of warranty, the

forbear of all the others, arose out of the feudal

warranty of every overlord to his feoffee, and
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was a real warranty requiring him to replace

in land a lost feud. Common law warranties

were lineal or collateral and gave rise to much

interesting but now obsolete refinements. The

modern worth of a warranty is largely to pass

any title subsequently acquired by the grantor
to the grantee by way of estoppel; and, sec-

ondarily, the right to vouch in the warrantor

and all warrantors in the chain of title, when

the grantee's estate is attacked. The covenant

of warranty runs with the land and every part
of it when it is divided, and the release by one

grantor does not affect his grantee if made

without that grantee's knowledge and after that

grantee has taken title. The same rules of

damage, with the Massachusetts and Maine ex-

ceptions, govern this covenant as the earlier

ones.

In addition to these stereotyped covenants,

deeds frequently contain special express cove-

nants. With regard to these the important

question is, Do they run with the land and

the learning in Spencer's Case heretofore ex-

plained applies : If the covenant touches the

land and is not collateral, subsequent grantees

may claim the benefit of the covenant, but only

those in privity of estate with the original

covenantor. So where a husband joined in

his wife's deed containing covenants, only the

original grantees could enforce these against

the husband, who was bound only by contract,

not by privity of estate.

Covenants restricting the use of the prop-

erty run with the land. Party wall agreements
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run with and in favor of the land to be ben-

efited and as an encumbrance on the burdened

tenement unless carefully drawn to show that

the agreement is for the benefit of each.

TITLE BY DEVISE

The last of the common assurances of the

realm to be explained is by devise or will,

and the following rules concerning wills have

to do with the alienation of real property.

(1) The will spoke at the common law of

the time of making and no subsequently ac-

quired property passed by devise thereunder;

this is no longer the rule and a will passes title

to all property owned by the testator at his

death, excepting again non-alienable possibili-

ties of reverter or forfeiture.

(2) A devise may not now as at the com-

mon law be stricken out of a will ; it is effective

unless the will itself is burnt, torn, canceled,

obliterated, or superseded by another will or

modified by a duly executed codicil.

(3) A devise in an unmarried woman's will

is revoked by her subsequent marriage, but a

man's will is not revoked, except in California,

by marriage unless there be issue born and

either issue or wife survive and are otherwise

unprovided for.

(4) Posthumous children take by descent

even though there be a will, unless such will

makes express provision for them.

(5) At the common law if a devisee died be-

fore the testator the devise lapsed, and the
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property so devised passed by descent to the

devisor's heirs, even though there was a residu-

ary devisee named. Modern law turns a lapsed

devise over to the residuary devisee, and does

not permit a devise to lapse if the devisee leaves

descendants. In New York a devise to a de-

scendant passes to such deceased person's de-

scendants. In Massachusetts the same rule is

extended to include devises originally to col-

lateral relatives, whereas in New Hampshire
and Rhode Island the descendant of any de-

visee may take before the devise is permitted

to lapse. New York in 1912 extended the rule

to brother and sister.

CONCLUSION
Incident to real property are various forms

of statutory liens resulting from judgments, ex-

ecutions, transfer tax proceedings on dece-

dents' estates, attachments, unpaid taxes, and

so-called mechanics' liens. These are, however,

purely statutory and were unknown to the

common law, and as in any statutory matter,

the statutes should be consulted; the student

of law will early learn the folly of any other

course. Similarly, reference might be made

to the statutory methods of registering land

titles under the so-called Torrens System.

The purpose of this work, however, will have

been served if it has presented and explained in

a succinct but accurate form the substantive

principles governing the law of real property,

as more particularly developed in the Eastern

states.
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The following notes of cases and statutes are, as far

as possible, arranged by page and subject, so that refer-

ence from the text to the citations will be readily ac-

complished by using the page numbers.
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Lien Law (N. Y.) Consolidated Laws 1909 Ch. 38

231.

WATER, OIL AND GAS: See Notes on Servitudes.

ICE: Valentino vs. Schantz 216 N. Y. General Busi-

ness Law (N. Y.) Cons. Laws 1909 Ch. 25 260.

VEGETABLE PRODUCT: Bank of Lansingburg vs.

Crary 1 Barb. (N. Y.) 542. Matter of Chamberlain 140

N. Y. 390; N. Y. Code of Civil Procedure 2672 Subd. 6.

PAGE 5. TREES: Green vs. Armstrong 1 Denio

548; Dubois vs. Beaver 25 N. Y. 123; Drake vs. Wells

11 Allen (Mass.) 141.

MANURE: Goodrich vs. Jones 3 Hill (N. Y.) 142;

Ruckman vs. Cutwater, 28 N. J. L. 581.

CHURCH PEWS: Shaw vs. Beveridge 3 Hill (N. Y.)

141; Wall vs. Lee 34 N. Y. 141; French vs. Old South

Society 106 Mass. 479.
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PAGE 7. DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF
PROPERTY: Dec. Est. Law (N. Y.) Cons. Laws 1909

Ch. 18 80-98.

PAGE 8. LIABILITY OF REAL PROPERTY
FOR DEBT: N. Y. Code of Civil Pro. 1369 and

1430.

PAGE 9. LAW WHICH GOVERNS REAL PROP-
ERTY: N. Y. Code of Civ. Pro. 982a; Jacobus vs.

Colgate 216 N. Y. (N. Y. L. J. Feb. 22, 1916).

FEUDAL SYSTEM: Pollock & Maitland's History
of English Law Vol. 1 p. 67.

PAGE 14. Effect in New York of the Statute Quia

Emptores: Van Rensselaer vs. Hays 19 N. Y. 68; De-

Peyster vs. McMichael 6 N. Y. 467; Delancey vs. Piep-

gras 138 N. Y. 26; Matter of City of New York 216

N. Y. 67; Lembeck & Betz vs. Rosenstein 168 A. D.

(N. Y.) 563.

PAGE 19. FIXTURES: Mott vs. Palmer 1 N. Y.

564; Potter vs. Cromwell 40 N. Y. 287; Williamson vs.

N. J. So. Ry. Co. 29 N. J. E. 311.

PAGE 20. METHOD OF ANNEXATION: Wys-
tow's Case 14 Hen. VIII 25 B (1523); Liford's Case 11

Coke [46b] 1206; Horn vs. Baker 9 East 215.

INTENTHOW SHOWN: Conklin. vs. Parsons 1

Chandler (Wise.) 240; Cook vs. Whiting 16 111. 480; An-
drews vs. Day Button Co. 132 N. Y. 348; Snedeker vs.

Waring 12 N. Y. 171; Bishop vs. Bishop 11 N. Y. 123.

METHOD OF ANNEXATION AND EFFECT OF
REMOVAL: McKeage vs. Hanover Fire Ins. Co. 81

N. Y. 38; Ward vs. Kilpatrick 85 N. Y. 413; Matter of

City of New York, 192 N. Y. 295; Friedlander vs. Ryders
30 Nebr. 783.

RELATION OF PARTIES: Herzog vs. Marx 202

N. Y. 1.

BETWEEN HEIR AND NEXT OF KIN: House vs.

House 10 Paige's Ch. (N. Y.) 158; Ford vs. Cobb 20

N. Y. 344; Batterman vs. Albright 122 X. Y. 484; N. Y.

Code Civ. Pro. 2672 Sub. 4.

CO-OWNERSTENANTS IN COMMON: Cos-

griff vs. Foss 152 N. Y. 104.

MORTGAGEES OF REALTY AND CHATTEL:
New York; Tifft vs. Horton 53 N. Y. 377; N. Y. Per-

sonal Property Law (Cons. Laws Ch. 45 62). Massa-

chusetts: Clary vs. Owen 15 Gray 522.
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PAGE 21. United States and New Jersey: Fosdick

vs. Schall 99 U. S. 235; Detroit Steel Co. vs. Sisterville

Co. 233 U. S. 712; Campbell vs. Roddy 44 N. J. 244.

LANDLORD AND TENANT: Trade Fixtures:

Poole's Case 1 Salk (Eng.) 368; Bernheimer vs. Adams
70 A. D. (N. Y.) 114175 N. Y. 472.

Agricultural Fixtures: Elwes vs. Maw 3 East 38; Mott
vs. Palmer 1 N. Y. 564.

Removal by Tenant: Loughran Ross 45 N. Y. 792;

Lewis vs. Ocean N. P. Co. 125 N. Y. 341; Talbot vs.

Cruger 151 N. Y. 117; Kerr vs. Kingsbury 39 Mich. 150.

PAGE 23. FRANCHISES: People vs. Utica Ins.

Co. 13 Johns 352; Charles R. Bridge Co. vs. Warren B.

Co. 11 Peters 420; Mayor vs. Steamboat Co. 106 N. Y.

28.

RENT: Feudal aspects of Rent Service Delancey
vs. Piepgrass, 138 N. Y. 26.

PAGE 26. DISTRESS ABOLISHED IN NEW
YORK (L. 1846; Ch. 274): Exists as at common law

in New Jersey: Compiled Statutes (1910) 1939.

DRENT SECK ON GRANTS IN FEE: Woodruff
vs. Oswego Starch Co. 177 N. Y. 23.

PAGE 2S.APPORTIONABLE NOW AS TO TIME
AS WELL AS PERSONS: Marshall vs. Mosely 21 N.

Y. 280; Statute of 2 Geo. II N. Y. Code of Civ. Pro.

2674.

PAGE 29. RIGHT TO RE-ENTER: New York
Code of Civ. Pro. 1504 and 1505; Martin vs. Rector 118

N. Y. 476. See Later Notes on Estates for Years.

PAGE SB. EASEMENTS: BY COVENANT IN
DEED: Ref. Prot. Dutch Church vs. M. A. Building
Co. 214 N. Y. 268; Johnson vs. S. I. C. M. Assoc. 122

N. Y. 330.

By Implied Grant: Spencer vs. Kilmer 151 N. Y.

390; Beardsley vs. New Berlin Co. 207 N. Y. 34; Lamp-
man vs. Milks 21 N. Y. 505; Taylor vs. Wright 76 N. J.

E. 121.

PAGE 33. EASEMENTS: BY RESERVATION AS
DISTINGUISHED FROM EXCEPTION: Andrus vs.

National Sugar Ref. Co. 72 A. D. 551; White vs. Miller

200 N. Y. 29; Tuscarora Club vs. Brown 215 N. Y. 543.

PAGE 34. BY IMPLIED RESERVATION: Pyer
vs. Carter 1 H. & N. (Eng.) 916; Wells vs. Garbutt 132

N. Y. 430.
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WAYS OF NECESSITY: Paine vs. Chandler 134 N.

Y. 385; Kingsley vs. Land Co. 86 Maine 279.

PAGE 35. PRESCRIPTIVE EASEMENTS: Con-

tinuous and Uniform User Ochoa vs. Hernandex, 220

U. S. 139; Treadwell vs. Inslee 120 N. Y. 458; Pollard

vs. Barnes, 2 Cush. (Mass.) 191; Branch vs. Doane, 17

Conn. 402; American Bank Note Co. vs. N. Y. El. Ry.
Co. 129 N. Y. 252; Baldwin vs. Calkins, 10 Wend. (N.

Y.) 167; Hoffman vs. Armstrong 48 N. Y. 201; L. I.

R. R. vs. Mulry 212 N. Y. 108.

Peaceable and Uninterrupted: Plimpton vs. Converse

42 Vt. 712; Morris Canal B. Co. vs. Diamond Mills Co.

64 Atl. Rep. (N. J.) 746; Lehigh Valley Co. vs. Mc-
Farlan 43 N. J. L. 605.

With Adverse Claim of Right: Ashley vs. Ashley 4

Gray (Mass.) 197.

Against Fee Owner Effect on Tenant: Bright vs.

Walker 1 C. M. R. (Eng.) 211; Wallace vs. Fletcher 30

N. H. 353; Ladyman vs. Grave 6 Ch. App. (Eng.) 763;

Holland vs. Long 7 Gray (Mass.) 487.

Owner Under No Legal Disability: Scallon vs. Man-
hattan Ry. Co. 185 N. Y. 364.

Effect of Prescriptive User on State and Municipali-
ties: Rockland vs. Radcliffe, 182 Q. B. (Eng.) 287;

Deshong vs. City of N. Y. 176 N. Y. 475; Lincoln S. D.

Co. vs. City of N. Y. 210 N. Y. 34 ; Cross vs. Morristown

18 N. J. E. 305; Tainter vs. Morristown 19 N. J. E. 46.

PAGE 36. EQUITABLE EASEMENTS: Tall-

madge vs. East River Bank 26 N. Y. 105; Korn vs.

Campbell 192 N. Y. 490; Equitable Life Ass. Soc. vs.

Brennan 148 N. Y. 661; Biggs vs. Sea Gate Assn. 211

N. Y. 482; Lewis vs. Gollner 129 N. Y. 227; Trustees

of Columbia Univ. vs. Lynch, 70 >N. Y. 440; 87 N. Y.311.

SERVITUDES AS DISTINGUISHED FROM
EASEMENTS: Stevens vs. N. Y. E. R. R. Co. 130

N. Y. 95; Scriver vs. Smith 100 N. Y. 471.

PAGE ST. EASEMENTS IN GROSS: Mayor of

City of New York vs. Law, 125 N. Y. 380; Willetts vs.

Langhaar 212 Mass. 573; Borough Bill Posting Co. vs.

Levy, 144 A. D. (N. Y.) 784.

PAGE 38. PRESCRIPTIVE SERVITUDES: Speir

vs. Town of New Utrecht 121 N. Y. 420; N. Y. Cons.

Law, Ch. 25 309.
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BY CUSTOM: Fitch vs. Rawling, 2 Hy. Blackstone

(Eng.) 393; Pearsall vs. Post, 20 Wend. (N. Y.)
111-118.

BY DEDICATION: Bissell vs. N. Y. Central R. R.

Co. 23 N. Y. 61 ; Stillman vs. City of Olean, 210 N. Y.

168; Carpenter vs. Gwynn 35 Barb. (N. Y.) 395; Old

South Assn. vs. Codman, 211 Mass. 211.

BY OPERATION OF LAW: In re City of Brook-

lyn 143 N. Y. 596; N. Y. Highway Law (Cons. Law,

1909, Ch. 30) 211; McCabe vs. City of New York 213

N. Y. 468; Barber vs. Wolf 216 N. Y. 7; Prime vs. City

of Yonkers 192 N. Y. 105; N. Y. Highway Law (Cons.

Laws, 1909, Ch. 30) 59.

PAGE 39. STREET RIGHTS: Story vs. N. Y. E.

R. R. Co. 90 N. Y. 122; Paige vs. Schenectady Ry. Co.

178 N. Y. 102; Muhlker vs. Harlem R. R. Co. 197 U. S.

544, 173 N. Y. 549; Fobes vs. R. W. & O. R. R. Co. 121

N. Y. 505; Winter vs. N. Y. & N. J. Tel. Co. 51 N. J. L.

83.

CONDEMNATION PROCEEDINGS IN NEW
YORK: N. Y. Code of Civ. Pro. 3357-3384; Laws of

1915 Ch. 596.

PAGE 40. NATURAL SERVITUDES: .LIGHT,
AIR AND ACCESS: Doyle vs. Lord, 64 N. Y. 432;

Green vs. Van Meter, 54 N. J. E. 270.

PAGE 41. LATERAL AND SUBJACENT SUP-
PORT: Lasala vs. Holbrook, 4 Paige Ch. 168; White vs.

Trust Co., 168 N. Y. 155; Douglas vs. Coonley, 156 N. Y.

521; Riley vs. Rail Joint Co. 110 A. D. (N. Y.) 787;

Radcliff's Excr. vs. Mayor, 4 N. Y. 195; Schultz vs.

Byers, 53 N. J. L. 442; Dorrity vs. Rapp, 72 N. Y. 307;

Graves vs. Berdan, 26 N. Y. 498; N. Y. Laws, 1885, Ch.

456 (affecting New York City).

PAGE 42. WATER RIGHTS: Surface Waters:

Barkeley vs. Wilcox 86 N. Y. 140; McKee vs. D. & H.

Co. 125 N. Y. 353.

STREAMS, RIVERS AND SHORES: Shiveley vs.

Bowlby, 152 U. S. 1 ; Barnes vs. Midland R. R. Co., 193

N. Y. 378; Smith vs. City of Rochester 92 N. Y. 463;

Rumsey vs. N. Y. & N. E. R. R. Co. 133 N. Y. 79; Mat-

ter of City of Buffalo 206 N. Y. 319 ; People vs. Steeple-

chase Park Co. 165 A. D. 231 ; Worthen vs. White Spring

Paper Co. 75 N. J. E. 624.

PAGE 43. SUBTERRANEAN WATERS: Acton
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vs. Blundell, 12 M. & W. (Eng.) 324; Bliss vs. Greeley
45 N. Y. 671; Peo. Gas Co. vs. Tyner 131 Indiana 277;

Phelps vs. Noles 72 N. Y. 39 ; Smith vs. City of Brooklyn
160 N. Y. 357; Forbell vs. City of New York 164 N. Y.

522; Ocean Grove C. M. Assn. vs. Asbury Park 40 N. J.

E. 447; Lindsley vs. Natural Carbonic Gas Co. 220 U.
S. 61.

PAGE 44. CONVENTIONAL SERVITUDES :

PARTY WALLS AND DIVISION FENCES: Stat-

utes in Western States; O'Neil vs. Van Tassell, 137 N. Y.

297; Mott vs. Oppenheimer 135 N. Y. 312.

PAGE 46. IMPORTANT RULES GOVERNING
EASEMENTS AND SERVITUDES: Effect of Non-
User Smyles vs. Hastings, 22 N. Y. 217.

Destruction by License: Morse vs. Copeland, 2 Gray
(Mass.) 302.

Abandonment: Corning vs. Gould, 16 Wend. (N. Y.)
531; Foote vs. N. Y. E. R. Co. 147 N. Y. 367; Taylor vs.

Hampton 4 McCord (S. C.) 96.

PHYSICAL DESTRUCTION OF SERVIENT
TENEMENT: Hart vs. Krueger, 121 N. Y. 386; Snow
vs. Pulitzer, 142 N. Y. 263; 55 Ark. 18; Douglas vs.

Coonley 156 N. Y. 521.

PAGE 47. PROFITS A PRENDRE : Blackstone's

Commentaries (Chase's Edition) p. 228 et seq; Van
Rensselaer vs. Radcliff, 10 Wend. (N. Y.) 639; Watts
vs. Coffin 11 Johns. (N. Y.) 495.

PAGE 48. LICENSES: Wood vs. Leadbitter 13 M.
& W. (Eng.) 837; Pratt vs. Ogden 34 N. Y. 20; Wiseman
vs. Lucksinger, 84 N. Y. 31; Crosdale vs. Lanigan 129

N. Y. 604; Woollcott vs. Schubert, 218 N. Y.

PAGE 53. NATURE AND REQUISITES OF A
TRUST: Tyrell's Case 2 Dyer 155-A (Abrogated in

N. Y., 1830, Ch. 547; L., 1896, 72); Meyers vs. Ameri-
can Security Co., 222 U. S. 295; Zabriskie vs. R. R. Co.

33 N. J. E. 22; Woodward vs. James, 115 N. Y. 346;

Losey vs. Stanley 147 N. Y. 560.

PAGE 55. PROOF OF TRUST: N. Y. Real Prop-

erty Law (Cons. Laws, 1909, Ch. 52 242) ; Hutchins vs.

Van Vechten, 140 N. Y. 115; Hill vs. Warsawski, 93 A.

D. (N. Y.) 198.

INTENT TO CREATE A TRUST: Cunningham vs.

Davenport 147 N. Y. 43; Wadd vs. Hazleton 137 N. Y.

215; Souverbye vs. Arden 1 John Ch. (N. Y.) 256; Young
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vs. Young, 80 N. Y. 422; Matter of James, 146 N. Y. 78;

Tarbox vs. Grant, 56 N. J. E. 199; Ellis vs. Nimmo,
1 Lloyd and Gould (Eng.) 333.

REVOCATION OF EXPRESS TRUST: Bernard

vs. Gantz, 140 N. Y. 255; Van Cott vs. Prentice, 104 N.

Y. 45; N. Y. Real Property Law (Cons. Laws, 1909, Ch.

52) 145.

PRECATORY TRUSTS: Colton vs. Colton 12T U. S.

300; Clay vs. Wood 153 N. Y. 134; Cole vs. Littlefield

35 Me. 439 ; Lines vs. Darden 5 Fla. 51.

PAGE 56. SPENDTHRIFT TRUSTS: N. Y. Code

of Civ. Pro. 1391; Real Property Law (N. Y.) 98;

Dammert vs. Osborn, 186 N. Y. 339
;
Matter of Ungrich,

201 N. Y. 415.

PAGE 57. CHARITABLE TRUSTS: Stat. 43 Eliz.

Ch. 4; Jackson vs. Phillips, 14 Allen 539; Vidal vs.

Girard's Exec., 2 How. 147; Coggeshall vs. Pelton, 7

Johns Ch. (N. Y.) 292; Williams vs. Williams, 8 N. Y.

525; Holland vs. Alcock, 108 N. Y. 312; Tilden vs.

Green, 130 N. Y. 29; Matter of Shattuck, 193 N. Y.

446 ; Matter of Robinson, 203 N. Y. 380 ; Matter of Cun-

ningham, 206 N. Y. 601; Trustees Sailors Snug Harbor

vs. Carmody, 211 N. Y. 286; Allen vs. Stevens, 161 N. Y.

122; St. John vs. Andrews Inst., 191 N. Y. 254; N. Y.

Laws, 1893, Ch. 701; N. Y. Decedents Estate Law

(Cons. Laws, 1909, Ch. 18) 17, 18, 19, 20; N. Y. Real

Property Law 113 et seq.

PAGE 59. PRIVATE EXPRESS TRUSTS: N. Y.

Real Property Law, 93-96 et seq; Townshend vs.

Frommer, 125 N. Y. 446; Dennison vs. Dennison, 185

N. Y. 438; Hogan vs. Kavanagh, 138 N. Y. 417; Kip vs.

Hirsch, 103 N. Y. 565; Matter of Esterley, 202 N. Y.

466.

PAGE 61. RESULTING TRUSTS: Payment of

Purchase Price Smithsonian Inst. vs. Meech 169

U. S. 398; Schierloh vs. Schierloh 148 N. Y. 103;

McKinley vs. Kessam 202 N. Y. 24; St. Stanislaus

Church vs. Algemeine Verein, 31 A. D. (N. Y.) 133,

164 N. Y. 606; Jermiah vs. Pitcher 26 A. D. 402, 163

N. Y. 574; Gill vs. O'Brien 166 A. D. 92; N. Y. Real

Property Law 94.

PAGE 62. FOLLOWING TRUST FUNDS: Coles

vs. Coles, 54 A. D. (N. Y.) 37.

PAGE 63. FAILURE OF DECLARATION: Ef-
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feet of Residuary Devise Marsh vs. Wheeler 2 Edw.

Ch. (N. Y.) 156; Cruikshank vs. Home for Friendless

113 N. Y. 337.

PAGE 64. CONSTRUCTIVE TRUSTS: Fraud
in Procuring Grant or Devise Riggs vs. Palmer 115

N. Y. 506; Amherst College vs. Ritch 151 N. Y. 282;

Edson Cases, 154 N. Y. 199; 155 N. Y. 555; Derry vs.

Peek, L. R. 14 A. C. 337.

PAGE 65. NATURE OF TRANSACTION: Var-

ick vs. Edwards 1 Hoff Ch. 402; Matter of O'Hara 95

N. Y. 403; Diamond Match Co. vs. Roeber 106 N. Y.

473; Buckingham vs. Corning 91 N. Y. 525; N. Y. Cons.

Laws 1909 Ch. 25 377.

RELATION OF PARTIES: Moore vs. Moore, 5 N.

Y. 256; Keech vs. Sanford, 1 L. C. Equity 44; Mitchell

vs. Reed 61 N. Y. 123; Markle's Estate 182 Pa. St. 378;

Boyer vs. East, 161 N. Y. 580; Tyrell vs. Bank of Lon-

don 10 H. L. C. 26; N. Y. Code of Civ. Pro. 1679.

PAGE 66. FRAUD ON THIRD PERSONS: Ef-

fect of Notice Evelyn vs. Templar, 2 Bro. Ch.

148; Matter of Jacobs 98 N. Y. 98; N. Y. Real Prop-

erty Law 226.

In Favor of What Creditors: Southard vs. Benner,

72 N. Y. 424; Distilled Spirits Case, 78 U. S. 356; Phelan

vs. Brady, 119 N. Y. 587; Packer vs. Conner, 93 N. Y.

118.

PAGE 68. DOCTRINE OF CONSIDERATION:
Bay vs. Coddington 5 Johns Ch. 54; American Sugar
Ref. vs. Fancher 145 N. Y. 552; Ten Eyck vs. Witbeck

135 N. Y. 40.

Application of Purchase Money: Abolished in New
York Real Property Law, 108.

PAGE n.FEE SIMPLE ABSOLUTE: Lott vs.

Wyckoff, 2 N. Y. 355.

THE WORDS HEIRS NO LONGER NECESSARY
IN NEW YORK: N. Y. Real Property Law 240;

Grain vs. Wright, 114 N. Y. 307.

Restriction on Use as Distinguished from Alienation:

Trustees vs. Lynch, 70 N. Y. 440.

PAGE 74. QUALIFIED FEES FEE TAILS:
Statute De Donis Conditionalibus, 13 Edw. I 1285; Mc-

Gregor vs. Comstock, 17 N. Y. 162; Roseboom vs. Van

Vechten, 5 Denio 420; James vs. DuBois, 16 N. J. L.

285.
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PAGE 76. Abolishel in New York: L. 1782

Ch.; N. Y. Real Property Law, 32; N. J. Compiled
Statutes (910) Page 1921 11.

PAGE 78. ESTATES FOR LIFE: Number Limited

in New York: N. Y. Real Property Law, 43; Matter

of Moore, 152 N. Y. 602.

PUR AUTER VIE: N. Y. Real Property Law,

34, 35.

Presumptive Death: N. Y. Code of Civ, Pro., 841.

PAGE 79. ESTATE DURING MARRIAGE:
Bertles vs. Nunan, 92 N. Y. 152; Naylor vs. Field, 29

N. J. L. 287.

PAGE 81. CURTESY: Hatfield vs. Sneden, 54 N.

Y. 280; Hunter vs. Whitworth, 9 Ala. 965; Albany Co.

Bank vs. McCarty, 149 N. Y. 71; N. J. Laws of 1915

Ch. 31.

PAGE 86. DOWER Inchoate Right: Clifford vs.

Kampfe, 147 N. Y. 383; Moore vs. Moore, 8 N. Y. 110;

Rumsey vs. Sullivan, 166 A. D. (N. Y.) 246.

Chose in Action: Mut. Life Ins. Co. vs. Shipman, 119

N. Y. 324.

Quarantine: Matter of Mesereau, 38 Misc. (N. Y.)
308.

Requisites of Marriage: Price vs. Price, 124 N. Y.

589; Thorp vs. Thorp, 90 N. Y. 602.

In Legal and Equitable Estates: Hawley vs. James,
5 Paige 451; Phelps vs. Phelps, 143 N. Y. 197; Dower
Act (Eng.), 1834 304 Wm. IV Ch. 105; N. Y. Real

Property Law, 190.

PAGE 87. ASSIGNMENT AND DETENTION:
N. Y. Code of Civ. Pro. 1596 et seq.; Armstrong vs.

Union College, 55 A. D. (N. Y.) 302.

PAGE 90. DOWER HOW LOST: Divorce Van
Cleaf vs. Burns, 118 N. Y. 549; Starbuck vs. Starbuck,

173 N. Y. 503; Byron vs. Byron, 134 A. D. (N. Y.) 320;

Atherton vs. Atherton, 181 U. S. 155.

Deed Nelson vs. Brown, 144 N. Y. 384; Wronkow vs.

Oakley, 133 N. Y. 505; N. Y. Real Property Law,

186, 187; N. Y. Code of Civ. Pro., 1571.

PAGE 91. ESTOPPEL IN PAIS: Hunt vs. Reilly,

24 R. I. 68.

PAGE 92. STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS: Mac-

kenna vs. Fidelity Trust Co., 184 N. Y. 411.
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PAGE 94. JOINTURE: Akin vs. Kellogg, 119 N.

Y. 441.

PAGE 95. TESTAMENTARY PROVISION: Ver-

non vs. Vernon, 53 N. Y. 351; Flynn vs. McDermott,
183 N. Y. 62; Lewis vs. Smith, 9 N. Y. 503; Colgate vs.

Colgate, 23 N. J. E. 372.

PAGE 99. WASTE: Winship vs. Pitts, 3 Paige Ch.

262; Althorf vs. Wolfe, 22 N. Y. 355; Austin vs. Rail-

way Co., 25 N. Y. 334; Cook vs. Transportation Co., 1

Denio 91; Hoolihan vs. Hoolihan, 193 N. Y. 197; Rogers
vs. Atl. Gulf & Ref. Co., 213 N. Y. 245; Gaines vs. Green

Pond Co., 33 N. J. E. 603; N. Y. Code of Civ. Pro.

1655-1656.

PAGE 102. ESTATES FOR YEARS Duration:

N. Y. Laws 1881, Ch. 188; N. Y. Const. Art. 1 13;

Mass. Gen. Stat. Ch. 121 1; Madison Institute vs. U.

S. 23 Ct. of Claims 188.

Taxation: Woodruff vs. Oswego Starch Co., 177 N. Y.

23.

PAGE IOS.INTERESSE TERMINI: Whitney vs.

Allaire, 1 N. Y. 305.

PAGE 104. LEASES Insane Lessor: Blinn vs.

Schwartz, 177 N. Y. 252.

Infant Lessor: McGreal vs. Taylor, 167 U. S. 688.

PAGE 105. STATUTE OF FRAUDS: Young vs.

Dake, 5 N. Y. 463; Blumenthal vs. Bloomingdale, 100

N. Y. 558.

Implied: Colville vs. Miles, 127 N. Y. 159; Probst

vs. Rochester Steam L. Co., 171 N. Y. 584; Jackson vs.

Bodle, 20 Johns 184.

Renewal: Zorkowski vs. Astor, 156 N. Y. 393; Van
Buren vs. Wotherspoon, 164 N. Y. 368; Leiter vs. Pike,

127 111. 287.

Contract for a Lease: Mayor vs. McCreary, 119

N. Y. 434; Shubert vs. Sondheim, 138 A. D. (N. Y.)

800.

Right to Possession : Gardner vs. Keteltas, 3 Hill 330 ;

Ells vs. Morse, 208 N. Y. 103.

Rule of Caveat Emptor: N. Y. Tenement House Act

(Cons. Laws 1909 Ch. 99) 123; Smith vs. Man-able,

11 M. & W. 5; Harrington vs. Douglas, 181 Mass. 178;

Doyle vs. Union Pac. R. R. Co., 147 U. S. 413; Daly vs.

Wise, 132 N. Y. 306.
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PAGE 107. CONDITION IN LEASES: Dumpor's
Case, 4 Co. Rep. 119b; Murray vs. Harway, 56 N. Y.

337; Hall vs. Gould, 13 N. Y. 127.

PAGE 108. EXPRESS COVENANTS IN LEASES
To Repair: Tuttle vs. Tompkins, 2 Wend. 407;

Appleton vs. Marx, 191 N. Y. 81; Houston Elec. Co. vs.

Durant, 144 N. Y. 34; Gould vs. Springer, 206 N. Y.

641.

To Rebuild: Guernsey vs. Butterick Pub. Co., 85

Misc. 380; N. Y. Real Property Law, 227.

To Comply with Municipal Regulations: Matter of

U. S. Trust Co., 116 A. D. (N. Y.) 349; Herald Square

Realty Co. vs. Saks, 215 N. Y. 427.

PAGE 110. NOT TO ASSIGN OR UNDERLET:
Craig vs. Swinners, 47 Minn. 189; Gansen vs. Tifft, 71

N. Y. 48; Riggs vs. Pursell, 66 N. Y. 193; Oxley vs.

James, 13 M. W. (Eng.) 209.

PAGE 114. IMPLIED COVENANTS: New York
Real Property Law, 240, 251.

Of Title: Mayor vs. Cashman, 10 Johns 96; United

States vs. Bostwick, 94 U. S. 53.

PAGE 115. TO PAT FOR USE AND OCCUPA-
TION: Preston vs. Hawley, 139 N. Y. 296.

To Protect Landlord's Interest: N. Y. Real Prop-

erty Law, 225.

PAGE 116. EVICTION Actual: Presby vs. Ben-

jamin, 169 N. Y. 377; Folts vs. Huntley, 7 Wend. 210.

PAGE 117. CONSTRUCTIVE: Dyett vs. Pendle-

ton, 8 Cow. 727; Duhain vs. Mermod, 211 N. Y. 364.

Damages: Snow vs. Pulitzer, 142 N. Y. 263; Thur-

neau vs. Thornhill, 2 W. Bl. (Eng.) 1078; Matter of

Strasburger, 132 N. Y. 128; Mack vs. Patchin, 42 N. Y.

167.

Effect on Rent: O'Brien vs. Smith, 37 N. Y. Stat.

Rep. 41; aff. 129 N. Y. 620; Edwards vs. McLean, 122

N. Y. 302; Fleishman vs. Toplitz, 134 N. Y. 349; New
York Real Property Law, 227.

When Covenants Run With the Land: Spencer's Case,

5 Co. Rep. 16a; Norman vs. Wells, 17 Wend. 136; Has-

brouck vs. New Paltz Ry. Co., 98 A. D. (N. Y.) 563.

PAGE 120. ILLEGAL USE OF PREMISES: N.

Y. Code of Civ. Pro., 2231; subd. 5; New York Penal

Law, 1146; New York Real Property Law, 231}

New York Tenement House Act, 109 and 124.
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PAGE 121. LIABILITIES FOR INJURIES ON
DEMISED PREMISES: Swords vs. Edgar, 59 N. Y.

28; Irvine vs. Wood, 51 N. Y. 224; Fish vs. Dodge, 4

Den. 311; Golob vs. Pasinsky, 178 N. Y. 458; Paltey vs.

Egan, 200 N. Y. 83; Loucks vs. Dolan, 211 N. Y. 237;
Citron vs. Bayley, 36 A. D. (N. Y.) 130.

PAGE 122. TERMINATION OF LEASES: Moore
vs. Pitts, 53 N. Y. 85; Stewart vs. L. I. R. R. Co., 102

N. Y. 601; Eten vs. Luyster, 60 N. Y. 252; Witmark vs.

N. Y. E. R. R. Co., 76 Hun 302; Gray vs. Kaufman

Dairy Co., 162 N. Y. 388; International T. Co. vs. Weeks,
203 U. S. 364; Matter of Mayor, etc., 168 N. Y. 254.

PAGE 123. ESTOPPEL OF TENANT AND EF-
FECT OF DISCLAIMER: Church vs. Schoonmaker,
115 N. Y. 570; Prevot vs. Lawrence, 51 N. Y. 219; In-

graham vs. Baldwin, 9 N. Y. 45; Jackson vs. Rowland,
6 Wend. (N. Y.) 666; Delancy vs. Genong, 9 N. Y. 1.

PAGE 124. ADVERSE POSSESSION: N. Y.

Code of Civ. Pro., 373.

PAGE 125. ENFORCEMENT OF LEASB-
Ejectment: N. Y. Code of Civ. Pro., 1505-1508;

Peabody vs. Longacre Bldg. Co., 188 N. Y. 103; Beach

vs. Nixon, 9 N. Y. 35; Reich vs. Cochran, 213 N. Y. 416;

Palmer Singer Co. vs. Barney Estate, 149 A. D. 136;

N. J. Compiled Statutes (1910) 1988-1992; 3069-3079.

Summary Proceedings: N. Y. Code Civ. Pro., 2231

et seq.

PAGE 130. ESTATES AT WILL AND FROM
YEAR TO YEAR: Talamo vs. Spitzmuller, 120 N. Y.

37; Lamed vs. Hudson, 60 N. Y. 102; Kennedy vs. City
of New York, 196 N. Y. 19; Adams vs. City of Cohoes,

127 N. Y. 175; Mandel vs. Koerner, 90 Misc. (N. Y.) 9;

Hold-Over Tenants: Haynes vs. Aldrich, 133 N. Y.

287; Herter vs. Mullen, 159 N. Y. 28; Barson vs. Mulli-

gan, 191 N. Y. 306; Regan vs. Fosdick, 23 Misc. (N.

Y.) 623; Bliss vs. Johnson, 73 N. Y. 529; N. Y. Real

Property Law, 228-232.

PAGE 131. ESTATES BY SUFFERANCE: Row-
an vs. Lytle, 11 Wend. 617; Smith vs. Littlefield, 51 N.

Y. 539.

PAGE 135. TENANCY IN COMMON: Matter of

Kimberly, 150 N. Y. 90; Overheiser vs^ Lackey, 207 N.

Y. 229; Myers vs. Bolton, 157 N. Y. 393; Mott vs. Un-

derwood, 148 N. Y. 463.
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PAGE 136. BY ENTIRETY: Bertles vs. Nunan,
92 N. Y. 152; Hiles vs. Fisher, 144 N. Y. 306; Matter

of Klatz, 216 N. Y. 83; Matter of Albrecht, 136 N. Y.

91; McDermott vs. French, 15 N. J. E. 80; 16 Mass. 480.

Incidents of Co-ownerships: Van Home vs. Fonda,
5 Johns Ch. 388; Palmer vs. Palmer, 150 N. Y. 139;

Cosgriff vs. Foss, 152 N. Y. 104; Starkweather vs. Jen-

ner, 216 U. S. 524; Valentine vs. Healey, 178 N. Y. 391;

Barson vs. Mulligan, 198 N. Y. 23; City vs. McGeer, 198

N. Y. 160; Le Barron vs. Babcock, 122 N. Y. 153.

PAGE 137. PARTNERSHIP PROPERTY: Buck-

ley vs. Doig, 188 N. Y. 238; Darrow vs. Calkins, 154 N.

Y. 503.

PAGE 138. PARTITION: Wood vs. Fleet, 36 N.

Y. 498; Taylor vs. Millard, 118 N. Y. 244; Kellum vs.

Core, 209 N. Y. 486; Doane vs. Mercantile Trust Co.,

160 N. Y. 494; N. Y. Code of Civ. Pro., 1532 et seq.

PAGE 140. ESTATES ON CONDITION: Nicoll

vs. N. Y. & Erie R. R. Co., 12 N. Y. 121; Cunningham
vs. Packer, 146 N. Y. 33; Union College vs. City of

New York, 173 N. Y. 38; Barnes vs. Southfield B. Co.,

202 N. Y. 301.

Page 141. Dumpor's Case, 6 Rep. 119; Murray vs.

Harway, 56 N. Y. 337; Moore vs. Pitts, 53 N. Y. 85;

Rose vs. Hawley, 141 N. Y. 366; Upington vs. Corrigan,

151 N. Y. 143; Fowler vs. Coates, 201 N. Y. 257.

PAGE 142. ESTATES ON CONDITIONAL LIMI-
TATION: Hatfield vs. Sneden, 54 N. Y. 280.

PAGE 146. MORTGAGES Equity of Redemp-
tion: Casborne vs. Scarfe, 1 Atk. 603; Shields vs.

Lozear, 34 N. J. L. 496.

Distinguished from Conditional Sale: Reich vs.

Dyer, 180 N. Y. 107; Reich vs. Cochran, 215 N. Y. 416;

Nestell vs. Hart, 202 N. Y. 280; Susman vs. Whyard,
149 N. Y. 127; Fullerton vs. McCurdy, 55 N. Y. 637;

Kraemer vs. Adelsberger, 122 N. Y. 467.

PAGE U9.DUAL CHARACTER OF MORT-
GAGE: Hulbert vs. Clark, 128 N. Y. 295; Stockton vs.

Dundee Mfg. Co., 22 N. J. E. 56; N. Y. Real Property

Law, 320; N. Y. Real Property Law, 249.

PAGE 152. MORTGAGE AGREEMENT AND
CLAUSES Interest Clause: Hothorn vs. Louis, 170

N. Y. 576 (52 Ap. Div. (N. Y.) 218).
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PAGE 153. TAX ASSESSMENT AND MORT-
GAGE TAX CLAUSES: N. Y. Laws, 1909 Ch. 62 3;

Ch. 532; Laws 190T, Ch. 340; N. Y. Tax Law, 11;

Seaman's Bank vs. Fell, 166 A. D. (N. Y.) 271; N. J.

Compiled Statutes (1910) page 5089 10.

PAGE 154. RIGHT OF POSSESSION: Shriver vs.

Shriver, 86 N. Y. 575; Sexton vs. Breese, 135 N. Y.

387; Barson vs. Mulligan, 191 N. Y. 322.

PAGE 157. ASSIGNMENT: Fryer vs. Rockefeller,

63 N. Y. 268; Munoz vs. Wilson, 111 N. Y. 295; Cen-

tral Trust Co. vs. West Indies Ins. Co., 169 N. Y. 323;

Woodruff vs. Inst., 34 N. J. E. 174; Carpenter vs. Lon-

gan, 83 U. S. 271; Van Keuren vs. Corkins, 66 N. Y. 77;

Assets Realization Co. vs. Clark, 205 N. Y. 105; Real

Property Law, 274; Laws of New York of 1914, Ch.

408.

PAGE 160. FUTURE ADVANCES: Hyman vs.

Hauff, 138 N. Y. 48; N. Y. Lien Law, 13.

PAGE 161. DISCHARGE OF MORTGAGES
Payment: Vrooman vs. Turner, 69 N. Y. 280; Wager
vs. Link, 150 N. Y. 549.

Release: Metzger vs. Nova Realty Co., 214 N. Y. 26;

Remsen vs. Beekman, 25 N. Y. 552; Murray vs. Mar-

shall, 94 N. Y. 611.

Satisfaction: N. Y. Laws, 1911 Ch. 574.

PAGE 166. EQUITABLE MORTGAGES Ven-

dor's Lien: DuBois vs. Hill, 43 Barb. 26; Maroney
vs. Boyle, 141 N. Y. 462; Zeiser vs. Cohn, 207 N. Y. 407.

Vendee's Lien: Elterman vs. Hyman, 192 N. Y. 113;

Davis vs. Rosenzweig Realty Co., 192 N. Y. 128.

PAGE 167. CHARGES ON LAND: Matter of

Powers, 124 N. Y. 361; Hamilton vs. Smith, 110 N. Y.

159.

PAGE 168. LI8 PENDEN8: Murray vs. Ballou, 1

Johns Ch. 566; New York Code of Civ. Pro., 1631 et

seq.

PAGE no. PRIORITY OF MORTGAGES OVER
JUDGMENTS: Jackson vs. DuBois, 4 Johns 215; Hun
vs. Swayze, 55 N. J. L. 33.

PAGE 173. FORECLOSURE OF MORTGAGES
Strict Foreclosure: Moulton vs. Cornish, 138 N. Y. 133.

By Advertisement: Ketcham vs. Deutch, 211 N. Y.

85; House vs. Carr, 185 N. Y. 453; N. Y. Code of Civ.

Pro., 2387 et seq.
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Under the Code: N. Y. Code of Civ. Pro., 1626-

163T; Jacobie vs. Mickle, 144 N. Y. 237.

PAGE 180. REMAINDERS Limited to Two in

New York: Real Prop. Law, 43; Purdy vs. Hayt, 92

N. Y. 446.

PAGE 181. WHEN VESTED: Moore vs. Littel, 41

N. Y. 66; House vs. Jackson, 50 N. Y. 161; Matter of

Wilcox, 194 N. Y. 288 ; Hennessy vs. Patterson, 85 N. Y.

91; Cammann vs. Bailey, 210 N. Y. 19; Wallace vs.

Diehl, 202 N. Y. 156.

PAGE 186. RULE IN SHELLEY'S CASE: Brown
vs. Wadsworth, 168 N. Y. 225; Lippencott vs. Davia, 59

N. J. L. 241; Vogt vs. Graff, 222 U. S. 404; N. Y. Real

Property Law 44.

PAGE 188. RULES GOVERNING REMAIN-
DERS: Van Home vs. Campbell, 100 N. Y. 287; N. Y.

Real Property Law 42, 43, 44, 49.

PAGE 195. POWERS IN NEW YORK: N. Y.

Real Property Law 131 et seq; Townshend vs. From-

mer, 125 N. Y. 446; Konovalinka vs. Schegal, 104 N. Y.

125; Deegan vs. Wade, 144 N. Y. 573; Farmers Loan &
Trust Co. vs. Kip, 192 N. Y. 266; Matter of Fearing, 200

N. Y. 340; Kissam vs. Dierkes, 49 N. Y. 602.

PAGES 203-204-205. RULE AGAINST PERPETU-
ITIES: Haynes vs. Sherman, 117 N. Y. 433; Sawyer vs.

Cubby, 146 N. Y. 192; Purdy vs. Hayt, 92 N. Y. 446;

Mott vs. Ackerman, 92 N. Y. 539; Seward vs. Davis, 198

N. Y. 415; Mills vs. Mills, 50 A. D. 221 (see Real Prop.

Law, 103); Leonard vs. Burr, 18 N. Y. 96; Schermer-

horn vs. Cotting, 131 N. Y. 48; Green vs. Green, 125 N.

Y. 506; Randolph vs. Randolph, 13 Stewart (N. J.) 73;

Hartshorn vs. Elden, 50 N. J. E. 522; Detwiller vs.

Hartman, 37 N. J. E. 354; Stout vs. Stout, 44 N. J. E.

479; N. Y. Real Property Law, 42 et seq.

PAGES 209-210. RULE AGAINST ACCUMULA-
TIONS: Smith vs. Parsons, 146 N. Y. 116; St. Andrews

vs. Institute, 191 N. Y. 254; Hascall vs. King, 162 N.

Y. 134, 645; N. Y. Real Property Law 61, 63.

PAGE 214. TITLE BY DESCENT: N. Y. Dec. Est.

Law, 80 et seq.; Avery vs. Everitt, 110 N. Y. 317; N.

J. Laws 1915, Ch. 31.

PAGE 216 BY PURCHASE Estoppel: Sparrow
vs. Kingman, 1 N. Y. 242; Jackson vs. Littell, 56 N. Y.

108; Lyon vs. Morgan, 143 N. Y. 505.
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PAGES 219-223. ADVERSE POSSESSION: Ful-

ton Co. vs. N. Y., 200 N. Y. 400; United States vs.

Chavez, 175 U. S. 509; Davock vs. Nealon, 58 N. J. L. 21;

Crary vs. Goodeman, 22 N. Y. 170; Jefferson vs. Bangs,
197 N. Y. 35; Green vs. Horn, 207 N. Y. 489; Lightfoot
vs. Davis, 198 N. Y. 261 ; N. Y. Code of Civ. Pro. 1501.

PAGE 229. ALIENATION BY DEED Quit
Claim: Emerick vs. Hackett, 192 N. Y. 162.

PAGE 230. BARGAIN AND SALE: Rogers vs. E.

F. Ins. Co., 9 Wend. 640; Ryan vs. Dox, 34 N. Y. 312.

PAGE 232. DEED FROM INFANT GRANTOR:
Sims vs. Everhardt, 102 U. S. 309; McGreal vs. Taylor,
167 U. S. 588.

Deed from Insane Grantor: Smith vs. Ryan, 191 N.

Y. 452. Alteration of Deed: Chauncey vs. Arnold, 24

N. Y. 330.

PAGE 236. EXECUTION OF DEED: Nellis vs.

Munson, 108 N. Y. 453; Bradley vs. Walker, 138 N. Y.

291; Todd vs. Eighmie, 4 A. D. (N. Y.) 9; 137 Cal. 441.

PAGES 243-245. COVENANTS IN DEED: Miller

vs. Clary, Ct. of Ap., 210 N. Y. 127; Acme Realty Co. vs.

Schinasi, 215 N. Y. 543; Brede vs. Rosedale Land Co.,

216 N. Y. 246; Geizler vs. De Graaf, 166 N. Y. 339;

Foster vs. Scott, 136 N. Y. 577; Ackerman vs. True, 175

N. Y. 353; O'Neil vs. Van Tassell, 137 N. Y. 297; Mott
vs. Oppenheimer, 135 N. Y. 312; Mygatt vs. Coe, 152 N.

Y. 457; Sebald vs. Mulholland, 155 N. Y. 455; N. Y.

Code of Civ. Proc. 381; N. Y. Real Prop. Law, 263;

subd. 1
; N. Y. Laws 1914, Ch. 128.

PAGE 246. ALIENATION BY DEVISE: Cruik-

shank vs. Home for Friendless, 113 N. Y. 337; N. Y.

Dec. Est. Law 35, 36; N. J. Compiled Statutes, 1168-

1159.

PAGE 2W.TORRENS SYSTEM: Partenfelder vs.

People, 211 N. Y. 355.
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The following pages will serve as a convenient record

for the student's own notes or memoranda.
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